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EDITORIAL
(By Vishino Motwani, B.A. III year)

I must begin by congratulating
t he old friends on what I might say
good examination results that have
brought a good name to our Collage,
anti by welcoming Ollf new friends

-w 11 0 " hav e joined our college this
year.

India celebrated her 13th In.depen
dence Dav on August 15,1959. When
Robert A. Vogeler, an American
businessman, was released by the
communists after seventeen months
"in a Budapest prison, one of his first
statements to American reporters was:
"You never know what freedom
means-vunril you lose it!" India had
lost her freedom once, but now we
are a "Sovereign, Democratic; Repub
lie;" and havi ng once lost Ollt freedom
we ought very well to know what it
means. It should now be the breath
of our nostrils. Our freedom must be
preserved at all costs.

The socio-economic development
of a young, yet old, nation like ours
demands good raw-material, i.e noble
youth. The task of national
reconstruction becomes difficult if
the people at large do not participate
in it. In a democracy, each citizen
forms a component part of his or her
government. The success and the
survival of democracy depends on the
active participation of its. citizeris.
To be "down there talking" is not
C110l1g11. All of us have to be "up
here doi ng " As has been. pointed
out bv Shri Nehrll:" A society of 40
c[c)res of people cannot rise on the
shoulders of official hierarchy." It

is not proper to sit on the sidelines
and only complain about the way
things are bein.g done. We should
censure the 'Let-the-government-do
it' attitude and understand the impor
tance of our own contribution, how
sover little, to national prosperity'.
Co-operation has, indeed, become the
life-line of our political, social and
economic stability. Unless we learn
to co-operate, we are nowhere.

What precisely is the aim of
Education? The aim of Education is
to humanise man, to kill "the ape,
the enemy, the devil" in him so that
'man knows himself,' 'finds divinity
in humanity' and leaves this world a
better place than what it was "Then
he entered it." It is then important
for everyone of us to cultivate a sense
of responsible citizenship, a sense of
personal and social duties, a sense of
correct values and decent conduct,
both in words an.d deeds The substitu
tion of proper values for false values
is what we most require. Our joy
consists ill simple living and high and
correct thinking. As a poet Si11gS:

"Thought in the mind hath made
us. What we are

By t hought was wrought and built.
If a man's mind

Hath evil thoughts, pain comes on
him as comes

The wheel the ox behind ...
If one endures

In purity of thought, joy follows
him

As his shadow sure."
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SUPERSTITIONS Al\;10NG US
By S. R. Malhotra Pre-Medical I Year

Weare born Indians. It is sup
posed that Indians are a supersti
tious people. This may not be al
together false, as illiteracy and super
stitions go together, India's teeming
millions are steeped in ignorance and
superstitions. But that doesnot imply
that the superstitions are the mono
poly of the Indians..

Some superstition or the other is
an atcr ibute of all humanity. For ins
tance, it is a superstition among the
westerns that '13,' is an unlucky
number. European hotels have no
room bearing the number thirteen.
This superstition had its birth in the
last supper of Christ, when thirteen
men were sitting at the dinner table
and Christ was betrayed and was
later crucified. Another western
super st it ion is that a horse-shoe seen
lying 0 n the road brings us good
luck.

Every superstitious practice once
had a basis in reason, but with the
change of times, reasons have dis
appeared but the superstitions re
main. For instance, in the past,
when a tra veller travelled alone on a
dangerous road, he took a sword
(iron) for his protection. But today
when all illiterate mother puts a
broken knife under the baby's p il low
for protection, when she leaves him
~I~ne in another room, how funny
It 15 r

Similarly clanking of swords meant
a sword fight. To-day, if a child
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clanks scissors or a pair of knives,
the ignorant house-wife fears that a
fight will soon take place.

If a dog \veepsbefore a house,
people infer that some one in the
neighbourhood must die. The reason
for such superstition is easy to guess.
Near a dead body dogs and jackals
weep and feed. So its a mere super
stition.

When you leave your house the
first person that you meet on the
road is supposed to give an indication
of your luck for the day. If you have
met a man bringing a pitcher full of
water, it signifies geed luck. In those
days, when clean drinking water was
scarce and filtered water was unkown
a pitcher of clean water was a blessing
and meeting it would bring good luck.
Don't we see in tile cities business
men waiting at their door-steps. some
times even for an hour, for a geed
omen for start?

Meeting a cat is inauspicious, A
cat is a nuisance, spoiling the eatables.
And meeting a penniless fe l low was
a sign of bad luck.

If a crow crows over a house
women say that a guest would be
corning that day. It's also a super
stition. If a Ulan's right eye. ar m etc.
throbs, it would bring good luck.
The throbbing of limbs on the left side
is believed to be a harbinger of bad
luck. The reverse is the case for
women, An itch in the right palm
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means income while in the left hand's
palm, it is supposed to portend ex
penditure.

If some-one sneezes when you
start on a journey or begin a work,
the superstitious people fear that the
work would not be carried to com
pletion. The same bad luck is .ap pre
handed if some one shou ts for you
from behind, when you are starting
on some venture.

What is the reason for this uni
versal belief in one superstition or the
other ? Man is full of fear for his
future. In his uncertainty and des
peration, he catches at the straws.
Superstitions are the emblems of
man's weakness and ignorance.

" Forget the past, live in the pre
sent, don't be anxious about future."
says an English writer."

The Position of Women in the 20th Century
By Dhiredra Singh

Looking back a few centuries, I
am gratified to find that women have
made steady and sure progress. Wo
men of to-day have seen a new light.
The axiom: "He for the sword, and for
needle she," written by a 19th century
Conservative has become anachronis
tic now. Things have changed quite
a lot in the modern times, Women of
to-day carry both the sword and
the needle together.

This remarkable progress shows
great satisfaction since the communi
ty of the then misnamed 'weaker sex'
was terribly backward, even till the
nineteenth century, and the early
stages of this century. They were
narrrow-minded, su oerst it io us and
slaves of men. 'He to command and
she to obey", said Tennyson. Women
acquiesced in this position as they
were mostly uneducated. Even the
learning of the three R's was supposed
to be too much for a gir 1. An edu
cated gir1 was considered a shrew and
shrewd. This was the case equally in
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India. Women had really closed the
doors of their chambers of knowledge
to didactic information, whereas edu
cation to the modern gir1 has become
a 'MUST'.

The renaissance of women and
their uplift may be dated rightly from
the closing years of the 19th century.
The real pioneer in this field in India
was Raja Ram Mohan Roy and his
Sarnaj. It was he who fought the evil
custom of 'Sati' and even the 'Purdah'
system -just as Abraham Lincoln
fought against slavery. Ghandhiji's
great fight for the cause of social
position of women and his books made
a great go in this renaissance, Arts
like dancing, singing and swimming
which were considered as something
which girls of respectable families
shou ld not indulge in, are now
common amongst them. Ladies not
only drive cars but have the courage
to attempt gliders and even fly
aeroplanes.
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I t is for the first time in Indian
history that women have become
sheriffs and mayors of cities e.g, Mrs.
Asaf Ali, Mayor of Delhi, Mrs Tara
Cherian, of Madras. The achievement
of such women may put many a man
to shame. The late Mrs. Sarojini
Naidu, who was the Governor of U~P.,

was a poet, and a great orator-the
Nightingale of India. Men could not
even equal her. Now-a-days women
have estab lished their own clubs,
schools and colleges. There are wo
rnzn pilots, nurses, factory workers,
politicians etc. They take an active
interest in elections and In the Gov
ernment of their own country.

Women of yesterday were simple
and orthodox, the modern ones are
fastidious, wearing gorgeous dresses,
high-healed shoes and using cosme
tics.. Is there any truth in A. G.
Gardener's statement, "Women
should not be given the vote until
they get the enfranchisement of the
buttons 7"

So now her deeds an.d accomplish
ments have given the woman a place
equal to men's in society. She is now
as clever, bold and intelligent as the
stronger sex. In. fact, I now doubt
the strength of men after hearing
about Hamida Banu, the wrestler!

Art, Religion and Society
By

111 modern times the conception of
art has come to be grossly misunder
stood. Even the most highly educated
people of today live in complete or
partial ignorance of art and its real
significance in human society. They
have come to believe that it is some
thin.g separate from human life and
that it is merely a pleasure-giving
thing. People have come to acknow
ledge things like the ballet, musical
performances, theatrical productions.
etc, as true works of art. We might
even say that the entire conception
of art has become degraded and per
verted, in the sense that it is aligned
with something which has merely
beauty of form, however meaningless
it may be otherwise.
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This degradation of art actllally
began during the period of the Re
naissan.ce in Europe. The Renaissance
had awakened the masses of Europe
to the false doctrines of Church
Christiany, with all its evils and cor
rupt clergymen. The Protestant move
ment was organised but a large section
of the people still continued to obey
their degraded Church. The effect
of the Renaissance upon the rich and
higher classes of European society was,'
however, rather strange. The landed
aristocracies of England and France
also realized the falsity of their
Church's teachings but at the same
time they could not openly renounce
it and accept true Christia ni tv. This
was so, as true Christianity preached
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the equality of man, which was not
consistent with the luxurious lives led
by the rich and privileged people.
The higher classes of European society,
therefore, unable to ren.ounce their
false Church and unable to accept
true Christianity, which would have
robbed them of their privileged status,
began living without any religious
con.ception.s at all. A nd what happens
to people when they live without a
religion? Inevitably it leads to moral.
me ntal , and physical degradation And
so it happened with the richer classes
of Europe. Slowly and imperceptibly
degeneration crept into the European
society. The rich began. seeking their
pleasure in the sensual amusements of
life and their very conception of life
became immoral and ugly, and with it
their idea of art as well. A rt became
synonymous with vulgarity and artists
came to be employed to produce
obscene works of so-called art to
satisfy the whims of their deoraved
masters. A rt became a monopoly of
the rich, who beneath their thin
veneer of refinement and artistocracy
concealed a deep sense of corruption.

And this is the legacy that has
beer: bequeathed to us in modern
times The nations of Europe founded
their colonies far and wide in Ameri
ca and in the near and far East. Their
colonies are now no more but they
have left behind an indelible stain 0;1
their mora l and mental degradation.
We, teo, like our wor thy ancestors
have come to attach value to the tri
vial aumseme nrs of life and all our so
called artistic activity aims at satisfying
our vulgar instincts. Thousa nds of 50

called artists labour day and night to
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produce cheap dramas, cheap novels, .
cheap paintings, cheap films, cheap
ballets, and other things portraying
the lowest human instincts. And all
this is sadly mistaken for supreme art
whearas it is really a farce which
degenerates us.

Having said that a lot of modern
art is merely a false delusion the ques
tion to be asked and answered is, what
is real art? This is, of course, a diffi
cult question and one that cannot be
answered in any precise terms. But at
least we should be able to distinguish
between what is art and what is not.
A work of art may be said to be
divided into two parts, form and feel
ing. True art is fundamentally a feel
ing which arises within a human being
who is compelled by some irresistible
inner urge to express that feeling. Art
is simply the expression of a man's,
inner sentiments and emotions about
his attitude on certain aspects of
life. Unlike modern art, true art can
never be made to order, but is rather
the spontaneous emanation from the
soul which longs to express itself.

In this context, I am reminded
of a certain incident in. life. Late one
evening as I was returning home from
a stroll I chanced to overhear some
peasants who were deeply immersed in
singing a song. I stopped at cnce. And
so I was with the great Seg11~'I Seghal
\V8S an immortal artist, besides being
a great singer, because his songs con
veyed what he had actually thought
and felt during his lifetime, Seghal's
music was immortal as it was enriched
with immense depth of human emo
tion. Even the most immensely deco
rated musicals of modern times inspite
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of their lavish display of musical
talent, do not compare with the music
of Seghal because their songs are lifeless
and meaningless whereas the songs
of Seghal were genuine and heartfelt.
There lies the difference between
w hat is art an.d what is not, Still
another example is the Taj Mahal.
Inspite of all its outward glory and
incomparable architecture the great
Taj remains a work of superb crafts
manship but not a work of true art.
The Taj was ordered to be built by
Shah [ehan and was the result of
the genius of an architect and
the sweat and toil of thousands
of lahourers who worked without
feeling and without sentiment to finish
this royal structure. When we look at
the Tal it actually hypnotizes us with
its infinite marble-like beauty and does
not evoke in. us the same feeling of
passionate love which the great Mug
hal Emperor had felt for his Queen.

Art a human activity.

If religion unites society, art is the
medium by which that unity is attain
ed. Art being the expression of a
man's heart-felt sentiment, it is evident
that it must be directly concerned
wi th life itself. Art, is, in its truest
and broadest sense. a supreme kind of
human activity. It is through art that
we transmit OUf feelings and views
on aspects of life to one an.other and
become conscious of the world about
lIS. In, the words of JOhI1 Galsworthv,
art is the one form of human activitv
which really works for union and
destroys the barriers between man and
man. It is the continuous, and uncon
scious replacement of oneself by
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another, Art is, therefore, not merely
confined to produced works of art.
Everyday, in everyway, we are indulg
ing in artistic activity. When we
write a letter. draw a painting, write
a poem, and even when we only con
verse we are pursuing an artistic
activity. And the criterion of our
artistic activity is that what we
express should. l-e simple and intelli
gible and should have sincerity of
feeling. Art, therefore, is the greatest
language which works for the unity of
human society. Society breathes, lives,
and grows thrc ugh art.

Relation betwen Art and Religion.

Art is a medium of expression.
Religion still remains the eternal
spring from which all art naturally
flows. If the water of the spring be
dirty, then what flows from it must
also be dirty. It is important to
understand this relation l etween art
and religion. Every age, every society,
and every nation, have a certai n reli
gicus perception and a certain concep
tion about the nature of things and
what they consider to be good and
bad. If people live without a religion
then the feelings they transmit will
be all bad and degrading, And, as
mentioned earlier, this degradation
did take place among the rich Euro
pean society which did not accept
true Christianity. Btlt if art comes
trom true religious sentiments it will
be noble and elevated. The greatness
of such art is seC11 ill the Ajan.ta and
Ellora caves which have come down
to lIS from ancient times. As soon as
we enter the caves we feel deeply the
impact of their nobility. The Buddha
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comes to life again, and through the
void in the caves his message of peace,
calmness, and non-violence echoes and
re-echoes with sweeping power and
emotion.

We cannot, however, totally blame
modern art for what it is. It is the
outcome of our perverted religious
ideals and our unnatural attitude
towards life. In a way, it seems to suit
the requirements and the temperament
of our age. We seem to like it, and
enjoy it, like one who does the sweeten
ed cup of poison. Perhaps,inourmore
sober and speculative moments of life
we begin to feel the hollowness of our
environments and of our lives and

suddenly want to break away from all
the misery of it. But as Tagore says in
his Gitanjali "I know that priceless
wealth is in Thee and that Thou art my
best friend. Yet I have not the heart
to sweep away the tinsel that fills my
room." Yes! we have not the heart to
say farewell to our sweetened cup.
Who knows what fate awaits this
materialistic age of ours. But certain
it is, that as long as long as our civili
zation rests upon a false conception
of religion and art it will be mocked
by delusions, Our riches will leave us
sick. There will be bitterness in our
laughter, and even our wine will burn
our mouth.

DYNAMISM OF YOUTH PSYCHOLOGY UNDER A DEVELOPING ECONOMY
By Vijay Bhushan B.A. (Pass) III Year.

Youth is the age of emotions and
intelligence. Hence the young are not
to be guided like sheep. Consequently
there is a dire need for 'Co-operative
Co-existence' between the rational
and emotional selves. It is only
through the non-violent weapo.n of
sentient and impulsive reunification,
that the dynamic energy of youth
can be harnessed for the revitalization

'of'and the utilization in the further
advancement of the already develop
ing economy. It is only through the
willing co-operation, guided by
profound psychological understanding,
that the public participation in the
rural and urban sector can be tho
roughly revived for which the young
element of the Indian masses is best
suited. I know it is' easy to talk
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than to practice, but there is a dire
need of 'light-bearing and fruit-bearing
factors. Once the way is shown
and the means are provided, we
should not shirk and hesitate simply
due to weakening inertia. Our
adventurous spirits guided by the
Sarvodya ideology should measure
the step' in practice. Watchwords
given to the International Youth Cong
ress, by Vinobhaji viz 'EK Baneh, Nek
Baneh" (Be one and be good), should
guide us in removing communal and
provincial idiosynacracies. It is piti
able that the country remains where
it was before i.e. it treads the path of
progress very slowly, due to the
unutilization of the vigorous young
element of the country which lies
dormant in our mass economy. Com-
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Shri Iairamdas Daulatram being received at the College Gate.

Cast of the Kirpan-hi-Dhar, staged by the Historical Association
with Dr. Amba Prasad, the Chief Guest.



THE POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

Inter-College Debate for Kathpalia-Jain Trophy.

Members of the Sindhi Literary Society on a picnic at Okhla.



pare our conditions with the Chinese.
In building the Daniper Dam of
China, about one lakh Youth have
contributed their labour voluntarily.
But in burldi ng our Bhakra Dam,
the second biggest' dam of the
world, not even a single-brick is being
carried on a voluntary basis. Such
is the lack of public enthusiasm and
co-operative spirit in our country.
The youth themselves have much to
contribute in voluntary labour for·
making a success of our developing
economy. Our worthy Prime Minis
ter, Mr. Nehru, has said in his book:
'Discovery of. India' that India needs
about 200 to 300% saving for meeting
t112 country's economy. The country
cannot rely much on the external aid
for the use of its developing economy.
Automatically we have to tap our
internal resources. It is under this
pretext that our female youth factor
can. be better utilized in taking out
the huge accumulated asset or wealth
in, the form of ornaments, jewellery
and gold worth Rs. 4585 crores which
was transferred from one ancestral
tribe to another without being best
utilized evc n by the inheritor of those
valuables. The Government can give
national certificates to those who
deposit even some portion of their
valuables, like gold, ornaments and
jewellery, for the rrrtional use, so that
they 'may get money equivalant to
its value in case of an emergency.
This is not an easy job, our urban
an.d rural brothers and sisters will not
come forward to contribute their
wealth volu ntarily for 'national
reconstruction. We have to enthuse
them with the spirit of sacrifice by
setting an ideal or example of our own.
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It is for us to initiate and invigorate
the 'Savings-drive in tile country.
TIle Govt. is also alive to {he need. of
USi11g the accumulated wealth of the
different Maths, Mandirs like
Nathdwara and the Iagannathpuri
Temples for national purposes.

~r111~ psychological campaign of
BhcoIan started by Shri V inobha
Bhave, the Iiving Bapu of the country,
can be much successful only if we
contribute our part by lending our
helping hand in making the people
appeal to their national and emotional
selves, to contribute not only to
Bhoodan. but also to Shramdan,
Sampat tidan and Gramdan etc.

After the colourful success of the
Russian First and Second Five-year
Plan, when the so called Free World
was faced with a queer phenomenon
of poverty amidst plethoric plenty,
starvation amidst bumper crops. un
employment amidst established
factories, it was then and only then
that the lovers of the Laissez Faire
doctrin.e were bidding good.-bye to
their elusive mistress by casting their
vote in favour of planning. India
cannot remain long indifferent
and an exception to this general
rule. Our Engineer-statesman, Sir
Visvewcrvya, caIne forward in import
ing the concept or planning in India.
The third vear of the Second Five-Year
plan is the Second Act of this long
drama of national planni ng and
reconsruction. Let us join hands
together in making it a success.

Our country has a very meagre edu
cation 11 potential in rural areas. The
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spirit of the dignity of labour coupled
with technological craftsmanship can
be much helpful ill getting rid of the
country's great demon. of unemploy
ment. It is obvious that our plan
target is to provide 11 million jobs
to the unemployed during the Second
Plan period, but the increase of
five million per year of the popula
rion will outmode and shatter our
illustrious hopes. In order to bring
home to the mind of the rural and
urban population the concept of
Family Planning we need the emer
gent help of the vehicle of youthful
element to dissiminate the knowledge
and information about family plan
ning among the masses, otherwise
the Indian-Malthus will be as frighten
ed as any body in sceinj the torrential
output of babies at a much faster
rate of growth of population.
Preventive checks like celibacy, self
restraint, bir th control with the use
of chemical an.d mechanical contra
ceptives and by the use of the'Safe
period method suggested by the Ame
rican economist; Dr. Abraham Stone.
an expert on family Planning-vwhich

is more suitable to Indian traditions
and conventions -will have to be
practised. Otherwise the positive
checks like famine, flood. draughts
and pestilence will naturally' operate
to cut down the surplus number
of the people.

We have to cultivate among us
the spirit of fellow feeling, brother
hood, co-operation, self-help etc.
keeping in mind the advice of the
Father of the Nation, MahatmaGandhi,
regarding the development of one's
individual personality while adopting
the universal principle of etern.al
truth: 'Mansa Vacha Karmna' i.e
what is in our mind implicity should
be followed in our speech and action
explicitly.

Thus we have to find out the all
embracing solution of the problems
of economic, socio-political and
psychological nature with deep under
standing of the mystical Co-operation
and Co-existence between 'reason'
and enthusiasm which is the dire
need of the Youth psychology in our
reconstructional economy.

By Binod Kumar Bhateja, Prep. Arts

"Wish you the best of luck"! How
many times I have wished it to my
friends! But here is a top atomic
secret for my friends. My wishes
have al ways brought them down.
There is not a single instance when
my best wishes have seen the light of
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success. Always they have let my
friends down and today I have reason
to believe in the futility of my best
wishes for my friends.

Here are some instances. A frien.d
of mine, Mr. Seth, (I have no doubts
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about his integrity and hard work)
was to take his university examina
tion. I sent him my wishes as was
expected of me. And the result was
that he got plucked. But I had, at
that time, no reasons to give thought
to the nasty effects of my good wishes..
His failure could aptly be attributed
to some other causes. Then Septem
ber was there. He again took the
exam i nation. This time I again sent
him my wishes. He see:ned to have
fared better this time. A nd in on.e
of his letters he wrote to me that
there was nothing which could fail
him for God's grace was with him.
But u nforturrrtely again the unex
pected thi ng happened. He was un
successful, My wishes didn't let even
God's wishes to operate. "t'ow I began
to think about the fact that my good
wishes would never help any body.
On the other hand they proved to be
dangerous. I had also some other
reasons to strengthen my belief. Next
time when Mr. Seth appeared I know
ingly kept mum. I did not send him

my best wishes, And to my surprise he
got a high first class.

But still I was not sure whether
his early failures were all due to the
nasty effects of my best wish.es. But
the incidents following that time have
now forced me to harbour a strong
notion about the dangerous and
opposite effect of illy good wishes.

I can multiply such instances and
today I am cent per cent sure of the
evil effect that is wrought by my
wishing good luck to my friends. And
now I have stopped wishing good luck
to my friends. I simply cannot afford
to, for whenever I wish them so, I am
assured of their ultimate failure in
their attempts. So there is a hint for
my friends. Never take me as a man
nerless boy when I don't wish you
good luck. There are my good wishes
that prevent me from putting my
wishes for you into words. And when
ever I wish anybody good luck you
can take it for granted that I am only
wishing that person bad luck.

"lVIAN, THE CONQUJ1JROR"

Through the ages, man has had a
compelling urge to explore an.d
discover. He has already explored
most of tile surface of the earth,
jungles, mountains, oceans, glaciers,
deserts ali.d rivers. Now he turns
towards the outer space as his next
objective. The main motive for such
exploration is scientific research. Man
firids an irresistible challenge in the
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new opportu nities afforded by space
exploration to add to his knowledge
and understanding of the Earth., the
Solar Sy-stem and the U niverse.

One of tile greatest org» nise-I
efforts to learn more about the Earth
and the U niverse was startedon july
1, 1957, and continued till the end of
1958. This period is ],:l10Wl1 as the
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International Geophysical Year
(I.G.Y.). As a result of an interna
tional agreement reached during this
period, certain IG Y activities have
been extended for another year.

In this programme, thousands of
scientists from over 50 nations have
been undertaking studies about the
earth and space. The most spectacular
efforts of the IGY will be the dozen
or so attempts of the United States
and the Soviet Union to place satel
lites of different sizes, shapes and
weights in the orbit around the earth
and artificial planets around the sun.

These man-made moons and planets
are being launched to get direct evi
dence about some unanswered ques
tions concerning the sun's radiation,
the cosmic rays, the nature ant) density
of the high air, the earth's magnetic
field, the micrometeorites in space,
the atmosphere on the moon before
an attempt is made to land at the
moon or a planet --Mars or Venus.

To land a man on the moon and
safely get him home again will require
a very large and powerful rocket --one
with a thrust of over one million
pounds. The exploration of the moon
will involve three distinct "levels of
difficulty". The first is a simple shot
that will circle around the moon, The
next "difficulty" would be a "soft"
landing. And the most dif f icult of all
would be a "soft" landing followed by
a safe return to Earth.

The payload for a simple shot would
be a small instrument-carrier similar
to a satellite. And for a more diffi-
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cult "soft" landing, the carrier wou.
have to include a "retro-rocket" t
provide braking action, since th
moon is not believed to have an atmos
phere that would serve as a cushion.

It was for the first time that on
October 4, 1957, the inter-pla
netary voyage was made possible in
future when the world awoke to the
sounds of a special broadcast of the
'Bleep, of the first man-made m.oon
(artificial earth satellite termed as
Sputnik by the Russians) launched by
a Russian I.C.B.M. under the I.G.Y.
programme. With its launching the
initial round in the competition for
the conquest of outer space has gone
to Russia. This satellite was spherical
in shape with a diameter of 23"
weighing 183. 4 Ibs., and circled round
the earth at a speed of 18,000 m.p.h.
at an altitude of 560 miles, making an
angle of 65 degrees to the North-East
of the Equator.

But the second Sputnik, weighing
1120.29 lbs, spherical-cylin.derical in
shape and 10 ft, long is completing its
course at the height of 930 miles
above the earth making an angle of
63.8 degree to the Equator. It was
launched on 3rd. November, 1957.
Tl12 main characteristic of this sate
llite was that it contained a living dog,
named 'Laika', which, of course, died
due to of lack of Oxygen and is still
going round the earth. She was the
first tra veller in space.

But how could the U.S.A. be left
behind in this race? So now it was the
turn of the U.S.A. to send up a series
of satellites into the space, But these
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satellites were too small as compared
to the Sputnik of the Soviet Union,
which ~as sent up in June, 1958. It
was as heavy as half a ton and went as
high as 1100 miles from the earth. At
present 7 man-made moons, two of
U.S.S.R. and 5 of U.S.A. are circling
the gl-obe.

Recently the U.S. scientists have
launched a satellite, which is only one
of its kind. This U.S.'s Explorer VI,
shot into orbit from Cape Canaveral,
was the most sophisticated satellite
the U.S. launched. Rigid arms like
paddle wheels, whirling through the
sunlight of empty space, were its most
spectacular features, designed to test
the possibility of capturing enough
energy from the sun to send messages
across millions of miles. At 22,000
miles per hour, the new 14.2 lbs.
satellite went into orbit (rotating 171
times a minute) and its cells began
to convert sunlight into electricity.

Anothor attempt to test the
effect on. the living beings in the
space, was made by U.S.A. Two
space-pioneering monkeys, Able and
Baker, in the recent successful 300
miles journey above the earth, provid
ed evidence that man.-in.-space can
withstand enormous acceleration and
deceleration force during ascent and
descent and can adapt himself to a
condition of weightlessness. Unfor
tunately Baker died while she was
being operated upon for the removal
of electrodes from her body.

Another startling event took place
In the month of November, 1958,
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when Russia sent up the rocket 'Lunik'
which escaped the earth's gravita
tional pull and bypassed the moon to
become the first man-made planet of
the sun, This was the greatest
achievement in the history of science.
The development and progress of
Rocketary shows that the 'Reds' may
be the first to reach the moon. The
U.S.A. stood the challenge and in April
lJ.S. missile named 'Lunar Probe'ralso
by-passed the moon and became the
companion of 'Lunik'. The scientists
are of the view that these two might
strike Mars rather than return to
the earth.

These satellites and planets have
sent very valuable data about the
space travel. The space-race bet
ween. U.S.S.R. and U.S.A.~ is being
run. Nobody knows who will be the
first on the moon. But what do we
know (about the" moon that man has
long wanted to reach? Here are some
geographical characteristics of the
moon:-

1. Distance from the Earth - Average
is 238,857 miles; the closest approach
to the Earth is 221,463 miles.

2. Diameter-2,160 miles, about!
that of the Earth.

3. Mass -1/82 that of the Earth.

4. Movement - Th.e moon revolves
about the Earth once every 28 days
as roth move around the sun. Because
it rotates just once as it revolves
about the Earth, the same side of the
moon is always turned towards the
Earth.
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5. Life --No definite proof. But
there could be a few pIa nts in the
craters of the ri ngwalls. which are
deepenough to 110ld tenuous atmos
phere,

6. Topographv-e-Mou ntains that
rise as high as the highest on the Earth,
may be as high as 1-1011n.t Everest.

There are thousands of craters which
resemble volcanic craters on the
Earth.

And why does Man want to reach
this barren, lifeless planet'? Primarily
for the advancement of scien.ce, to
answer the needs of his unconquerable
spirit!

T'VO POE~IS

By

Adarsh Bahl (Pre-Medical II Year)

When I was blind I saw the light

But now the light is gone.

With the advent of eyes these

Eyes see the darkness

But not the Light which

Lights the Paths unto Thee. Eyes in

darkness stray and arc lost

in the maze of earthy beauty

and sparkle of human eyes & form.

But the path on which

We all have to tread

is still not seen

by the eyes we posses.

What use are the eyes which

See not Light but dark,

What use are the eyes, my Lord?

What use are the these eyes?

Did ye give us eyes to search

for the light or darkness?
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o death, how kind art thou?
Thou cometh and taketh us away
From agony and torture of life.

Thou stoppeth all sorrow,
And giveth content and happiness;
Unknown happiness we love to taste.
Thou knifeth the man against
Evil deed or else he should
Become brutal and kill all life.
Thou cometh to some to glorify them
And others thou removeth stealthily

Like a thief at night.
People weep, Thou careth not.

Thall knoweth, removal of persons,

Young old or unborn,
Unto thy lap-the lap of Content.
To it I too long to go
To sink my sorrow and agony.
Come Thou kind Death. Come Thou

With thy crown and sceptre

Come then S0011, kind death,
Kind death, come soon.
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Some Indian Writers of English Verse*
By Shri R. K. 4Sud

The year 1830 stands as a land
mark in the history of Indian litera
ture and language. It was the year of
the announcement of Lord Macaulay's
Minute on the study of English lang
uage and literature by Indians and the
publication of the first book of verses
in English written by an Indian.. The
book was called The Minstrel. It was
written by Kashi Prashad Ghosh His
was not a solitary case to be dismissed
as mental aberration. He was one of
the many 'pioneers' who took to wri
ting English verse. By 1870 the Dutts
or the well-known Rambaghan 'nest
of singing warblers' had published the
Dutt Family Albun~ containing verse
written by them. They had, no doubt,
started in a spirit of imitative rivalry
and followed the path laid out by the
Orientals, Angle-Indian writers and
the clergymen, In.dian literature at
the time was in a decadent condition
and that provided these writers with
an excuse to write in English. For
Toru Dutt, however, writing verse in
English was a cherished ideal. Among
st the celebrated names that follow
ed her are those of Manmohan
Ghosh, Sri Aurobindo Ghosh, Brijen
dra nath Seal, Sarojini Naidu, Harin
dranath Chattopadhyaya, V. N.
Bhushan, Hamayun Kabir and Baldoon
Dhingra. I have excluded R..abindra
nath Tagore for the only reason that
he did not write in English though he
himself translated his poems into
English. Nevertheless, he inf.luenced

these writers to a considerable extent.
You may' be inclined to say that these
writers were 'mad' and were merely
wasting their time and talent in what
could be at best poor imitation of
English poetry. To me there seems
some method and purpose in their
'madness'. They did in the beginning
swerve from the right path and the
Indian tradition but thanks to the
timely advice and the appearance of
master rninds like Tagorc's and Sri
Aurobindo's they picked up the right
trail and their rightful role. There is
a continuity of thought and ~feeling
in the verses written by the Indian
writers. The predominant notes in
Indian poetry are those of sacredness,
lyricism and service. In Tagore's
poetry the three notes are harmonized
into one but in the majority of the
poets we have one or the other note
missing. These writers performed use
ful purposes: they revealed the great
n.ess of their country to the West and
interpreted her soul that was enshrined
in ber scriptures, classics and Medievel
writings. As time passed they espous
ed the cause of Indian nationalism
and the cornman Juan.

I propose to talk tonight on Toru
Dutt, Sarojini Naidu an.d Harindra
nath Chattopadhyaya as their works
are easily accessible and und.erstan.d
able. I shall mention a few other
names in order to link IIp these three.
Toru Durt is kn.own to us by her book,

*WIth the courtesy of All India Radio, Poo na.
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The Ancient Ballads and Legends of
Hindustan which also contains her few
slnallerpieccs. Her life ",T:1S short
and tragic but full of promise. Fate
grew jealous o i her and 011e after the
other she lost all tl10SC whom she
loved excepting her father. Her ear
lier years were very happy but little
did she know that she would have to
cherish their sweet and poignant me
mories and carry them with her to her
grave. In her poems she recalls her
mother, her brother, her sister and her
father ~- it tinges them with pathos.
Far away in the foreign lands she
heard the Causarine Tree's lament· for
the 'sweet companions, loved with
love intense' As she lay dying, her
father holding her hand in his, she saw
in a vision an Angel binding har head
with 'a few sprays from the Tree of
Life' :

My hand was in my father's, and
I felt

His presence near me. Thus we
often past

In silence, hour by hour. W11at was
the need

Of interchanging words when every
thought

That in our hcarts arose, was
known to each,

And every pulse kept time.

Although a convert to (~hristianity

Toru Dutt had imbibed the ancient
spirit and lore of India. No wonder
that these form the background of her
poems and the kernel of her
thoughts and feelings. In her ballads
she selected the nobility of ancient
Indian character: Savitri, Lakshman,
King Bhar at, Dhruva, Butto, Sindhu,
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Prahlad and Uma, the spouse of Lord
Shiva. Savitri's

.....charm was this ....upon her face
Childlike and innocent and fair,
No man with thought impure or

base
Could ever look: ... the glory there,
The sweet simplicity and grace,
Abashed the boldest .

Simple words but how effective. Savit
ri's faith in her love for Satyavan and in
Fate and Karma; Lakshman's unques
tioned loyalty for Rama and regard for

. Sita: jogadhya Uma's solicitude for
the old priest of the Khirogram Tem
ple· Bharat's affection for the orphan
dee'r; Dhruva's constancy of worship;
Butto's obedience of his GllfU; Sin
dhu's service of his old parents; and
Prall1ad's quest for God, 'the only one
to whom is all our service due.' .
these were the subjects that had an
irresistible appeal to hearts born and
bred noble.

Toru Dutt was a born artist. She
had an eye for beauty and grandeur of
Nature. Her scenes and landscapes are
superb. You may read the opening
lines of Sita describing the ashram of
Rishi Valmik, or the opening stanza of
Our Causarina Tree or else the mas
terpiece i11 Baugmaree :

A sea of foliage girds our garden
round

But not the sea of dull unvaried
green,

Sharp contrasts of all colours here
are seen;

The light green graceful tamarinds
abound

Amid the mango clumps of green
profound, .
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With equal facility and felicity
she expresses thoughts about Love,
Maya, Virtue and Fate, At her age
the following comments on first love
are commendable indeed :

Love at first sight as poets sing,

Is then no fiction? Heaven above

Is witness, that the heart its king

Finds often like a lightning flash;

We play, we jest, ...we have no
care, 0

When hark a step, ... there comes
no crash, ...

But life, or silent slow despair.

How sweetly and artlessly does she
express the Vedantic doctrine of
~'laya :

I kl10W that in this transient world
All is delusion .... nothing true;
I know its shadows are mists un

furled

To please and vanish.

Of all her ballads I prefer rhc
-logadhva Uina. It is a supreme exam
ple of artless art, naivety and an illus
tration of the art of natural superna
turalism : the suspension of disbelief
that constitutes the poetic faith. The
first t\VQ l ines bind a spell and it holds
the readers' interest till the last word:

Shell-bracelets ho! Shell-bracelets
ho !

Fair maids and matrons come and
buy!
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These bracelets are a mighty charm
They keep a lover ever true,

And widowhcod avert, and harm,

Buy them, and thou shalt never
rue n

\;V11o should need them more than
Ulna '?

TOfU Duct's ideal was to interpret
the East to the West and she
succeeded. She wrote:

I long to pour immortal lays
Great paeans of perennial truth.

Rabinclrarlatll Tagorc stands at the
he~d. of the New Era. He not only
unified the three notes in ancient In
dian poetry in his own poetry hut also
restored to the poetry of his time the
singing quality and spontaneity of erno
tion But for this our writers of English
verse might have either drifted away
in bewildering futilities or else been
sucked dry by i ntellcctual subtleties,
The tradition established 011ce again
by 11 i 111 was followed by Sri .Auro
bindo, .Harindranath Chattopadhyay
and V.N. Bhushan. Sri Aurobindo
as great a mind as Tagon?, unfortuna~
tely lacked the gift of song. He brou
glit to what he wrote' austerity and
sublim ity'. Most of his philosophical
poems are 111l1Ch above the head of his
readers, among whom I consider my
self to he one. I often wonder if his
philosophical poems will not frighten
away the most daring of lovers of the
Muse Divine, His smaller poems,
early effusion.s in the Hellenistic vein.
and Baii Probh.u in Miltonic blank
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Verse, with its descriptions of the noon
and the gorge and the mighty action,
will surely be read. Poetry that" has a
palpable design on us or is packed with
erudition ceases to be readable. Like
the major poems of Sri Aurobindo
The Quest Eternal of Brijendranath
Seal suffers from too much learning.
The latest poems of Harindra nath
Chattopadhyay suffer from flagrant
purpose. You and I can understand
and appreciate simple mystic ar d phi
losophic poems like Tagore The Sea
shore in The Crescent Moon:

"On the seashore of endless worlds
the children meet with shouts and
dances They build their houses
with sand, and they play with empty
shells. With withered leaves they
weave their boats and smilingly float
them on the vast deep The sea sur-
ges up with laughter, and pale gleams
the smile of the sea-beach. Death
dealing waves sing meaningless ballads
to the children, Tempest roams in
the pathless sky, ships are wrecked in
the trackless water, death is abroad,
and children play ..... ,."

We may also appreciate and under
stand Sri Aurobindo's poem, lVho :

"All music is only the sound of

His laughter,

All beauty the smile of His passion
ate bliss;

Our lives are His heart-beats, our
rapture the bridal

Of Radha and Krishna, our love is
their kiss."
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But Sri Aurobindo's masterpieces
Ahana or Thought the Paraclete are
very hard nuts to crack. Reading
poetry must not become 311 ordeal:
it must be pleasure.

Manmohan Ghosh, Sri Aurobindo's
elder brother, a poet of considerable
merit, was unfortunately out of tune
with the country of his birth.

Many a reverberation of the lines
quoted from Sri Aurobindc's poem
Who was to be found in t he poems of
Harindranath Chatropadhyay till he
begau to 'sing of man' and turned a
Communist-poet from poet-divine. To
begin with, the poet, he said;

" ..... is a lord of eves and morns,
A master-traveller of repose,
Although his feet are bruised by

thorns,

His mind is like a shining rose .:"

This held true of him in his books of
verse called Caravan or The Deep Well.
But in the preface to his collection of
poems called 'I sing of man and other
Poems he wrote : "The ivory tower
of the self-isolated poet has been bomb
ed; the poet has come out into the
open, his shadow touches and mingles
with mi llions who are but walking
shadows. ,The pen has become a wea
pon in the brave struggle against op
pression, injustice, exploitation ... "

I sing of sadness and of those

Coridem ned to wa nt and dirt
And of the bleeding wind that

blows
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Out of a world of hurt.
Raped women, starving children,

men
Riddled with bullets through "

Such poems may be impassioned app
eals for redress of social inequities but
only the verities of life constitute the
stuff of great poerty.

For Sarojini Naidu was reserved
the task of interpreting the heart of
India to the Western readers. Not
that she had no insights into India's
soul. ..To a Budha seated on a Lotus is
proof of it :

The wind of change for ev er blows

Across the tumult of our way,

To-morrow's unborn griefs depose
The sorrows of our yesterday.

Dream yields to dream, strife
follows strife,

And Death unweaves the web of
Life."

All our mortal moments are
A session. of the Infinite."

But she had " a craving for Beauty.H
Her emotions were easily stirred by
the sight of beauty of colour or sound
of both nature and man, love's delights
or pangs of separation. music and
dance, mysteries of peace and tran
quillity of gardens and hills and the
sea; and last but not least, by a nation's
stir and upsurge for freedom. She is
the greatest singer of lyrics an.d poss
esses a remarkable technical skill. As
she varies her moods and correspond
ingly the background against which
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she paints them she alters the rhythm.
Love and Death, Caprice an.d The Soul's
Prayer are three direct expressions of
her feelings and emotions. In At
Twilight she alternates expressions of
her emotions with her reflections.
Love, Nature and her country .. these
were the subjects of her poems. Love
will u nirc the world as it united the
hearts of lovers.

Love reeks 110t of feuds and bitter
follies, comrade or kin,

Alike in his ear sound the temple
bells and the cry of the
muezzin,

For love shall can.eel the ancient
wrong and conquer the ancient
rage,

Redeem with his tears the memo
ried sorrow that sullied a by
gone age.

It is in her folk-songs that the
heart of:rndia beats. She is the poctfof
the Deccan {1S Tagore is that of Bengal,
In the Bazars of Hyderabad IS more
akin to a documentary than any other
pOCIn. Listen to the Pala.nqu in-bearcrs'
song:

Lightly, 0 ligIltly, we bear her
along,

She swings like a flower in the wind
· of Ollr song;

She skims like a bird 011 the foam
of a stream,

She floats like a laugh from the
lips of a dream.

Gaily, 0 gaily we glide and we sing,

We bear her alcnglike a pearl on a
string.
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Exquisite music, similes and rhyrh m
make it a fine poem. There are l11a11Y

others as beautiful as this. She is
referred to as the 'Nightingale of
India.' She presents to her Western
readers the palanq-uin-bearers, wander
ing si ngers, wea vers, S2aside f ishers,
snake-charmers, corn. grinders, har
vesters, mothers rocking their year
lings, love-lorn maidens yearning for
their delaying lovers, lovers lavishing
their deep sighs on the winds, wedding
guests singing and dancing the coy
bride horne, poets offering their ado
Iatory verses to their patrons, vota-

r ies of Nature roaming over hills and
alongside lakes, humble and devout
worshippers of deities kindling their
tiny earthen lamps in temples or at
wayside shrines, a widow bewailing
her sad lot and a suttee embracing in
the leaping flames of the burning pyre
her dead husband's immortal love, Such
is the motley crowd that greets us in
her pages. This diversified crowd con
stitutes the heart of India and Sarojini
Naidu is its poet. Her collection of
poems has been rightly called "The
Sceptred Flute".

CIIOICE OF A CAREER*
By Shri H. S. Kapur, Deputy Employment Officer

The choice of a career is the most
important and vital aspect of one's
life. You will find man)! people in
this world who do not like their job,
but they are just doing it for a Iiving.
Life in such cases is a drudgery. There
should be satisfaction and pleasure in
what you do. Then alone you can be
sure of efficiency, more output and
better returns wh ich in turn w il l
give you a happy good life.

It is important for yOLI to come to
all early decision as to what ~YOlI

would like to do. There is a different
road for every vocation and we must
take the r ight road at rhc earli
est to reach the goal ahead of others.

There is, as )TOlI know competition
on every step of life. Most of our
students do not know their goa] and
are just pursuing studies with a desire
to add a feather to their cap that ulti
mately does not help them very much.
There are certain coveted services
which attract all. But, most of us
waste rna ny precious years of our life
in an unsuccessful attempt to get into
these. Perhaps this could be' avoided
If you could consult your Teachers,
Councillors, Career masters and Emp
loyment Officers at the proper time.

The choice of a career is your res
ponsibility, as it primarily revolves
rou I1d your intelligence, abilities,
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physical fitness and mental outlook,
interests, bent of mind and resources.
The important factors that govern
the choice of a career are :-

(i) You must know what is
available. If you were to study what
is somewhat pedantically called the
occupational therapy, you will come
across many occupations unknown to
you before. These may attract and'
interest you.

(ii) Make a thorough study of
tile occupations in which you feel
interested and find out details about
its activities, duties, basic educational
qualifications required, length of
training or experience, time and cost
of traini ng, conditions of work, phy
sical and social, promotions security
of service and demand and supply
position.

(iii) Compare the conditions and
requirements of the job with your
own personal qual ities and interests
such as physical, mental, emotional,
social and economic background.
Then you are likely to know whether

you can fit in that job successfully
and to your satisfaction. It is possi
ble that you may over-estimate your
own qualities. It is, therefore, safer
to consult your parents, teachers and
counsellors who often know more
about you than you do about your
ourself.

Tile University Employment Bur
eau has made arrangements to assist
you in this respect. TIle Employment
Officer "701Ild be h8PPY to assist you
in case you want his help. The Na
tional Employment Service studies
the Employment Market regularly.
Their reports are a vailable at the
Bureau. The various careers have
also been studied and printed pamph
lets are available on most of the occu
pations where there is a shortage of
suitable candidates. These pamphlets
give you the information you are
likely to need to know all about the
occupation e.g. the job contents, the
training facilities, the future pros
pects etc. You call study these career
pamphlets at the Bureau, They
are also available for sale at a normal
price of 5 N.P. each.

128, Portland Road,
Nottingham (D. K.)

27th October, 1959.

My dear ,

I am so sorry~ for not having writ
ten to you all these days, but the life
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here is so fast and occupied that one
is hardly left with any leisure. Kindly
forgive me,

It was on 6th evening that I reached
L011doD. and after a short sojourn
there I left for Nottingham, about
130 miles to the north of London,
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reaching here the following clay. The
·term of the University started on the
9th Instant and since then I have been
trying to acquaint myself wirh BIll nt,
the author on whom I am to work.
I meet Prof. Pinto once a week for
supervision and remain confi ned to
the University Library, or to my room
at horne. rest of the days, I also attend
about a couple of lectures delivered by
Prof. Pinto. But it is an independent
affair and the magnitude of the task
ahead is really fr ightcni ng. Let us
hope for the best.

Nottingham University, though
quite young -it was founded only in
1948 but the Nottingham College
existed as far back as 1882 -is a nice
little institution. It is lodged in. beauti
ful buildings, equipped with modern
amenities. The library is well-stocked
and I can get about a dozen books on
Blunt, who was the head of the India
House Library. What is more, the
library staff is extremely polite, consi
dering it a real delight to assist you.
TIle surroundings of the University,

too, are picturesque, with a lovely
lake in front and verdant lawns on all
sides. So it is not a bad choice at all.
Prof. Pinto is a hard task-master and
I cannot afford to be slack.

How is our college? To say that
I miss you all would be to say what
you already know. I am a sentimental
person by nature and the attractions
of England have not filled the void
created by separation from India.
Luckily I am staying with myoId
chum and feel quite at horne; yet my
thoughts often go back to the College
and my dear associates there. Please
remember me to them all-what need
to make a catalogue of names. Our
places-Mr. Nahal's and m ine-r-must
have been. adequately filled in by now.
Please write all tha t may interest me.

My affectionate regards to Dr.
Banerji and all my colleagues and best
wishes to my students.

Affectionately yours,
K. C. Kan.da

'I'he Philosophy of Social "Tork
By Ashok KUYltar Butani (B.A II Year)

A girl in New York felt sad
because the city was so clean and the
people so well off that the she had no
opportunity for doing Social Service.
Of course, the facts were different:
this girl happened to be ignorant of
the fact that there were S0l11C areas
ill New York which were not so clean
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and quite large sections of people who
were not so really well off. But
assuming the facts as this girl imagin
ed them to be, she felt sad that life
was so good aroun.d her. If we really
love the people, we should feel happy
if they are 11appy. But to feel u n
haP11Y when people are happy is really
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a perverse philosophy.

What then is the correct philoso
phy of Social Work? A correct
philosophy must, in the first instance,
be rationalistic. It must be preceded
by a realisation that by doing good
to others, we are not obliging them
but we are in fact fulfilling
ourselves. The fact really is that our
possessions, our talents and our
character are a common heritage,
which has to be willy nilly shared.
Further, degradation in one area of
life is bound to affect other areas.
Bad ways of living are really con
tagious.

This can be very well illustrated
from student life. Students come

together from various sections of
society and mix in common groups.
Some have a good background and
others have an evil background; and
the college comes to possess the
tradition of the dominant class.

Y Dung boys and girls studying in
Colleges have enormous opportunities
for development. They have time
and energy. They can go out into
the slum areas and raise their stand
ards of living, behaviour and literacy.
They can go out in vacations into
the surrou nding villages and be
friends, philosophers and guides . of
the innocent folk who inhabit the
villages of India. Through such Social
Service, they can raise the living
standards of the country.

Behaviour in Living Beings
By Shri R. P. Budhiraja

Behaviour may be defined as the
reaction produced in a living being
when it is subjected to internal or
exter nal stimuli. If we attempt to
study the behaviour-patterns in Man
we soon find such a confusion of
apparent contradictions that no clear
issue call be found. This, however,
is only to be expected In such a
complicated organism, therefore it is
necessary to start with the simplest
organism -one whose behaviour is
unlikely to be influencad by legal
penalties, parental advice, and if\diges
tion. A start may be made with the
single-celled animal or with plants.
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The simplest type of experiment
is to apply some common physical
force to a simple organism or investi
gate its reactions to chemical substa n
ces and see if any behaviour pattern
emerges.

A common physical force is light
It now a growing plant be placed on a
windo-Iedge it will be subjected to
un.ilateral light and it will bend, or
rather grow over towards it. This is
really COlTI1110n information. It will
not do, however, toexplain it ry
attributing likes and dislikes to the
plants. By modifying this experiment
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ill different ways it will emerge that
Iight slows dOW11 growth (we "force"
rhubarb and other plants in reduced
light). Apply this now to the plant
by the window and it may be reasonab
ly concluded that the side of the plant
away from the light will grow faster
than that nearer the light so the plant
is forced to bend over. Once its tip
is facing the light it wil] be eqally
il luminated all round: so growth will
continue ill that direction.

This behaviour of the plant IS no
way intelligent, it is a mere direct
physical reaction to a physical cause
or stimulus, in other words, a forced
movement.

An electrical Incthod is becoming
of considerable im portanee ill ca teb i ng
fish for investigating the rate of
growth , since this method does not
damage the fish in any way. This
mctho l depends on the behaviour of
a moving fish i11 an electric field. If
t\VO electrodes (metallic plates) be
placed, one on, each side of a r iver,
and an electric current be passed
between them they will, of course, be
joined by an electric field. A fish
swimm i ng i I1tO this field is autornati
cally orientated along it, and any
movement the fish makes will cause
it to travel to the positive plate. It
is only necessary to have at the posi
tive pole a landing-net to be able to
catch and lift the fish out of t he
water. 'This method of fishing 111ay,

in fut ure, be used commcrciallv in
t he sea.

To many forces; be t hcv light,

2J

gravity, dampness, electricity or
chmical substances, animals and plants
react in a direct and often obvious
manner and there is no reason to
think that we are completely immune
to such forces. The very :fact rhat
we are 'built on the same plan as the
beasts and have tile same organs makes
th is i nescapable,

''\Ale k now that the glands of the
body produce substances called' hor
mones which act as chemical messen
gers. stirnulati ng actions all the part
of other organs and often the whole
animal. These hormones may appa
rently be produced constantly or at
regular intervals or during particular
periods in an animal's development.
It is possible then to suppose that
their presence causes an. a nimal to
behave "instinctively", \V e know
that, as an embryo develops, substan
ces are produccd > Organizers, they are
called which cause the'
start of every stage of development.
Having got the embryo safely l.orn
it seems but natural that its behaviour,
not only in its helpless stages but
throughout its life, should be, in. part
at least, affected by similar substances.
Indeed. in Dart we k now that this is
so because L of thernating behaviour
of animals as a result of the hormones
produced by the sex organs .the
behaviour pattern is destroyed when
the sex organs are removed.

How i nst i nctive actions originated
is another matter: the young spider
of a pa rticul« r spccics Luilds its first
web to the same pattern as that built
by evcry other member of the same
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species: every chaffineh builds a
recognizable chaffinch's nest and
never a black bird's, But intelligence
does not appear to be involved in any
way and thereis nothing less intelli
gent than the complex behaviour of
ants.

Other factors which must be taken
into account in the study of behaviour
are the reflex and the conditioned
reflex. The action of the gut muscles
whose contractions drive the food
along and the opening and closing of
the iris of the eyes in relation to the
31TIOunt of light falling on time are
examples of reflexes.

Conditioned Reflexes

There ate, however, the condi
tioned reflexes which are somewhat
different. We know from our own
experience that when tood is taken
into th e mouth saliva is poured upon
it-a simple reflex with the taste of
the food acting as the stimulus which
is carried to the glands, causing them
to pour alIt the saliva. But the saliva
can be made to flow as a result of
indirect but associated stimulus. If
before every time a dog is fed a bell
is rung the time will come when the
sound of the bell will cause the dog
to salivate. This is:a typical condi
tioned reflex.

In man this salivation can be in
duced by sight and even talk (an in
teresting experiment can be made by
sucking ostentatiously an orange or a
lemon in front of a wind instrument
band and noting how long it takes
to put them out of action l)
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Conditioned reflexes are really a
matter of associa tion and often be
cc;me confused with intelligent beha
viour,

We are probably affected much
more by conditioned reflexes than we
are likely to admit, because the more
living becomes stereotyped and
regulated the more 'conditioning'
there is round to be. Early
conditioning stands in the way
of changing thought. Hitler under
stood all this and produced his Youth
Movement, but he was not the first in .
that field. nor will he be the last. In
fact, in our OW11 quiet way we are
doing something similar in every
school in the land; we teach only
"facts" and "principles" but we have
not the grace to tell the poor inno
cents that many of our facts and prin
ciples are just theories and hypotheses.
All through life this goes on, for even
the newspapers all of them have their
"fixed attitude" and by continual
repetition blunt the edge of logic and
anesthetize the process of thought.

What do we mean by Intelligence?

What then is that which we call
intelligence? I suppose it means
an abi lity to perceive a situation and
the way to deal with it, and if it can
be perceived and dealt with it must
have been understood; and this im plies
ability to modify knowledge. If
the situation has been perceived and
dealt with extremely badly it has not,
of course, been understood, so little
intelligence has been shown.

Some experiments were carried
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out in this connection with chimpan
zees and the results showed some
intelligence which, however, was not
of a high order.

In their cage, which was of wire-net
ti ng, were put several articles and
outside an orange which was just be-
yond their reach. Many vain similar
attempts were made to reach it merely
by stretching for it. When at last
it became apparent that the orange
really could not be grasped much
thought was given to the subject and
at last a nearby stick of bamboo was
used to reach and pull the orange in.
The next orange was put beyond the
reach of the stick and after many
more vain attempts it was discovered
that one stick would fit into the
hollow tube of another and the orange
was won. There was here, surely,
intelligent action.

Again the or ange was placed out
of reach and the sticks removed.
After hunting for the sticks which
could not, of course, be found two
straws were seized, one pushed into
the tube of the other and the attempt
made again. This was not an intelli
gent action for it was a mere blind
repetition of the former successful
one.

Though chim panzees and other
apes and to a lesser degree the other
mammals may show intelligence it
can never be said to be reason. There
is no evidence that they can lIse ima
gination and conceive a situation, and
certainly they cannot construct sen
tences. Every attempt to teach them
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even single words has failed, for
when a young chimpanzee was given a
banana the giver always said baa", but
the monkey never learned to imitate.
it.

Of course, learning takes place
most easily during the juvenile period;
in Man this lasts, may be. twenty
years but in the apes it may last but
two. But even in. Man by no means
all achieve a high level of imgaination
with the ability to discuss the al;stract
and this ability is possessed by quite
a small proportion of people. Our
commonest abstract is words an.d the
average person's vocabulary is corn-.
posed of words denoting things and
processes associated with them-truly
a low level of abstraction.

Of the small number that can
reason but few can reason well enough
to stand out as grea t men which
means men who have opened new vis
tas or produced some ideas which
have led civilization forward another
step.

What applications can be made of
the above analysis (provided it is
true !) for the benefit of the human
species? It seems that it is only by
some application of it that the ever
increasing cases of juvenile delin
quericy can be dealt with. In early
stages it should be possible to induce
conditioned reflexes (indoctrination,
to use the modern conception) in
children below a certain mental stan
dard wich would make it well-nigh.
impossible for them to become delin
quents. Some compulsory youth 11101Je-
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ment (voluntary ones are useful on,ly
to a very limited extent) with few but
oft-repeated slogans might do. And
what if such people never become mucli
more than machines as long as thev
are good machines ?

Penal reform too might well be
considered from such a biological
rather than a sentimental-statistical
point of view. How often it has been
urged that particular forms of crimi
nality are due to abnormal quantity
of gland secretions and therefore the
criminal's behaviour is outside his
control. yet he gets hanged for having
too much adrenalin circulating in his
system at the moment of the crime?

Are we, in short, behaving wor
thily of the amount of knowledge at
our disposal? We seem to take it for

granted that all our actions are the
result of mere even working of the
brain, but they are not, for every
thing we do is affected to some extent
by perhaps every organ in our body
from the stomach to the reproductive
organs, That they should all be wor
king normally all t he time is not to
be believed; so we are all apt to have
a slightly abnormal outlook sometimes
or always on some subjects (a jaun
diced view was the old expression).

Even the non-thinking parts of
the brain must have their say, as
when we find a lump rising in our
throats or tears coming into our eyes
as the result of some situation which
our reason tells us is silly or unwor
th y of emotion. A specious sob-story
or a cheap melodramatic episode will
do it.

61, Crofton Road,
Attenborough,
Notts.

22nd November, 59.

Dear .

I am sorry I could not write to
you earlier. It has been a busy time
here: most of the days filling this
form or the other; forms at the
British Council, at the University,
and so forth. But by now that is
allover, -though not quite, for al
ready the British Council has started
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asking lIS to fill in the forms for the
retur n journey, They are very good
to us, but is appears it is their policy
not to extend the period of scholarship.
They prefer to have every year a
new batch rather than let the old
one continue. Though they have not
yet communicated with me in the
rnatter , the first group of Indian
students will be leavin.g on July 28,
1960 and all those leaving have been
informed. I guess they should be
soon informing me 'as well,

I may be able to cellect all the
material on D. H. Lawrence in the
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next six months ani I could submit
my thesis to Delhi University,

I am doing quite well here and
have established good relations with the
British Council, They have selected
me to attend a course on "Modern
English Literature" at Oxford Uni
versity in the first half of January.
The competition was open to any
student, whether a British Council
scholar or not, and I am happy that I
have found a place ill the 27 finally
selected. I shall be reaching Oxford
on the 1st of ]anuary,1960 .

Meantime the work ill Notting
ham has been pretty hard. There are
so many books to be read. I meet
Prof. Pinto once a week to discuss
the progress of my study and at this
meeting I am supposed to give him
a resume of what I ha ve done during
the course of week's labour. So from
morning till evening it is nothing else
but studies. (I live in a small village
about four miles away from the
University.)

How is the Department? I am
afraid Mr. Kanda and I have put a
heavy burden on you by leaving to
gether at the same time. Have you
recruited new Lecturers and if so
who are they? How is everythiug
else at the College?

The prosperity here, the good
salaries, they make life a pleasure and
existence a joy. Considering the
opportunities people get here. I think
that we in India are far behind the
times. But 'sare jahan se achha
Hindustan hamara', the love of one's
country still fills one with sweet
nostalgia and whenever there are
discussions here, I loudly defend
the beauty and the riches of 111y

homeland.

Please write to me at times. With
warm personal regards to Dr. Banerji
and my' esteemed Colleagues and the
best wishes for my students

Yours Affectionately.
C L. Nahal

ABOUT OUR,SELVES

The new year has brought fresh
faces into the college, both among
students and the Staff. The increase
in the number of students has been
beyond our expectations. It has been
more on the side of Science than on
the side of Arts. The coming years
will show if the present pace can be
maintained. Increase in numbers ne
cessitates expansion of laboratories,
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additional class rooms, more books in
the library, and more Staff. Unless
these are provided the sta nclards of
teaching and discipline deteriorate.
Once the deterioration sets in it is
difficult to step up standards. We
do not grudge the right of admission
to colleges to anyone but to herd
together students good, bad and in
different; seems to us unacademic
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From the paucity of contributions
received for the Desh we are compell
ed to say that even though we have
Honours Classes ill three subjects our
students feel shy of expressing their
views through this Forum provided
to them. It is for our senior stu
dents to give the lead and improve
the standard of the Magazine.

Quite often we receive contribu
tions which do not bear the names
of their writers. Even when a
notice is put on the Notice Board
asking them to get into touch with
the Editor they fail to turn up. The
result is that their articles remain
anonymous, Of course, they have the
advantage of remaining undetected if
their contributions are copied. We
have decided to reject all such
articles in future.

We also wish to impress upon our
writers that "they must get t heir
articles corrected before submission
or else write them in a fair hand and
leave enough space for corrections.

The Saff

How true and prophetic are the
words of Milton: "To-morrow to
fresh woods and pastures new." We
realized their full force when six
members of the Staff left when the
college re-opened in October. Shri
S. M. Sehgal (Botany) and Shri R. K.
Dewan (Chemistry) left for the Unit
ed States for higher studies in their
respective subjects. They will stay
there for three' years Shri K. C.
Kanda (English) went on study leave
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for two years to wark for the degree
of Ph. D. at the University of Not
tingham. Shri C. L. Nahal (English)
was awarded a scholarship for one
year by the British Council and pro
ceeded to England for advanced
studies. He is at the University of
Nottingham for the present and shall
proceed to Oxford next January.
Their places have been filled in by
Shri Y. P. Dhawan and Shri J. K. Jain
respectively

Shri S. C. Gupta (Hindi) left us
to join. the S. D. College, Delhi, as
the' Head of the Department. Shri
Rup Narain. who was appointed as a
temporary Lecturer in Hindi left the
department to take up appointment
at the Hindu College, Delhi.

The following additional appoint
ments have been made in the various
Departments :-

1. Shri R. L. Verma (Hindi)

2. Shri Om Parkash Kohli
(Hindi)

3. Shri S, K. Iain (Mathematics)
4. Shri Adarsh Deepak (Physics)

5. Shri K. S. Natrajan
(Chemistry)

6. Shri M. L. Sauduja
(Chemistry)

/. Dr. S. S. Sehgal (Zoology)

8. Shri R. C. Pillai
(Political Science)

We offer our heartiest congratu
lations and felicitations to Dr. R. D.
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Bhardwaj on the award of the degree
of D. Litt., by the Agra University.
This is the second doctorate won by
him. It is a rare distinction and we
are proud of him.

We shall be failing in our duty if
we did not congratulate Shri S. C.
Gupta (who left us to join the S. D.
College, Delhi) on the award of the
degree of Ph. D. by the University of
Delhi. His work was done by him
while he was with us and we feel that
we can rightly claim his distinction as
our own.

The College Office

Shri B. S. Aggarwal has been
appointed the Head Clerk in place of
Shri J. N. Saksena who retired in
March last.

The College Union

The Annual Elections of the
Office-bearers of the College U nio n
took place on 26th August, 1959. The
following were elected:-

President: Subash Chander Dewan
B. SCI III Year

Vice-President: M. S. Aggarwal
B. SCI I Year

Secretary: Vijay Puri B.Sc. II Year
Asstt. Secretary: Subash A nand

B. SCI II Year

Class Representatives:

Toby Neno n
B. SCI and B.A.. III Year

Anand Prakash B.Sc. & B.A. II Year
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Brahm Sarup B. Sc. & B.A. I Year
Prem Bhardwaj

Pre-Medical I and II Year

Nirmal Hingorani Preparatory

Vishino Motwani and Karuna B.A.
III Year were nominated to the Union
Executive Committee.

The College Union was inaugurat
ed on the 8th of October by Shri
B. Gopala Reddi, the Hon'ble Minister
for Revenue and Civil Expenditure.
A programme of light music was
arranged. The Hon'ble Minister
addressed the students for about 45
minutes.

The first regular function of the
Union was a prize contest in Extem
pore Speaking in Hindi. Sixteen stu
dent participated. jagdish Chander,
B.A. Hans. I Year and Sushma Paul,
B.A. Hans. II Year won the first two
places.

On the 4th of November the
College Union arranged a prize debate
in English. The subject of the debate
was: "In the opinion of the House
the Swatantra Party is bound to fail
because of its extremely conservative
outlook." Ten students took part.
Subash Sabharwal, B. Se. I Year class
and V. K. Ramani, Preparatory class,
won the first and the second prize
respectively.

On the 14th of November, the birth
day. of our revered Prime Minister,
Shri jawahar Lal Nehru, a symposium
was held. Shri Jai Ram Daulat Ram
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"

M.P. was in the chair. Shri M. Mujeeb
Vice-Chancellor ~ jamia Millia Islarnia,
New Delhi, Dr. A.N. Banerji an.d
Shri R. K. Sud spoke on the different
aspects of Mr. Nehru's life and genius.
Kalyan Jain, B.A. Hans. I class recited
a poem on Mr. Nehru, It was highly
appreciated by the audience. 'Mr.
Jai Ram Daulat Ran1, in his Presi
dential address, exhorted the students
to learn to do what Mr. Nehru want
ed them to do: to be strong in order
to preserve the freedom of India.

The College Union continues to
be affiliated to the Delhi University
Students' Union. The following have
been elected Members of the Supreme
Council of the University Union
from our college :

Subhash Chander Dewan,
B,Se. III Year (Ex-office)

Mangat Ram Sharma
B.Se. III Year

Ramesh Chander B.Sc. III Year"

Arjun Menghani B.Sc. III Year

G. S. Mamik B.A. II Year

Dinesh Joshi B.A. II Year

Ranjit Singh Khanna B.A. II Year

Amrit Lal Gupta B.A. II Year

Deepak Khosla B.A. Hans I Year

Vijay Sharda B.A. I Year

Subhash Chander Dewan has been
elected to the Executive Commrttee
of the University Union.
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The History Association

The following were elected offiee
bearers of the Association:

President: Raj Kumar Sharma
B.A. II Year

Vice-President : M. S Verma
B.A. I Year

Secretary: M. L. Grover
B.A. II Year

Joint Secretary: Dharam Singh
Preparatory

Representatives: Krishna Chowdry
B.A. III Year

M. C. Jain B.A. I Year

S. Sahni B.A. II Year

The Association organized a pic
nic-cum-local historical tour at the
Qutab in September. The programme
included songs, poems and skits.

The inaugural function was held
on 16th of November. Dr. Amba
Prasad, Reader in History, University
of Delhi, delivered a very illumina
ting talk, entitled "Some Impressions
of his recent African Tour". The
Association presented a gala program
me of drama and music. The play:
"Timur-ki-Har" was well received
and highly appreciated by the audi
ence. Likewise the folk-songs, depict
ing various cuI tures of India, were
very much liked by the listeners. The
cast of the play was as follows :-

Taimur Raj Kumar Kapoor
Kalyani Harbhajan Kaur

Balkaran Bhupinder Singh Bedi
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Zafar Ali Raghubir Singh Sareen

Mubarak Yog Raj.

Ali Baig Kalyan Clland Jain

Villagers Raghubir Singh-Bagga

Nare ndra Tohan

Rajinder Singh

The Sindhi Literary Society

The following are the office-
bearers for the year 1959-60 :-

Secretary Thakur Bhatia
Joint Secretary: Ashok Badlani

Class Representatives:

B.A. and B.Sc : Ashok Butani

Pre-Medical: Ashok Raisinghani
Preparatory :

Khanu Lalchandani

A meeting of the Society was held
on the 4th of September and a pro
gramme of songs and comics was pre
sented. Prehlad, Thakur Bhatia,
Ashok Sadhwani. Khanu Lalchandani,
Sahib Bedi and Vishino Motwani
participated.

A picnic of the Society was held
on 16th September. Thakur Bhatia,
Ashok Butani: V ishino Motwani,
Chandru Motwani, Ashok Raisinghani,
Khanu, Amriti, Meern, Asha, Kamla
Keshwani and many others joined to
make it a success.

Its second meeting was held on 21
October. Prehlad, Khanu and Siri
Chand took part in its proceedings,
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Members of the Society participat
ed in the inaugural meeting of the
Historical Association. Pushpa Pahi
lajani, Amriti, Meena, Asha and
Pushpa Gurnani gave a Sindhi Song:
"Laddo" -a folk song sung on occa
sion of a marriage.

The Society will hold an Essay
Competition on 28th November,

The Hindi Parishad

The following were elected the
office-bearers for the year 1959-60.

President : N aresh A njan

Secretary: Ramesh Chander Vohra

The inaugural function, held on
29 August, was a Seminar in connec
tion with the Tulsi jayanti, It was
presided over by Dr. Udhyay Bhanu
Hans. In September a Hin.di Recita
tion Contest was held. Students recit
ed poems of well-known Hindi poets.
Kalyan Jain stood first and Ramesh
Chander Vohra and Sushma Paul
stood brackted second. In the Inter
class Trophy Debate the team of B A.
Hons II Year won the trophy. Indi
vidual prizes were awarded to Sushma
Paul (Lst), Kalyan Jain and Manju
Mathur (2nd). The Parishad also
held a contest in Story and Poetry'
Writing. The award of the Judge is
awaited.

The Sanskrit Parishad

The following are the office-bearers:

President : Dev Bala
Vice-President: Parshottam Lal Vij
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Secretary: Madhu Bala

Joi nt Secretary : V ed Prakash

The first meeting of the Parisllad
was held on 14th September, The
Members read out their own COll1pO·

sitions in Sallsk:rit:' short stories,
shlokas and puzzles.

The Parishad celebrated t he
Kalidas Iayanti on the 18tll of
November. Purshottam Lal Vij and
Bhanwar Singh read out their essays
in Sanskrit and jagdish Chancier
Tyagi recited a few verses ~ from
the writings of the great poet. Dr,
R. D. Bhardwaj, Lecturer in Hindi,
and Shri Ram Lal Verma, Lecturer
in Hindi. threw light on the life and
works of Kalidas. Shri M.-L. Chaudh
ry, Adviser, ex p lai ncd the beauties,
richness and p zr fect.io n of the style
of Kalidas as a poet, dramatist and
lyrist.

TIle Parishad will hold an Essay
Compet it ion in Sanskrit in january.
196J.

The Political Science Association

The following were elected the
office-bearers in tne Annual Election
held on 6t11 August.

President: Rita Dahiya
V ice-President: SneI1 Prabha

Secretary: Dinesh Chander Joshi
Joint Secretary : Veena Grover

The first function organized by
the Association was an exhibition on
the British Parliamentary Govern-
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mente It was rnaugurated ly the
Principal, Dr. A. K. Banerji.

l\ group of sixty students of Poli
tical Science visited the Lok Sabha
in Session on 25th August.

In the formal .: 'inaugural function
Dr. B.R. Chatterji, Head of the South
East Asia Department, Indian School
of International Studies, New Delhi,
spoke on "The Working of Parlia
mentary Democracy in South East
Asia."

The Mem bers went on a picnic to
the Qu tab and had lot of tun. In the
evening t hey were addressed by Raja
Mahendra Pratap M.P. on the subject:
"The Necessity and Possibility of a
World Government."

TIle An nual Inter-College Debate
for the Kathpalia-Jain Trophy was
held on 21st November, 59. The
derate was of a high standard and as
111311y as 12 colleges participated in it.
Our College was represented by
Subash Sabherwal and Vir o.l Kumar
Bhall». {Jr. Dwarka Dass, Reader in
Political Science, University of Delhi,
~1rs. S. Khanna, Lecturer in Ellg1ish,
Janki De\7i Mahavidvala, Delhi and
Shri Kaushal Kumar, Lecturer in
Chemistry, acted as judges. The run
ning t rophy was awarded to the Lady
Sri R8n1 College for the second con
secutive year. The first prize was
bagged by Shri Arun Kumar of the
St. Stephen's College and the second
prize was shared by Shri Masud Mirza
of the Law Faculty, University of
Delhi, and Shri Marushiki of the
Delhi College.
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The Association has plans to hold
a mock session of the United Nations
General Assembly in the third term.

The Social Service League

The members of the Executive
for the year 1939-60 are as fol lo ws :

Adviser: Shri V.N. Khanna
In-charge .Adult Education Centre:

Shri S.J\1. jhangiani
President: As110k Kumar Butani

Secretary: Ramesh Chander V ohra

Members :

R. K. Shorey, Rent.l Bhasill, Sa11~b

Bedi and Ranjit Katlr.

Sukhu Badlani, B. A. II year, re
presents the College 011 the University
Council of Service Leagues. Shr i S.lvI.
jhangiani is the Staff Representative
011 the same Council.

Some Members of the League went
to different neighbouring localities
for collecting funds for the Kashmir
Flood Relief Fund sponsored by Dr.
V. K. R. V. Rao, Vice-l-:lla11cellor of
the Delhi University.

The League has started an Adult
Education Centre in the College u nder
the guidance of Shri S. M. j ha ngin ni
and Shri V.N. Khanna. Subash Chan
dcr, BA HOI1S. II Year, is in-charge
of the centre. He is assisted by a
hatch of 7 students of the college.
Attendance is satisfactory.

B.Jtanical Excu rsian

A Botanical excursion to Mussoo-
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rie hills was arranged by the Depart
ment of Botany in September. The
party, consisting of twenty students,
was led by Shri Chander Parkash, The
party stayed at Mussoorie for about
twelve days and made valuable collect
ions of plants, both for the depart
mcnt and research work. At Musso
orie students were taken to all nearby
places of Botanical irlterestTrips to
the municipal gardens-nursery, the
Gun-hill, Lal Tibba, Jaber Khet, Vin
cent hill and the Kern pty-falls were,
indeed, memorable. A varied collect
ion of Angiosperms was also brought
to Delhi with a 'view to study the
effect of contrasting altitudes, tem
perature ani environments 011 general
morp11ology-cytology and seed ferti
lity of these plants,

The Revers' c-,:
TIle Crew has a membership of 36

almost all who were keen on joining.
Ranjit Singh Khanna has been appoint
ed the Troop Leader. He is assisted
by 5 Patrol Leaders: Sukhbir Singh,
Davinder Nath Soad, B.K. Khallna,
Subash Chancier Chopra and Vin.od
Bhalla. Regular training has started.

Tlte United N aiions' Students Associa
tion (UNSA)

The College Unit of the UNS~L\. is
affiliated to the Delhi University
UNSA. It proposes' to arrange a few
talks on the United Nations by emi
nent persons.

G.S. Mamik and Vi nod Kumar .
Bhalla were elected President and
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Secretary respectively for the year
under report.

Sports and Athletics

Notwithstanding the obvious han
dicaps practice in Cricket, Volley
ball, Badminton, Athletics and Table
Tennis has been regular. Our teams
participated in the above mentioned
games in the University tournaments.
Our Volley-ball team defeated the
Hindu College and the Law FaClllty
teams but lost to the G.T.B. Khalsa
College team.

Iagdish ~: .hander, Captain of our
Athletic Team, stood second in the
Inter-College Athletic Meet held in
1.'\ovember.

Dharam Singh Sharma and V ijay
Thomas secured a position in Hammer
Throw and 110 Meters respectively.

Sukhbir Singh was selected to play
in t.he University Volley-Ball Team.
Our congratu lations.

The linter-Class Tournament

This tournament, introduced in
1955, is proving a great success. B.Sc
and B.A. classes are trying very hard
for the championship, Foot-ball
matches, which are to be played In
January, will decide the contest.

The N.C.C.

N.e.c. in the College has after all
been rewarded. We have been able
to start two Senior Divisions of the
N.C.C: the Naval and the Artillery.
\Ve have the biggest single contingent
among all the colleges in Delhi.

.,

Our Naval cadets will be attending
their Annual Training Camp at Cola
ba, Bombay, during the comingWinter
Recess.

Badminton Tournament

Of all the in-door games Badmin
ton remains the most popular. We are
running three courts: one pucca and
two kuchcha. We hope to add one
more pucca court this year to n1eet
the pressing demand of the students,

Tile Annual Badminton Tourna
ment was a great success, Students
and Members of the Staff participat
ed in it.

For tIle first time this year the
tournament was held wi thin an en
closed, covered Shamiana. The open
tournament provided excellent game.
The credit for making the tourna
ment a success goes to Shri I. S.
Kapur and Shri D. S. Chaudhry.

The following are the results of
the College Badminton Tournaments
1959-60.

Men's ...Singles.

It is heartening to report that our
long and constant effort to start
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Winn.er

Runner-Up

Satish B11arti

Ramesh Chancier
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Lucky Doubles

Winner

Wonlen's Singles

Winner Nirmal Vishvanath
Runner Up Rashmi Chawla

Mert's Doubles

Winner ... Satish Bhatti and
Ramcsh Chancier

Runners Up ... I. S. Kapoor and
Madan Mohan

M ixed Doubles

Winner ... Satish Bharti and
Nirmal Vishwanath

Runner Up ... Ramesh Chancier &
Deepak Gill

... Satish Bharti and
Ramesh Chander

Run net Up ... Chandru and

Surinder Sin~h

Men's Sir"gles'(OPEN)

Wit: ner K.D. Kaul
RlInner U1') R. s. Khanna

Men's Doubles (OPE/\J)
Winner ... Satish Bharti and

Ralnesh Chander

Rllnner Up ... K. D. KalIl and
Chandru

J~"ine Arts Society

This year In the Inter College
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competition for the Inter-University
Youth Festival we acquitted our
selves fairly well, We entered as
many as five items, viz Arts, craft,
group song, group dance, vocal classi
cal music and one act play,

In Art and Craft we met with
considerable success. Ashit Sanyal,
our young gifted artist, submitted a
top prize winner 'Siba' -a beautiful
study of his brother done- in pencil.
'Portrait,' another painting by him,
a treat in water colour, was also
selected for the Inter University
Youtll Festival. S. Jai Klln1ar's two
credi table efforts in artistic Photo
graphy namely "The way to glory'
and 'Duty Done' were selected to
represent our University at the
Festival 'Bagin Air Cooperation' a
fine model of an ideal Air Port
rendered in card boad and soft wood
by Raghubir Singh of Prep Science
brings IIp the rear of the selected
pieces of art.

Our performance in group song
was acclaimed a great success. Veena
Dar, leader of the singing group, has
bee n selected for the Delhi U ni versi ty
group song team. Veena Dar's per
formance at tile Vocal classical
compet.itic n was of a high order and
much appreciated by the audience.
Our Group Dance and one-act play
Lghukcsh ni Trivalambidam were finely
executed and well received by the
admiring audience. We were invited
to stage this play at the University
during the Convocation Week cele
brations which we did to the great
entertainment of the public.
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Cast of the 'One-act play'

Lghukeshni Trivalambidam

SU11eta Sethi B.A. III Ycar

Vinod Kumar B.A. II Year

Rajcnder Kumar B.A. II Year
Kalyan Jain B.Sc. I Year
Naresh Kumar

Anjan B.A. II Year
Billa Mathur P.M. I Year
Manju Mathur Promptor

.Ravi Seth Prep. Arts
Laxman Ganpati B.Se. Final

Surinder Sawhney Prep. Arts

Surinder Kaur Prep. Arts

Our Distinguished Visitor

Prof. F. H. Hinsley of the Camb
ridge U ni versity addressed the Sta ff
and students on the Similarities and
Dissimilarities between the Univer
sities of Delhi and Cambridge on the
10th of August, 1959.

Group Dance

Name Class
Vccna Dar B.A. I Year

Sneh Prabha B.A. I Year

Sarla Kanal P.M. I Year
Suman Kllndra B~ Se. II Year

Miss Shashi Gupta P.M. I Year

Moh i nder Singh B.Sc. Final

Isl1war Kaul B.Sc. Final

Gro'up Song

Names

Vijay Khanna

Yijay Bhushan

V ijay Sharda

Inder Jeet
Wadhva

Vecna Dar

Sneh Prab113
Sarla Kanal

Slll11a11 Kllndra

Krishana Dar

Class

... B.A. II Year
... B.A. III Year

... B.A. I Year

B.A. I Year (H).
... B.A. I Year

... B.A. I Year
... P.M. I Year

... B.Sc. (B) I Year

.. .B.A. I Year (H.)

Office-bearers of GaU1es and Clubs

The following were selected Office
bearers far various games clubs :-

Cricket:

Captain: Arjun Menghani
Secretary : M. Mehra

Valley·..Ball:
Captain: Om Parkash
Secretary: Kranti Kumar

Athletics:

Captain: Iagdish Chancier
Secretary: Sukhbir Singh

Badminton:
Captain: Satish Chandcr Bhatia
Officiating Secretary : Deepak

Khosla
Net-Ball:

Captain: Raksha Kapur
-
Table-Tennis:

Captain: 11011inder Singh Nagra
Secretary: Ramesh Chand.er
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m~ 0f)1=f ~)~ ~ifT ~T~-'(;fT~ I

~6 \jfT ~ ~epT crr -{~ ~ t ~;r # 'lTCf)~

~i q§:qr ~lr~ cpT UT~ f<11Z I ~~ Cf)) ~ ij-o
\iff ~lfcqd ~T ~ ~)~, ~~~~ ! Cf)~T ~ ~+r?"

( ~ ~ )

trT~~T ~T ~T ~if1({T ~T'~ ~m, ~'\311T, ~T

ij ~~ ~T lf~ ~ I ~T ~ ~ft:f ~TC? erT
~q~ tr ~T ~ ~ I Cfl.TT ~)m ~~ ?" ~l1T :ijr ~T

~&t qfu ~ ~:@ it mlT ~~ I ~~ fu:m qfu ~T

q~..~ ~~ clf~ I ~l1T ~oT ~~ oO~T ~ttr B-cp~

SijT~ ~if ~~ epfli';r I~ ~~1~ I~ ~~ft em:
m:-

~Rm ~ +rrf~ep ~Tq,

a-~T ~r ~ ~+r ~ ~~Tl1 I

mq- if ~<? ~r~ q~ ~)~ cpT I rrfcr. ~Tf?fr

~) ~ I ~~ ~J er~ a-r ~ ~ if~ B-3:J;fR
~: fCfim~ I ~ (1") ~Q~ ~ ~ ~~ f;p-n~ 'n:

lfcpTrr ~~ I fep~Ta-T it ~T ~~~ ~T Ct~r ~T

f~Cf}T ~~ ~Fr~T if cpT~ ;:r ~r ~: tJ:Ofi ~q- it
if \jfTCfi~ ~Q~ ~1TT I f~ ~\if~~ ~it cFl=q ~

+ft I tft~ ~T~ Gfl~ cpT q-rt=ff Cflll ~T;r ~ I

~T~ ~T Qflfffi # '11'1T ~rn ~r ~r I ~Gf mer
qrf~ m rr~ , m~ @~~ ~q;:rT ~fl1 ~@~

if~l I ~~Cf)T ~ cp) Cf;T-{ fcr~tSf gRT ~
.... "-

q-§~T ~T , 5fij"r;:r ~T ~ 91)~ I ~~ #
~RT trcnr ~T ~ I~ ~T ~ Ef; ~TC:: mer
~iZ ~ ~ fC1"tJ: q-fu Cfi"T ij"~91T~ fefi"ij"T 11roT crt~

~ Cf)~r ~Qa-T ~T I Cf)r~ ~ ~T ~r ~:qT~T \j+fT

~C .•••••~ ••••••~2: ~(f~ 1l q~ ~ fCfi~T ~

~~ @~CTl.TI I \3"liT ~it >r~r~T ~ ~l:r~

enT B"~CfiT~ Cf)~;.r q-~ ~T QT ~~T @)~T

~+rT M~ ~~ ~ if~ ~~ ~qr ~ ~~1~

q~ ~o ~;r')~rlf \1[T ~~ ?:t: ~~ qc: f.1'<-T;rr ;;pr
(~ ~-~ij" cn~ ~-~~T ~ I ~~(tT~ ~~T

~~ ~@~ ~T ~ CfiT f~~ ~ ~ ;r)~ ~Cfi
iflIT I ~l1T cpT ~ ij-o ~T ;:,- ~R ~ ~~T,

,,~ ,:; ~ ?"
\j+1~ ~ ()_ •



'~it... \ifT \ifT it ~~T @9" ~@~ ~lfT ~r I"

.,Q~r=t er;r 91r ~ft ~~ (2lfT~ ~ ?" "\ifT ~ r"
~ '3A=r;~T Cf}~t rrr elf T\if Cfi;:r ~ ~~ ~) ?" ~ '~6 \ifr
3I;f~T efT ~~ tTr:~ ~~ '1"QT I ;;Pi~1T ~l1tef 73tT\if

3;iTtT ~ ~T~T ~Tq ~. rrr I" q\~ q ~fr efT ~q~

f'1"Qrrr cpT ~r=rr~ ~ ~1tJ: ~T ~) \jf;:11 ~~ ~ I

ij-o ~T cnoT~ ~)Cf)~ q1'~, H rr~T-rr~r ~tr ~q.,r

~'l :J;fT\if ~T~ ~~T ~lfQ~ I Ql1T~r lf~ ~'1" ~~

~ ~T ~~.,T ~~ q~ \ifT ~QT ~ I" 73llqr ~o \ifT
~ crTCT) q-~ frr~ q~r ~T~ ~lfT Cf;T ~T@ mrrT
q-~~ errrr (-{rTf) if lfTrfq CFT f~:~ ~T~ ~T ~raT

~ I \3"rr Cflr ~lf tT~?T~ Cf;T ~fr(lT ~ I ~ ~~T cpT
~T@) ?f =J;TT~ ~ >rB";" ~'r ~c~ ~ I :l;fCf: ij-o
\ifr ~T ~fT 91~ (,fT~ 73"i:r~r ~u >r~T~ ~ 91n1" '1"~T

:q~ ij"Cfia-r I ~ ~ f~YJ: ~l=~ ~Cfi Cf~ ~~

~:ffqrrT QTrrr I q~ ~ ~l=Qr~T ~TClfcrr'1 q(~T \3"l1T I

It 7dU ;;rq~ ~""( CflT ~rrrT cr'1"T~iTr I ~~Tq Cf;T

f~~ q¥f fCf;ZiT~ ~ I CJQ ij"~ ~.~ ~~., Cf)~dT

~ I q~~ ~;sr ~B" ~:t ~~~a- tT""( ~T ~T~ q~~

~~aT ~ CiT q~ \jCffCf<1T QTCf1~ ~Gf ~~ \}fraT
3- ""''' f"\ +::: '"'\
~ ! ~a-: ~-l1~ B'6 \lfT q~ ~ q~T I ~l1T I~[f .

:qr~ qr=tf ~.~ ~'o \ill q-~ I rrTCf:~T ~ ~r~~

f'1"CfiffiT ~lt~ ctlT 'Cj~~ ~~ I ~~1 f~~T ~r.r~

'Cf~ cr,t I qT"~ B- ~o ~1 ~ ~T tJ~'1"r ~ G:T "91~

• ~cp Qq- 3L;l'l'1"r tr., f~r~,1 ~r~r =cfrfQ~' ~r~T a-T
\1l=~r"{T ¥.flf '1T~llf op"{;fl' \ifr~<]T I"

~i:r~ 3;frlfT ~ it I ~T@"T Tf ~T~ q I ~if

~?T g;;fr ~T ~T~ ~.~ it ~~ q~ ~T ~T I qfcr
Cf1T lf~ ~~r ~~ ':a-lff cpr ef~lf ~:r~ BT ~~ iflfT I

~ cOf) ~T;:rT ~ ~~~ cpT ~(N~ ~~ lf~ ~T~

fcn~ ~).,T cpT W@"T ij- w~ ~~ f~Cfi~ I ~)'1T

9;1;:~ ;;rtr.r, \3"1=1"f ~ CfiT~:{!T ~w I \jlr5T :J;fT"\

~R # ~T ~3T, "';.;1"{ CfllT ~ l1f~C1T ~T r

'1~~ 13+fi :J;f~T~;r,- qT~ tr., Cf;~ I ~ ~TaT

~) fqffi" \ill cpT ~~ ~arrr ~~r OflfT gmT I q-fu
Cf;T ~:~ ~~ ~ ~T ~) ~r \TfT~ # ~i~ GrIm,
"~T~ RtTmT Cf~T ~@ ~ ~f.fCl1 9;11\ ~f.fCl1

~fTq;:r I ~l1 wr q~r-f{T ~Cf) ~~ ~~ 'n: 3;i";;:r

~0r;:" 91~ ~ ~~ T~ ~ f~~ I \if fT ~rlt ~T~

~. 3;i""~Tm ~m +fr ~;:rr ~ 1ZCfl ~ ~T~ ~

f~~ a~# I fcremrr ~T ~w I

m~ ~~ Cf>1 ~fl1 ~fr~m Q)~ft I @~1~T~

@~ ~ I tto \iff ;;rrit ~Tcr ~ ~f;~lfT Cf1T B"r~ ~

~ ~,f1:r ;:fr~rlT OF~~ I~ +1"1 ~T q§:;;rr ~q;r

fu~ ~-qr Cf)11~ Cfi) QT~ ~r fqr~T ~ '119" '~~Tit

\iff "\~T ~r ~~CfiT q-f~Cf) B"l:'1fa- ~ij"~ QT~ ~

~~ ~~~ ~~r ~r ~~ ~~ I ~f+=r rrT~Tll ~T~~ I

~~ :q-~ fum err B" f~~ q~ ~T~ ~~~ ~f~1

iT ~t\\ f~~ I -cr~ '1~ lf91f'1" Cf;f mf!fCfl @"~r ~

Pf;~T1t ~ f~lt I cr~;:~ ~B" ~ii =crr=t ~ tTrtr ~.,

CP~ I trrf Q)~r (fT ~CfiT q-f~~ ~+:qfu ;:ft(!fT~

CflfT ~T(ft I ;;r~: llCfT., if ~@T \3il~ CJ)T

B"l1fCf B"flfA ~r ~fT~1+r QT ~llT I ~~;:r ~rrcpT

Cf)T~ ~~ ., ~~ CfiT ~~r;:r ~r I m~ \ifT~ cn~T

~ #r llT~~ ~ I ~~ ~~ ~) Cf}~ ~R ~ ~~

m91~ +fr I q~~ ~T cnT f~CfrQ CfiftrprT ~ ~)

~~r ~T I ttB"T \3"f:q(f crmTcr~{fr ~~ q"{+rrcl=fT ~

+IT'~ '1lt mm-~ 'fiT it\if f~lfT ~~ ti'v.f"{ it
~:~ ~Q~ ~ f~~ I

.
;;rTClf .,T~ Qf ~~;:rT11 ~T ~B" ·~l)~ +rr~

~'"~~ ~~ CflT 'lTl1 ~) crt:f cpr ~T wnr~ I 'Cl~

opT~ ~T ~'<n:: "{~ ~ I ~r ~ ~ ft '1FrT

+r~FfT ~T I ~~ +11 ~ ~~ ~ Cflf+T ~r ~r I

q\'"~ \3"~~ ~T~ tr :l;fT~ ~~ ~ t~R 'R ~ll

(~lt5f '!~ ~~ q~)

( -- -- \
. '"< '( )
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"~,~;rTft R~:rr ~~, mqr ~r ~~ ~~~;r"
~tS~BT ~+rr~r ~\ ~r _~ :J;fT'1~ (f~~) fg:a'P:r crl

~~ 91T~ if :J;fTlfT CfiT ~To +rT~T~ ~crTepf~

cpT ~TaT ~T f\jJ~ ~ ~ ~CP CflTql1T~T +rT1SJT ~ I

~~Rep ~T~ it ~~ fq:qT~~T~r ij- Cf))~ ~~cr

.,~T ~ I ~~ fcr[rrrr enT cp~ ~ fep ep~+rT~T

+rNT ·q~Trr:,f't' ~flTI ~T' lf~ ~ ~ ~ fep
"~T~" ~ ~T "~~~Cf)~r" f~t§fT ~T, q~

5fT~ ~it tIT q-m;fr +rr~T if ft;r~T ~T,

tIM Cf.T ~rn ~~~ ~T' Cfi~RT +rT~T ~

~~~ Cf}T ~~lfr(f 5f+fTCf ~~r ~ I ~~~ ~r~ ~T

~ff ~ ~T ~lfT91T~ ;p~ ~ ~Tf~~ fen q)f~~ft

cpT +IT Cf)~lfT~T q~ ~~ >f4lTGf ~~T ~ I ~n:rG:

q~ ~ epr~~ ~ ~~ QT~T cpfffcp Cf}~T~ q~

~ ~~ acf) ~T, 3.:JCfiiTr;:rr, f~@r a-~T

~iT~r CfiT ~mrr ~T ~T I \3~ ~+p:f CfiT~T

~T ~~ <f;T ~T~11Tqr ~T I :J;fq ~+rrt ~~(?f lfQ

5f~ ~o~fr ~ ~ Cf)T~fr~T ~r~l q~ ~~~a- opT

~a-~T 5f+rrcr orlfT q~r ?

Cf)~~rfr tR ftt~f\ ~T ~~Tcr :-
~

f~~ B"lllf ~~~ Cf)T ~ ~ if ~td~
~)~ ~fTT ~T, ~~T ~Cf~r 5f+TTCf crq;~ ~m fCf)
lfg tT5Tl:qr ~TqT +1"1 ~~ ~~a-r;:r \Q ~1 ~T

f~ GRiTlIT ~GT ~ fCf: ~f~cr ~ ~~ >f+TfCf ~

~~ f~~ ~cf (lCP en~ fCf[Trfr cp) ~+r # ~r I

;;rpt +lrtSfT cpT f~ "~TfPT" ~ ~Cf~],:~

mTTf~T ~T Q), lf~ ~mlTen ~r I f~~r ~~r

ff ~;:rTf~~T ~ ~f1f~ffi ~;:7.f en~ f~fq-m

f~a-r ~ ~ij-:- ~~T, ~\jf\ia-T ~~r, l=f~Tt't

~rR I ~ f~MlfT Cfl) ~~ Cfl~, CflfTfen ~~

srr:qf;:r ~ mrfuft if ~T ~, ~r~ q-~)ij"

cpT tT~T~T ~T ;;mit cpr ~T fcr~a- ~q- ~ I
~m~r ~Tt:fr enT fufq- ~r~~T ~~T~, ~l~ l1~

~~<eft 8"~ ~T\if~~rrfT ~ :J;f~~ f~ ~ I

~T enT fGfepf~-~ ~~ sreP~ ~ :--

(~) ~r~r:- ~~ tflflr ~XO ~o a-Cfl
~cfrepT~ fenlJ"T \jfra-r ~ I ~~ q~~T~ ~ ~T

+rrifr # ~+rCffi g~: ~~T a-~r ~fe1~r I

(~) \j:~r~T ~T~ft:- ~~91r ~lilf :erT~T

~~~T ~~ fOf1lff ~rm ~ I ~B"Cf)r rrn:r Wl
f~fi1 ~(?fT fflfT I ~H f~ ~ @ fcrCflfmr l2tT

cr.) ~R:<:1 fuf'1 'fiT 'inr RlfT iflfT. I

(~ ) ~tr ~~ fmq- ~ ~f2:~ ~~~r ~

~Trr~r ~ m-~~r ~) f~fqm >rcpT~ if m~ I

;:n~~T ~ 5fr:crrrr ~lf~T fm'1~~ g{ I

~ij- lf~ ~~ ~) ~T~T ~ fCfi" ~wr ~ ~r~Gr

~~ ~if"(T acf) :qra--3;JT~ ~q) @~+r ~~ Qmr,
q~ ~T~ if ~ ~~i)- ~T rr~ I ~~ ~RT ~

fGfepTtr-tfffi cpT f'1~T~l~ ep~a- ~ ~ f;;~~

~q- ~ lf~ ~ ~;a- ~ fep- 9lr~T~J +rT~l 9Jpt
+rTtSI"T ~ ~ ~ I

~~~ ~ 9;f-Ta--9;fTa- ~T~Rcp +rr~crTlT +rr~

>rT~(1 ~~ trtr~·~ it ij- ~\if~T I m\ifen~ ~+r

f~~~T +ITllT cpr ~tlflf~ Cfi"~a- g~ ~~ ~ ~r

CfiT qRqf~ ~m CfiT 3;Jelflf'i ep~a- ~ I lfR



~T~ ~;~ '~rr ~~~T ~ ~)~~ ;:r ~rlfT ~T ~T ~11

~ f~r-5T+rfCfT~q-"l ifA" ~a- ~ I

~ f~ cpr ~~ (\9 0 ) ~~ ~f~

'u'lfu' ~ f~ ~ CflT~ # '~r(1~' a-~T

m~ T{ '~~f~' ~ ~ I ~ ~~ft~ ~~
:q"c\ifT ep-T ep-~rr ~ fep- 'ijtft~' ~rr~ en~ 'unm'
~T ~lfr ~ I 'at' Cf)f itt' ~ 'f~' ~) rrlfl ~ I

~r~ Cf)~T~T '~~' ~ f~~~T ~ ~R '~' rr@
~ ~T7: 'f +rQT5fT~ ~~ ~T ~~T ~ I ~'f~a+r
:[¢({ CfiT +rQT5IT~ ~)'fT CfRl1RT +rTlSl"T ep-T ~

fij"~ta- ~ ~ W ~~ ~ ~11 W f.,~~ q-~

q§~ ~ fcp ep-T~lfr\T +1m ~ 5IlWa- ~ ~~~aT

~ ~~ f~lt ~ I

ep-~ ~~ ~# ~~) ~q-~.~ ~ ~2: ep~

Cfi~+ft~T ij trTit ~t?: ~ I 73"~rQ~(!JdllT ~~~~

((~~(f" I .~~ f~ ~;:~ ff CFT~ fCff~JE: ~;~

~T ~ '1~~, 91T~+fr~J ep-T ~~ "cp~~" (f~~

~~cf~ cpT q-i?f) ~ ~) ~~T a-~Q ij-.tt~~a ij
f+r~dT ~ I ~ ~~~ 3;f~ +fr '~ffT ~ it t~?Jl=[R

~ ~ qf~ ~lfT 'f g~T ? ~Tlf~ '~Of)r ~

tN~(!J" ~ fep lfQ ~~ ~Cf) ~~ if ~T~

CfT~T ~T I~~~T ~~~ ~~ # QT~ ~

Cf)T( (!J" ~ mlf({~ ~~T ~~r, CflfTf;p lfTrrq enT
5f<[fu ~~ ~ f~~~ ~ffiT ~r ~~T ~ a-~T tTTfl:rcp

~T~~ ep-T ~~t! ~~ ~T., CfiT ~lf ;:r~T I

~ro +rTtfT ~ ~~ ~~~a- ~ ~~) ~

f~Cf)C ~ I ~d ~ ~+rT ~q~ Cf)r~T€t if ~ I

q~~ Cf}T~ml +rTtlT q ~, ~, 3;. 9;f, ~:, ~a-~

~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ I ~., ~ cpT iff?fTtt

9~lT~'qlfCf) ~ ql{ \jfT(ff ~ I ~ +it ~({ ~~)

5IT~+r 'f@ ~ffiT I epr~~T +rm ~ ~'1~

~~fura- ~ ~ :-

~, ~, ~, ~T, ~T
-.:> C"\

'~' cpT ~-qT~~ ~)m Cf)T ~T~T ~~r ~~~

a-~T etTo ~) '~' cpT Wcr CfilCCf)~ f;plfT ~dT ~ I

~T~ '~~' (lfCf)T1), ~ (~T) ~1R

ff ~~T \jfffif ~ I

'~' ~T~ 'tr' ~ Q.~T ~:crFr ~ , ~) f~~ ~

~1T ~cr+rTCRf: ~~T ~ 'g-' ~ F.f;" f~;:rr ~T

~cr~ '~' QT ~~a-T ~ ~~r cpT~ ~ '~' ~ I

WCf)T 5Tlf)~ '0-' (~T~ fq)~) 'fJ~' (ff~ I ~T-

f~1 :J;fT <fiT ~1~ ~Tcr CfiTC: ~~ ~T ~ W.
~ ~ ~T 5flTllT-'~lfTCfl' (fu~), '!)~

(~~r) ~ I '~T' - ~~Cf)r ~:;:crT~~ crT~acr ~

'~3)' lfT ~~ ~)' ~ I ~ cpT ~:;;qTf~ ~ m~

~ @~ ~~ # ~ ~cr~ ~ l~' f~~T (~) cpr

~r ~ ~ I t~' cpT ~T~a- ~+rlf ~~)

~r~ <fiiC:~ ~ ~- ~ ~T ~ ;iff) '~~~.

(~T ~r) I

cli~T ~ ~T~ # +fT ~r~l:fr\T ~ ~rsrr~

clf~ 'rl, ~, ~, ~, +T ~ ~T ~T 'If@ Cf)T~(!J ~

fep- cpT~Tft ~)rr f~;:~r ~)~ ~+r1T W ~(l

Cf7r ~)~ e1:fR ~i ~@qTa- I ~~f~lr ep-l~Tft

~)ifT ~ f~lt ~~+r (Artificially) 5flfTif

cp~rrT ~Cf) QT ~)~T I f~~ ~¥rf~Cf) s:,
31", (!J, '1, 1=1", # ~, '1, d"~T 5=, ~ ~~R q~ tzCf)
6"1 ''1' Cf)T 5P:rTQ ~ffiT ~ I '31' lf~ ~~l1T~T +lT~T

~T fc:ml'f ~¥Tf~<fi ~~H ~ 'Jf~T ;- '~nr'
(~~) 'rfrf3l"' (W~lft) lIT (Wrinkles) I

'~' 'rsr- ~ t~T'1 q~ ~Gf~ '~' enT ~T SPlTif ~r

~ I ~~T' cpT 5TlTTlf cp~+rT~T +TftSfT ft 'f~ ~)~T I

lT~T ~~T ~ Cf)T +fr ~ I '?f' Cf)T~lfT~T +rTtsrr etlT

~T~91' ~if ~ WCf)T SPlTif 5f~(-+rT~ ij-

(~~ ~~ ~o q-~)



~ . GfT~ epT~ f(;~ ;:r ;f;:r ;:r f;r~Tcra- ~ I

ij"+r~ ~~ ~~ ~~11Z ~ II

ffr~ cpT m~ ~T ~rcr(f ~m(:1T¥ I

a-~~ crT~ ~ ~~~ +fiTr!t ~ I'
~T~ ~d tJ:~ ~Cf ~T~ ~ \if) f~Q ~ I
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"Among all the priceless teachings
that may be found in the great Hindu
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The Annual Prize-giving: Dr. A.N. Banerji and Justice B.P. Sinha
in the Procession of the Staff.
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AnDual Report

1.959-:1.9f;_)

The 3rd of August, 1952, was an auspicious day for the college and
for the South of Delhi. The college was formally declared open by late
Maulana Abu! Kalam Azad and dedicated to the cultural upbringing of the
refugee boys and girls whose parents had been housed in Kalkaji and the
neighbouring colonies. Nine years ago only a visionary or a prophet alone
1M8 could have foreseen the rapid extension made by the surrounding areas
and also by the College. It is needless for me to say that the college fulfils
the purpose for which it was established.

Till last year we provided instruction in B.A. Pass.. B,A. Honours in
Hindi and Mathematics, Pre-Medical and Preparatory classes. This year we
have started Honours class in Economics. We hope to add at least two
more Honours classes this year. Our difficulty is that we have no rooms to
house them. With the new Honours classes we shall need a commodious
Library and a good-sized Reading Room separate from the Library Hall.
More books and more staff would be required. I hope that the Ministry of
Education will hit on some new arrangements under which the college can
continue to get as handsome a grant as it had so far got from the Ministry
of Rehabilitation and the Ministry of Education,

The new laboratories started functioning last year. The various
Heads of the Science Departments have already started feeling that they are
not spacious enough for their needs. No wonder, our expansion consequent
llP011 the increase in numbers in tile science classes necessitates immediate
increase in the number of rOOl11S. I reported last year that out of the grant
of Rs. 669,000 sanctioned by the Government of India for buildings I was left
with Rs. 200,00.0. This sum is too little for meeting our requirements. I
may, however, mention that our needs are many: for example, expanding the
new laboratories, addition of a new wing to the Library, additonal class rooms
tor the Honours classes, living accommodation for members of the Staff of
thi~ i nst itut ion and a spacious C0I11mOn room for students,

Nature too does not favour lIS m uch. Our efforts to get a tube
well in the college fa i ledalthough t he Central Govt. Departlnentwas e nt rustcd
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with this work. This means that we cannot undertake the much-delayed task
of preparing playgrounds for our students. The only alternatives left to
us are that we either wait for tile Corporation to provide unfiltered water
in Kalkaji or go in for a well. I realize that we must have good lawns and
grounds but without water it cannot be possible.

STAFF

Four members of the teaching staff have proceeded overseas on Study
leave. Shr i S.M. Schaal (Lecturer in Botany) and Shri R.K. Dewan
(Lecturer in Chemistry) have gone to the United States of America for
higher studies; in their respective subjects. Shri K.C. Kanda (Lecturer in
English) has ~one to Nottingham to study for Ph. D. Shri C.L. Nahal
(Lectllrer in English) has gone to England and has been awarded a scholarship
by the British COlI neil.

Shri S.C. Gupta (Lecturer in Hindi) and Shri Roop Narain (Tempo
rary Lecturer in Hindi) left the service of the college to take IIp appoint
ments ill the local S.D. College and the Hindu College respectively.

Dr. S.S. Sehgal (Temporary Lecturer in Biology) has ;joined the
University of Delhi. Shri K S. Narayanan (Lecturer in Chemistry) left the
college to join a research job nearer home.

On account of increase in the number of students, starting of the
Honours classes and the leave vacancies in the various departments, a number
of fresh appointments were made. Shri R.L. Verma, Shri O,P. Kohli and
Sh ri L,M. Sharma (Lecturers ·in Hindi). Shri Y.P. Dhawan.and Shri J.K. Jain
(Lecturers in English), Shri S.K. Jain (Lecturer in Maths.) Shri K.S. Narayan
and Shri M.L. Sanduja (Lecturers in Chemistry), Shri Adarsh Deepak
(Lectlirer in Physics], Shri R.C. Pillai (Lecturer in Pol. Science), Shri V.P.
Girdhar (Lecturer in Economics), Miss Nanda Bose (Lecturer in Botany) and
Shri N.R. Krishnan (Lecturer in Chemistry] were appointed.

Dr, R. ,0, Bhardwaj (Lecturer i n Hindi), w110 holds the degree of
Ph. D., was awarded the degree of D. Litt. by the University of Agra for
his thesis on Tulsidas, -Iivana. Vvaktit'J)Q. a.U1 A V'ichara. It is really 3 unique
.listi nction, I congratulate Dr. Bhardwaj on his achievement.

Dr. Bhardwaj, Shri R. K. Sud (Lecturer in English ) and myself were
asked to participate in the Post-Graduate Teaching at the U niversity of
Delhi in the subjects of Hindi. English and Economics,
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The members of the staff have done S0111C orignial work.

Shri R. K. StIll wrote a paper: 5;hri rJalvahar Lal Nehru: The Ma11 of
Letters and broadcast two radio talks from All India Radio, New Delhi, on
Sarojini N aidu: The Peoples' Poet and English Fiction in the last Decade.
Shri V. N. Pasricha wrote an article: The Sun, In The Sainik Samachar
(English Section) Shri S. M. ]hangiani is editing Sindhu Samaj, a Sindhi
Quarterly Magazine, in collaboration with three other editors. He is also
editing Sindhi Folk Literature Number of Na,in Zindagi. He attended the
School of Linguistics during the last summer vacation at Coimbatore. Shri
Y.. P. Dhawan contributed a short story in English to Contemporary and also
a paper on The Nature of Literary Obsessions. Mrs. Raj Kumari Parshad
edited a collection of Hindi One-act Plays: Abhinav Ekanki She also delivered
a lecture on the Main Trends in Contemporary Hindi Literature under the
University Extension Lecture Scheme. Dr. R. D. Bhardwaj read a paper: Rat
navali ku Kavia-Darshana under the auspices-of the Delhi University Hindi
Anusandhan Parishad, and contributed articles to the Saptahik Hindustan,
New Delhi, on Saran Samagri, Saran Samagri ka Vahya Samarthana and
Riti ki Paribhasa to Sahitya Sandesh. Shri Chander Parkash Malik published
14 papers in various scientific journals in England, Japan, A rge nti na, Italy
and India.

THE COLLEGE OFFICE

Reorganization of the college office into two separate sections, viz,
Accounts and General Administration is under contemplation. This will be
possible when the post of the Accountant has been filled up. It is hoped
that with the division of work into two separate sections the college office
will function more efficiently. .

Shri B S. Aggarwal, the new Head Clerk, was appointed in September,
1959. TIle college finances are being controlled by Shrir.R. L. Kakar, Head
of the Department of Mathematics, whois the Bursar. Shri J. K. Datta,
Labaratory Assistant in the Department of Physics retired from service in
January last.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

Number of students on the rolls was 821 in August, 1959, and 810 In
March. 1960. This included 182 and 135 girl students respectively.

FEE-CONCESSIONS AND STIPENDS

Cconcessions in fee and stipends were awarded as ufide r rules to
10~;, of the number of students on the rolls. This benefited students
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to the extent of 18 full. fee, 77 half-fee and 56 stipends. It is really
regrettable that quite a large number of concession-holders lose their
concessions in January because of poor performance .in the December
Examinations. I cannot say whether they are indifferent or incapable or
both.

UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS

We sent up 128 candidates for the Qualifying Arts, 118 for the
Qualifying Science, 40 for tile Pre-Medical, 35 for B. A. (Pass) and 51 for
B. Sc. (Pass) examinations and 46, 61, 27, 29, and 43 came out successful.

THE COI.JLEGE LIBRARY

The College Library mai ntained steady progress during the year under
report. It remained opened from 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. on all working days. The
number of books increased from 12,250 to 13,200 at a cost of Rs. 10,000
We subscribe to 80 Magazines and newspapers, The average daily issue of
books rose from 66 to 70.

The Library is still 11011sed in the same improvised corner with little
scope for fu rthcr development. The upkeep of the stock and service to the
readers call for an early expansion of the present library wing.

Shri B. S. Puri, Head of the Department of Physics, IS the Librarian
and looks to the day to day administration of the Library.

DESH, THE COLLEGE MAGAZINE

TIle college magazine, Desh, was published twice this year. Students
and Members of the Staff contrihuted articles to its pages in six langtlages:
Englisb. Hindi, Sanskrit, Panjahi, Sindhi and Urdu, Their consistent efforts
and the pains taken by rhe Editors of the various sections have made t he
Dcsh immensely popular among the readers.

The Editorial Board consisted of Shri R.K. SlId (Editor-in-Chief),
Sh.ii Y.P. Dhawa n (English), Mrs. Rajkumari Parshad (Hindi), Shri M.L.
Choudhri (Sanskrit). Shri C. 1-1. Kumar (Panjahi). Sl1ri S. M. jhangiani
(Sindhi) and Shri V.N. Pasricha (lJrdu). These Staff-Editors were assisted
by the student Editors: Vish ino Mot\vani (English and Sindhi), Sushrna Paul
(Hindi), Vimla Rawat (Sanskrit) and G.S. Mamik (Panjabi),
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THE COLLEGE UNION

The College Union is, as it should be, the most important organiza
tion of the students of the college. It is the parent student-body to which
all other societies and clubs are directly or indirectly affiliated and its
programmes have naturally a precedence over other activities in the college.
Our College Union has a regular constitution and holds the election of its
office-bearers every year in the month of August. The actual work starts
in September, Its progamme is too crowded and occasionally a few items
have to be scuttled for want of time-and, if I may so, for want of
enthusiasm among the participants.

As usual the programme of activities this year included debates.
extempore speeches, recitation contests, music and fancy-dressing etc. The
highlights of the year's work was the Inter-college Debate for the Deshbandhu
Trophy, and the Annual Picnic. The trophy was won by the Indraprastha
College for women, Delhi; the first and second prizes were awarded to Shri
Ranjit Malkani of the Hans Raj College, Delhi, and to Shri V.P. Choudhry
of the Law Faculty, University of Delhi, respectively.

The Annual Picnic was held at the Lodi Gardens. More than 700
students and members of the Staff were present. It was a stupendous
success. The students behaved remarkably well.

A happy break from the usual items on the programme was the
Seminar on Shri Jawahar Lal Nehru, which was held on the 70th Birthday of
the Prime Minister. Shri Jairamdas Daulatram 1\'l.P., Shri M. Mujeeb, Vice
Chancellor of the jamia Millia University and Shri R.K. Sud addressed the
students on the various aspects of Shri jawahar Lal's personality.

Students evinced great interest in the Prize-debates and contests held
from time to time. Sushma Paul of B.A. (Honours in Hindi) II Year class
was selected to participate in the Interei.Jniversity Group Discussion in Hindi
held by the All India Radio. V.K. Ramani Wall the second prize in the
Inter-College Extempore Speaking Contest held at the Hindu College,
Sonepat,

The credit for running the Union so successfully goes to its Adviser)
Shri D.S. Bhalla (Lecturer in English) and his team of workers, consisting of
the enthusiastic President. Subhash Diwa n and Vijay Pury, the Secretary.
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THE SOCIAL SERVICE LEAGUE

The Social Service League of the College is affiliated to the Univer
sity Social Service League. Shri S.M. jhangiani anti Sukhu Badlani
are the staff and student representatives respectively on the Council of
the University League. The members collected funds for the Kashmir Relief
Fund, sponsored by the Vice-Chancellor, Dr. V.K.R.V. Rao, The League
maintains an Adult Education Centre at Kalkaji,

The credit goes to Shri V.N. Khanna, Lecturer in Political Science,
the Adviser, Shri S.1-1. jhangiani, Lecturer in Sindhi, who supervises the
Adult Education Centre, the student President, Vishino Motwani and Mohan
Krishan Malik, the Organizing Secretary.

It is hoped that with t he introduction of the compulsory social
service scheme under rhe contemplation of the Government of India the
activities of the League will receive momentum.

ROVER'S CREW

The Rover's Crew has as many as 30 students on its rolls. The
rovers have been performing their regular duties as stewards on occasions of.
various fu nctions in the College. We propose to arrange for them first-aid
training:

GIRL GUIDES

A small troop of Girl Guides was started this year. Mrs. M. Thomas
looks after the members, The members had a cooking class. They are looking
forward to being amalgamated with the Rover's Crew in the ~ollege and to
training in First-Aid and the camp in the coming summer.

EXTENSION LECTURE

Prof. F. H. Hinsley, Fellow of St. JOh11'S College and Lecturer In
History ill the University of Cambridge, addressed the Staff and students of
the College on the "Similarities and dissimilarities between the, «; University of
Delhi and the University of Cambridge."

THE FINE ARTS CLUB

We took part in the Inter-College Youth Festival. arranged by the
University of Delhi, in Dance Drama, Grollp song, Classical singing, Photo-··
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gr aphy, Painting and Handicrafts. Our students WOI1 prizes; Ashit Sanyal
B.Sc. III Year; Samuel ]ai Kumar, B.A. II Year and Raghbir Singh, Prepara
tory class, won prizes in painting, photography, and model-making. Ashit
Sanyal's painting ill water colour and his portrait in pencil and Samuel
]ai Kumar's photographs were selected for the Inter-University Youth
Festival held at Mysore.

Our performance in Group-song and our One-act play received wide
acclaim, Miss Veena Dar, our classical singer, was selected for the U niver
sity Group song team. We were asked to re-stage our one act play: Laghu
heshni Trivalambidam, during the University Convocation Week.

A short contest of Vocal Music --ligllt and classical, was held under
the auspices of the Fine Arts Club in the College Hall. Veena Dar, Deepak
Gill, Vijay Khanna, Inderjeet Singh, Sneh Prabha, Urmil Kumari, Mangat
Ram, Kalyan Jain, Mangal Dass, Ashok and Nawal Sood presented their
items. The recitals of Veena Dar, Deepak and Nawal Sood stood out. I
thank Shri Yoginder Sharma, an 'ex-student of the college, for his co-opera
tion and Sardar Jaswant Singh, the reputed IDlISic teacher for, his inspiring
performance,

Mrs. Thomas, Head of the Department of Philosophy, was selected
to take charge as the Lady-Contigent-i n-charge of the Delhi University team
that went to Mysore, Shri P. M. Kaul, Head of the Department of Zoology,
looks after the Fine Arts Club,

THE LISTNERS' CLUB

Subsequent to the departure of Shri C. L. Nihal on study leave
abroad, Shri I. S. Kapur, took charge of the Li~teners' Club. The club has
acquired a few !1ran10phone records in classical music, Indian and Western,
in order to introduce our students to some of the fa:nous singers and com po
sers and make them acquire a taste tor genuine music.

THE HINDI-PARISHAD

The Hindi-Parishad is doing commendable work in the College for
the promotion of Hindi language and Iiterature. It has, perhaps, the largest
membership. In addition to the inter-class debates, recitation competition,
original poetic composition contest. story writing competition etc the
Parishad introduced for the first time a series of extension lectures on
literary tOPlCS, chiefly of interest to students in the Honours classes, Dr.
Om Parkash of the Hans Raj College, Delhi, spoke Oil Prasad ke natakon main
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Sanshritalz Chetnaand Dr. Satya Dav Chaudry gave a talk on Hindi Riti Bodh
Kabita. In addition to these Renu and Sushila Shringi, both of B.A. Honours
II Year class, read papers on Kabya Atn~a and Proyogvadi Kavita,

The chief items in the programme of the Parishad were the Tulsi
jayanti and the Inter-college Hindi Debate for the Iodha Mal Kuthiala Trophy.
In the Tulsi jayanti celebrations Dr. Udhay Bhanu SIngh of the Delhi Uni-.
versity, Dr. R. D. Bhardwaj and many students and myself participated.
The Inter-college Debate Trophy was won by the Law Faculty of the Uni
versity of Delhi. The first prize went to Shanti Kumar of the Law Faculty,
the second Prize was shared by Karam Vir Singh of the Hans Raj College
and Mohd. Irfan of the Delhi College, De111i. TIle credit for the successful
running of the Parishad goes to the Adviser, Mrs. R. K. Parshad. Head of
the Deptt. of Hindi, the President and the Secretary, Naresh Anjan and
Ramesh Chander Vohra. The Annual function was presided over by Shri
Vishnu Prabhakar, the famous Hindi writer.

THE SANSKRIT-PARISHAD

The Sanskrit-Parishad incujates in the students interest in Sanskrit
and promotes the study of Sanskrit by holding meetings, arranging lectures,
debates, paper-reading contests and inviting persons of distinction to address
the members. Its proceedings are always in Sanskrit. Its outstanding achieve
ment of the year was the celebration of the Kalidas jayanti. Members read
out their essays on Kalidas in Sanskrit and recited verses from the writings
of the great poet. Dr, R.D Bhardwaj, Shri Ram Lal and Shri M.L. Chaudhry,
the Adviser, spoke all the life, works and style of Kalidas. The annual
function was presided over by Dr. N. N. Chaudhry. Head of the Department
of Sanskrit, University of Delhi. Dr, Satya Vrat was the Chief Guest,
The credit goes to the Adviser, Shri M, L, Choudhry, Head of the Deptt,
and the student office bearers: Dev Bala, Purshottarn Lal Vij and
Madhu Bala.

THE SINDHI LITERARY SOCIETY

Notwithstanding its small membership the Sindhi Literary
Society is as active as any other society. It is due chiefly to the ceaseless
ef tor ts of Shri S.M. jhangiani, Lecturer in Sindhi, and the Adviser, who
has the knack of enthusing students in any cause that he espouses; be it
social service, adult education or the activities of the Sindhi Literary Society,
The items on its programme varied from a picnic cum Sindhi literary fare to
contests in recitation, paper-reading and staging scenes from Sindhi folk-lore.
The annual day celebrations were presided over by Shri Tirth Basant, an
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eminent Sindhi Scholar and winner of Sahitya Akademi Award. On this
occasion a scene was staged from Mumal-Rano, a Sindhi folk-tale. Thakur
Bhatia, the Secretary, put in hard work to make the function successful.

THE PANJABI ASSO(~IATION

The Panjabi Association arranged a sort of curural evening on two
occasions. The programme included the typical Panjabi items of musical
interest, SlICh as jugni, Tappas, Balian and poems. Shri Trilok Singh, the
famous Panjabt poet, delighted the audience with recitation of his poems.
The well-known Radio-artists :-Shri Asa Singh Mastana, Shri David, Shri
Remal Das, Shri Harbhajan Singh and Shri Nirula sang their favourite songs,
Heer etc. They received tremendous ovation from tile audience.

The credit for organizing these functions goes to Shri l.S. Kapur,
Lecturer ill Physics, the Adviser, G.S. Mamik, the President and Mangat Ram,
the Secretary.

THE POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

The Political Science Association repeated its performances of the
previous years. It arranged an exhibition: The Bri tish ParIiarnentary
Government, took its members to visit the Parliament in Session, held a
Mock Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations, arranged an
Inter-college Debate and invited distinguished speakers to address the
members. Dr. B.R. Chatrerji, Head of the South East Asia Department,
Indian School of International Studies, New Delhi, addressed the members
on the subject : "The Working of Parliamentary Democracy in South East
Asia". Raja Mahendra Pratap, M.P. gave a talk on the Necessity and
Possibility of a World GoverRntent. In the Inter-college Debate for the'
Kathpalia-jain Trophy the trophy was awarded to the Lady Sri Ram College
for tile second year in succession. The first and second prizes were won by
Shri Aru n Kumar of the St. Stephen's College, DeIhL and Shri Masud Mirza
of the Law Faculty, University of Delhi and Shri Marushiki of the Delhi
College, Delhi. (bracketed) respectively. In the Mock Session Sushma Paul
(India) stood first, V.S. Ramani (Canada) stood second and Veena Dar
(France) stood third.

S11ri V.N. Khanna, the Adviser, and Dinesh Joshi, the Secretary,
deserve the credit for providing rhe varied programme.
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THE HISTORY ASSOCIATION

Shri B.B. Saksena, Head of the Department of History, is t he in
spiring genius behind the activities of the History Association. These were
limited to two functions as in the last year; a picnic cum local historical tour
and the inaugural function. Dr. Amba Prasad, Reader in History, University
of Delhi, delivered a very i llum inating lecture entitled: Some Impressions of
My Airican Tour. TIle Association staged a one-act play: Taimur-hi-Har by
Ram Kumar Verma, which was very much liked by the audience.

THE PHILOSOPHY ASSOCIATION

The Philosophy Association has been started this year. It owes its
origin to the endearing interest of its Adviser; Mrs. M.- Thomas, Head of the
Department of Philosophy, and the President, Vijay Bhushan of B.A. III
Year class. It had three sittincs. Manjit Singh, B.A. II Year gave a talk
on HMy Impressions of China" and Anu p Kaur, B.A. II Year, read a paper
on "Day-Dreaming". The members had a group discussion on "Student
Indiscipline". It was led by Shri Su nyata, a disciple of Maharaj Ramana
Maharshi.

THE PLANNING. FORUM

Tile Planning Forum in the college is under the charge of Shri S.P.
Kapoor, Head of the Deptt. of Economics. As usual the Forum celebrated
the National Plan Week in collaboration with other Planning Forums of. the
Delhi University, The members visited the Alipur Block and went round
the model village of Mukhmelpur. They also visited the various projects and
the Co-operative Marketing Society in Narela. It arranged a paper-reading
contest on subjects of great importance to India's eco~my. G.S. Mamik and
Man Mohan Singh were adjudged the best speakers. Through the courtesy
of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting the Forum had a play in
Panjabi : The N elPWU)JS, staged in Kalkaji for the benefit of the general
pub] ic.

Vijay Kumar Khanna (President), S.K. Singha (Vice-President), and
Gobi nd Kumar Bhatia (Secretary) of the Forum worked under the guidance
of Shri S.P, Kapoor with zeal and enrhusiam.

THE DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

The Departrnerrt of Botany arranged trips to the Mussoorie Hills,
the Moghal Gardens and the nurseries at Sundar Nagar and Harnayun Tomb.
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A varied collection of angiosperms and gymnosperms was brought and added
to the college botanical museum. It also arranged for its members film
shows of (a) Botanical excursion to Mussoorie. (B) Plant Hunting in
Darjeeling and Rohtang, (C) A visit to Kashmir Valley and (D) Kew Garden
Flowers in Spring.-

THE SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

Some members of tIle Science-teaching Staff and 30 students visited
the OKHLA Industrial Estate and saw some of the factories there, Students
were much interested in the manufacture of electric motors and amplifiers,
ampigrarns and microphones. The annual [1.tD.ction of the Association
consisted of a film show and a variety programme, Shri I.S. Kapur and Shri
V.N. Pasricha are the President and the Treasurer respectively.

DISTING·UISHED VISITORS TO THE CO·LLEGE

I shall be failing in n1Y duty if I did not publicly acknowledge on this
occasion my sincerest thanks to Shri B. Gopala Reddi, the Hori'ble Minister
for Revenue and Civil Expenditure, Government of India, for performing the
inauguration of the College Union; to Shri Iairamdas Daulatram !vl.P for
presiding over the Seminar on the Prime Minister, S11ri M. Mujeeb, Dr.
Amba Prasad, Dr. Udhay Bhanu Singh, Dr. Om. Prakash, Dr. Satya Dev,
Dr. B.R. Chatterjee Raja Mahendra Pratap, Shri Tirth Basant, Dr. N.N.
Choudhry, Dr. Sat Varat and Shri Vishu Prabhakar, for taking the trouble
to come to the college and address our students. I am also grateful to
Dr. Dwarka Dass (Delhi University), Mrs. S. Khanna (Jankidevi Mahavidyala),
Shri R.R. Gupta (Hindu College) Mr. Kailash Prakash (I ndraprastha College),
S. Sohan Singh (Ministry of Education), Shri Ved Prakash Nanda (Law
Faculty ) and Mr. S.C. Gupta (S.D. College) for judging our Inter-College
debates.

SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

I have already said that wi thout proper playgrounds it is not possible
to improve the standard of our sports and ganles. Notwithstanding the
obvious handicaps our students have regular ipractice in cricket, volley-ball,
badminton, table-tunnis and athletics. Of course, their interest in the major
games and athletics wanes soon after the University tournaments and the
Athletic Meet. I would like them to play all the year round, tournament or
no tournament. It builds their bodies and character and keeps them away
from so many mischiefs. We did not go:very tur in the University tour na
merits in cricket, volley-ball and badminton. ()u r athlete, jagdis}: Chander,.
stood second in Hammer Throw in the Inter-1111i\re.sity Meet. Dhar.nn Singh
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Sharma and Vijay Thomas secured positions in Hammer Throw and 110
Meters Hurdles respectively. Sukhbir Singh was selected to play in the
University Volley-Ball team.

The Inter-class Tournaments have become a regular feature of the
college. More than 250 students took part in the various items contested.
The Championship was won by the B.Sc. classes who had a narrow lead of
! point over the B.A. classes.

In the Annual Sports Sukhbir Singh was adjudged the Best Athlete
of the Year frOITI amongst the boys and Sarla Kanal from amongst the
girls.

Every student was given a Physico-Medical Test by the College Doctor
and the Physical Director, Shri D. S. Chaudhry, Those who were found to
be suffering from serious defects were advised to undergo proper medical
treatment and their guardia ns were duly informed, In the absence of a
dispensary and a w1101e time Medical Officer it is not possible to follow up
5uc11 cases.

THE N. C. C.

It is gratifying to report that our long-cherished demand to have an
N.C.C. u nit in the college has been fulfilled, We have been able to start
two Senior Divisions: the Naval and the Artillery. We have the biggest
single unit in the colleges of the Delhi University. OUf Cadets did well at
the camp and Wall a number of individual prizes. We had a display of artil
lery f iri ng in the college on the Annual Sports Day.

Before I conclude my annual report it is .my pleasant duty to express
my gr atitude to the members of the Board of Administration of the college
and Shri K. G. Saiyidain, the Chairman, for the kind help and guidance that
I have received from time to time. 'Their ungrudged help not only facilitated
my task but also made it pleasant. I have to thank n1Y colleagues for their
ready co-operation. And last but not least, it is my most pleasant duty to
thank you, Sir, for having accepted our invitarion to give away the prizes
on t he anllualprize-giving day. I know, Sir, how very busy you are but I
kl10W that the interest of the youth of the country is as nearest and dearest
to your heart as tile laws that administer justice and maintain rhe rule
of law.

22nd March, 1960.

Dr. A. N. Bancrji,
Principal,

Deshbandhu College, Kalkuji,
New Delhi.
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By Radha Krishna Sud

Pandit jawahar Lal Nehru, whose
birthday we celebrate today, is

.not a man but an institution. All
of us revere him, admire him
and love him and not without
sufficient cause, He has been variously
called: "The man 0 f Destiny,
Gandhiji's great heir; a Man of
Action; an Indian Hamlet; a Great
Humanist; Country's Bright Jewel;
Democratic T h ink e r : Dynamic
Personality; and the Personification
of our Hopes. He is all these and much
more besides. He is a speaker and a
writer of no mean order. He is a
speaker by necessity and a writer by
choice and opportunity ... and if I
may be permitted to add, an historian
by the accident of his birth in the
present age.

I have been asked to speak to you
about Pandit jawahir Lal Nellrll:
the Man of Letters. It is difficult to
separate the man from the writer, the
politician from the humanist, the orator
from the thinker; for Pandit-Nehr u
is all these in one and the same breath.
The politician, the historian, the
thinker and the writer are different
facets of the man jawahar Lal as the
facets of a cut-diamond. They reveal a
mind mature and well-cultivated with
the-best that has been said and written
in the past and the present; a mind

that instinctively accepts all that is
essentially noble in human nature,
beautiful and elevating and rejects'ull
that is base, tainted and corrupting;
a mind broad enough to embrace the
whole of creation as the next of kin; a
mind which delights in doing good and
shunning evil in word, thought and
action alike; a mind which approaches
baffling problems with sympathetic
understanding; in short, a mind that
at once illuminates and fascinates.
Every word that he utters or every
line that lle writes is an index to his
personal ity and the more we listen to
him or read him the nearer we get to
him. His writings and his -speeches
bear the impress of his sincerity and
integrity. More than other gifts of
a writer these are essential. We may
agree or disagree with him; we can
never say that he does not say what he
means or does not mean what he says.
Pandit Nehru is not insincere in his
professions and confessions or in his
statements and comments.

I

Most of his admirers kl1.0W him as
a speaker and not as a writer. They
flock to public meetings to listen to
him speak impromptu in his rambli ng,
halting manner. They hear him all

the radio but the best of him they

•Delivered in the College Hall on the 14th of N ouember, 1959



get when they listen. to him addressing
a learned gathering of experts,
statesmen technicians, scientists,
educarionsts and the like. His
professional speeches, inside the
Houses of Parliament or in public we
take as routine performances but we
cannot dismiss his formal addresses as
the outbursts of a pre-possessed man,
prompted by the thoughts of the
moment. We have little idea how
much time and thinking go to the
making of a good speech meant for
experts. Reading and thinking;
assimilati ng and delivering of ideas
are mental processes similar to the
winnowing of chaff and grain before
the latter can be ground into flour.
The grinder alone knows what labour
it entails. Have you looked at the
grist that goes into the mind of Mr.
Nehru for grinding ? He speaks on all
subjects; - metaphorically speaking,
from cabbages to kings. As you read
throush the nrinted volumes of his
select~d speeches you are simply
wonderstruck at the amplitude or the
range of subjects covered by them.
His versatility is on a par with his
eloquence. To quote from the Intro
duction to the first volume of his
speeches called Independence and
After: "Some of them ... give a
connected historical narrative: others
bring out important matters of policy:
yet others breathe sentiments which
are bound to inspire the nation to the
u tmost effort. On the other hand, the
unique personality of the speaker has
given them all a basic u niry. Also
his insistence on moral values,
disarming candour and sponta neous
sincerity have invested the written
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word with lasting significance ... ·'1
read and re-read these speeches more
often than his other writings. I read
them for the inspiring sentiments
and the insistence upon moral values
contained in them as much as for the
candour and sincerity of expression
and the beauty of language. He who
reads them cannot help dedicating his
mind, heart and soul to the service of
the country. This is Mr. Nehru's
charm: of the man and of the writer.
He has a message for today and tc
morrow: "This generation is sentencecl
to hard labour; for years to come toil
and tears are to be the portion of
India before she can com plete the
noble mansion of her greatness. There
is a hope and a promise so long as
the people of India do not forget
what the Master, Mahatma Gandhi,
has taught them: as lo r g as they relate
ends to means, this nation is i ound to
come into its own and take its proper
place in the comity of nations."

'These speeches of Mr. Nehru keep
lIS reminded of our goal and the
means thereto. His speech-to select
one-i-which he delivered in the Consti
tuent A ssernbly on August 14th,1947,
entitled A t1~YSt wit h Destiny, is a
fine example of poetic prose narallelled
by the speeches of Cardinal Newman,
I commend it to you for its fervour,
restramed emotions, dignity and lu
cidity of style as IDlICh as for its
inspiring message. TIllS is how it
reads in patches; "A filament comes,
which comes but rarely in history, 
when we step out from the
old to the new, when an age ends, and
when the soul of a nation, long
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Members of the Editorial Board wish
the. readers of the DESH a veryh appy and
bright New Year.

Maythe.New Year Nineteen Sixty

Bring your cooing' doves and pigeons,
In heavenly blue and plenty,
All joys of innocent regions.

New Year, 1960.

(By Dr~ R. DiBhard'waj)



At the Rashtrapati Bhawan : Subash Diwan and Vijay Puri
greeting Rashtrapati ji on his birthday.



suppressed, finds utterance. It is fitting
that at this solemn moment we take
t he pledge of dedication to the service
of India and her people and to the
still larger cause of humanity ... 1~11e

future is not one of ease or resting
but of incessant striving so that we
may fulfil the pledges we have so
often taken and the one we take
today. The service of India means
the service of the millions who suffer.
It means the ending of poverty and
ignorance and disease and inequality
of opportunity. The ambition of the
greatest man of our generation has
been to wipe every tear from every
eye. That may be beyond us, but as
long as there are tears and suffering,
so long our work will not be over....
These dreams are for India, but they
are also for the world, for all nations
and peoples are too closely knit
together today for any one of them
to imagine that it can Iive apart.
Peace has been said to be indivisible;
so is freedom, so is prosperity now,
and so is disaster in this 0 ne W orld
that can no longer be split into
isolated fragments ..." Verily, this is
the old of message of the U panishads :
"This is mine and this is yours; this
is what the narrow mind says. To
the large-minded the whole world is
their family."

In another speech, delivered on
the All India Radio on the evening
Q,f January 30, 1948, the (lay of
Mahatma Gandhi's death, Mr. Nehru
said: "Fr ie nds and comrades, the
light has gone out of our lives and
there is darkness everywhere. I do
not know what to tell you and how
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to say it. Our beloved leader, Bapu
as we called him, the Father of the
Nation, is no more. Perhaps Lum
wrong to say that .... This light has
gone out, and yet I was wrong. For
the light that shone in this country
was no ordinary light. T11is lighr that
has illumined this country for these
many years will illumine this country
for many more years, and a thousand
years later, that Irght will still be seen
in this country and the world will see
it and it will give solace to innurnera
ble hearts. For that ligllt represented
something more than the immediate
present, it represented the living, the
eternal truths; reminding us of the

'right path, drawing us from error,
taking this ancient country to
freedom ... ~'1

My purpose In quoting these
extracts is to show to you that Mr.
Nehru has imbibed the best and the
noblest thoughts and stands by them.
Gandhiji. notwithstanding the differ
ences of opinion that cropped up
from time to time L-'etween the two,
was an embodiment of these ideals
and his political and ideological heir,
Mr. Nehru, voices them whenever
he has an opportunity to do so. His
speeches are not idle flights of oratory:
words bolstering up either vanity,
pretentiousness or falsehocds. Large
hear tedness is the basis of India's
foreign policy and is inculcated in
the Panch Sheel : doctrines too well
known to need elucidation. When
Iqbal asked the question in his famous
poem: Tirana-i-Hind :
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Yun.an-o-Misro Rama sab mit
gayay jahan se

Ab tak magar hai baqi nam-o
nishan hamara-e-

Kaya bat hai ke hasti mitti nahin
hamari

Sadion raha hai dushman dauri-
zaman hamata ?

he was hinting at these our national
virtues or traits: the Iarge-hear ted ness
and the correlation of means to ends
.emphasized by our revered Prime
Minister in his speeches and other
writi 11gS.

If his speeches are inspiring. his
addresses are educat ive : a treat for
th e intellectual a I1d a feast of thought
for the ir minds, Some of his addresses
11a\T2 been 'printed in books called The
Unitv of India. and t he Ind1'Q anti the
lJ,'orld and in the collection of his
Speeches published by The Publica
ti0113 Div is.ori 0: the Government of
India. TI1,-"""': are marked by a masterlv
grasp of facts. figllres· and back
groun.i which are marshalled with
full command of argument, cross
argument. re-inforced by firmness of
faith, clarity of expression and lucidity
of i ntcr prerat ion. As you listen to
hi ill deli v er these addresses you are
spellbound by the display of intellec
tual feats in which Mr. Nehru is a
pastmaster and by the time a discourse
ends vou feel as if you yourself had
all along held the same v iews as have
been advanced by ~lr. Nehru. To
illustrate my point I draw your atten
tion to 1\1r. Nehru's Azad Memorial
Lectures (1939) wh ich he delivered at
the Vigya n Bha wan in February last.
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As you pass on £r0111 page to the page
of the printed lectures, entitled Lndia
Today and T omorrow, you see before
your mind's eyes the past, the present
and the future of India and of the
Western world open themselves in
their essential features: laying bare, as
it were, their achievements and short
com ings : the advancement of modern
science and technology and their
benefits to humanity placed side by
side with the horrors of war and the
devastation consequent upon their
misuse, and the blessings of eternal
values consecrated in books of religion
and ethics. Which shall we choose?
Plenty of material comforts or the
peace of the soul? Mr. Nehru says
that we must integrate both. "To
morrow's India will be what we make
it by today's labour," said Mr. Nehru.
"I have no doubt that India will pro
gress i ndusrriallv and otherwise: that
~he will advanc~ ill science and tech
nologv: that our people's standards
w ill rise, that education will spread
and that health conditions will be
better, and that art and culrure will
enrich people's Iives ..... But what I
am concerned with is not merely our
material progress, but the quality and
depth of our people. Gaining power
through industrial processes, will they
lose themselves in the quest of indiv i
dual wealth and soft living? That would
be a negation of what India has stood
for in the past and, I think, in the
present time also as exemplified by
Gand11L "Mr. Nehru clinched
the issue bv concluding in axiomatic
words :. "Power is necessary, but
wisdom is essential. It is only power
with wisdom that is good.... n These :
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words of Mr. Nehru remind lIS of the
say ing in the Bible :" What is a man
profited, if he shall gain the whole
world, and lose his own soul." During
the period of our slavery we did 110t

lose our country's soul; let us DO'r

lose it in the twilight of our freedom.
This is, to my mind, the meassage of
Mr. Nehru in his last address.

II

Mr. Nehru's small book: Letters
[rom a Father to his Daughter, was a
labour of love. These letters were
written by him to his daughter, Indira,
at school when she was ten years of
age. In his own words, they are" a
brief account of the early days of the
world written for children," so that
those who read them may "gradually
begin to think of this world of ours
as a large family of III tions.'
Mr. Nehru wanted to give his daugh
ter-and the readers -the proper per
spectivc of looking at things, persons
and nations But he made 110 such
claim, All that 11e said was tha t h is
efforts would be amply rewarded if
his readers "<find in the reading of
them a fraction of the pleasure that
be had in the writing of them." What
humility! Time and again he tried to
add to the letters but failed to find
time. The nation was passing through
a turmoil and he had espoused the
jealous mistress of politics. "Domestic
affliction and the whirlpool of public
affairs caught me," writes Mr. Nehru
in the Preface to the Second Edition,
"and cast me hither and thither.
And I await again the peace and
quiet of the prison cell to continlle·
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this task. How amazing and, at the
same time, shocking that a man of
Mr. Nehru's creative faculty should
long for a visit to the jail in order
to find the peace and quiet which
are so indispensable for doing
creative and original work. If Milton
to party gave what was meant for
ma nk ind, Mr. N ehru, in a humbler
degree, has given India what was
meant for the whole world.

These letters are deIigh tful to read..
Their style has .the lucidity of the
style of the Bible, minus its parables,
or of John I~ uskiri's autobiograpbv.
Praeterita, The pattern followed is .
that of Lord Chesterfield's Letters to
his Son or Cobber's Advice to Y oung
men. Bllt how different is the plan
and the approach. With the approach
of a scientist, that is, the objective
outlook, the vision of an h istorian
and the gift of style of a writer, Mr.
N eh ru teaches the evolution of life
and in a gripping manner, character-is,
tic of fairy tales, the lesson is driven
horne. It is natural science made easy
or science without tears. Thomas
Henry Huxley, the able disciple of
Charles Darwi n, amongst the V icto
rian writers and Sir James jccns
amongst the modern w riters have
written about science in as fascinating
a sty Ie as Mr. N chru in these letters.
Here is a specimen. He asks the
quesr ion : WIlY is a pebble round?
He explains it to his readers tl1l1S:

"011ce upon a time, it may be long
ago, it was a bit of a rock, just like
the bit you may break from a big rock
or stone with plenty of edges arxl
corners. Probably it rested on some
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mountain side. Then came the rain
and washed it down to the little
vallev where it found a mountain
stream which pushed it on and on till
it reached a little river. And the
little river took it to the big river.
And all the while it rolled at the
bottom of the river and its edges were
worn away and its rough surface
made smooth and shiny, So it became
the pebble that you see. Somehow
the river left it behind and you found
it. If the river had carried it on, it
would have become smaller and
smaller till at last it became a grain of
sand and joined its brothers at the
seaside to make a beautiful beach
where the little children can play and
make castles out of the sand "

Mr. Nehru is equally at horne in
explaining a terse proposition to Indira.
"What is civilization ? " he asks.
Tile answer comes at the end of a
comparison between warring and
peaceful nations. He writes: "Fine
buildings. fine pictures and books and
everything that is beautiful are cer
tainly signs of civilization, But an
even higher sign is a fine man who is
unselfish and works with others for
the good of all. To work together is
better than to work singly, and to
work together for the common good
is the best of all.' This is civilization
in a nutshell.

HMr. Nehru's book: The Glinlpses
of LVorld History is a continuation
of these letters.

III

Mr. Nehru's magnum OptIS is, of
course, his Autobiog1"aph)), Mr. Nehru
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defines the scope of his book in the
Preface: " The book was entirely
written in prison, ..... from 1934 to
Febrllary, 1935. The primary object
in writing these pages was to OCClIPY

myself with a definite task, so
necessary in the long solitudes of gaol
life, as well as to review past events
in India, with which I had been con
nected, to enable myself to think
clearly about them. I began the task
in a mood of self-questing, and to a
large extent, this persisted through
out. I was not writing d- liberately
for an audience, but if I thought
of an audience, it was of my OWll
countrymen and countrywomen "
He goes on to say : H~1y attempt was
to trace, as far as I could, my own
mental development, and not to write
a survcv of recent Indian historv .
Those who want to make a proper
study of our recent past will have to
go to other sources" It may be, how
ever, that this an.d other personal
narratives will help them to fill the
gaps and provide a background for the
study of hard facts ..... " The Autobio
graphv, thus, is a double record; his
torical and spiritual. In other words,
it displays the shaping of the Man of
Destiny by the great events, nothing
short of the travail which was to
throw up a Free I ndia, a nd the im pa ct
of Mr. Nehru on those events. TIle
contest is titanic. You In3~V wrll say
that here was the new Prometheus,
as steadfast in his resolve to free
India from British Imperialism"
as his Greek mythological counter
part was to free mankind from
the tyranny of Zells or ]llpiter.

*Ch-apte-r-[IV
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He was as defiant of aggression,
oppression and injustice and as re
gardless of personal sufferings as the
great benefactor, the Thief of Fire
from Heaven.

History, it is said, is the essence of
innumerable biographies of great men.
The history of 111oder11 India is reall v
the history of her great men and
women amongst whom Mr. Nehru
stands the foremost amidst his equally
revered peers. Some of them appear
in the pages of his Autobiography
and are treated by NIr. Nehru with
the consideration and respect which
they deserve, His father, Pt. Moti
Lal ·'\Jehru, Mahatma Gandhi, Mr.
Sastri" and many others are
sketched with the grip of a portrait
painter and the essence of their perso
nalities-that is the subject in the
men -brought home to us. He dis
cusses his colleagues frankly and
sometimes criticizes them severely.
He justifies his treatment of his col
leagues in these words : "The criti
cism does not take away from my
respect for ma11Y of them. But I have
felt that those who meddle in public
affairs must be frank with each other
and with the public they claim to
serve. A su perficial courtesy and an
avoidance of embarrasing and some
times distressing questions do not
help i11 bringing about a true under
standing of each other or of the prob
lems that face us. Real co-operation
must be based on a11 appreciation of
differences as well as common points,
and must be based on an appreciation
of differences as well as common

"Chapters XVIII; LXII, LXIII and XLVIII.
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points, and a facing of facts, however
iaconveniet they might be. I trust,
however, that nothing that I have
written bears a trace of malice or ill
\v ill agai nst ally individual." Here
once aga: n we meet the gentleman
turned an historian-politician who
believes that moral val ues and approp
riate conduct are as much necessary
ill personal life as in public affairs.
Mahatma Gandhi called his Autobio
graphy My Experiments with Truth.
You may call Mr. Nehru's autobio
graphy , My Experiments with Poli
tics and Politicians.' His understand
ing of h uma n material is as astute
and thorough as of facts and figures
or of problems and theories. He has
no truck wi th charlatans or the
narrow-rni nded, the cowardly or the
facing-both ways whether they call
themselves Liberals" or Moderates or
whether they are avowedly communal
ists."" They are for him not so many
enigmas but obstructions to be cleared
off the path of freedom and progress.
They are the stumbling blocks who
in their selfish interests, retard the
nation's future and readily play like
stooges iI1 the hands of the rulers
as puppets do in the hands of the
master of puppets. Mr. Nehru refus
ed to be sucked into the vortex of
swirling anti-national activities or
to be cowed down by the raging re
actionaries, no-changers and die-hards.
That is his greatness and you come
to kI10\\7 of it at first hand ill his
Auiobiographv.

If the important period covered by

"Chapter LI
**ChClpter LVI
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Mr. Nel1rtl~S life featured great per
sonalities, it also fe~tured great issues;
for example, the role of Non-violence"
in the attainment of political freedom
or the place of religion in politics. t
Time and again Mr. Nehru pondered
it. We 113ve full chapters in the
Autobiography in which he discusses
them. Notwithsta nding his great admi
ration for Gandhiji, his consideration
of the Gandhian method, is fairly ob
jective. He did not come to scoff it,
and he rernaindcd in the end to admire
and espouse it. Slowly and gradually
Mr. Nehru discovered the affinity
between himself and Gandhiji and
Gandhis1l1 and once he discovered it
he allowed it full and unrestricted
play.

This account of Mr. Nehrll will
be incomplete without a reference to
the m ore -hllnlan side of his persona
lity: his fine sensibilities and his
sense of 11 umour , Scattered through
out the pages of the book are passages
of great beauty in which you meet
Mr. Nehru the artist in words, pure
and simple, the man who loves the
grandeur and peace of the hills," the
loveliness of flowers and the endearing
vagaries of animals, birds and insects.
If h.is poor and down-trodden co ntry
men fed the fire in his mind, his
sense of beauty and virtue nrovided
the no-less-needed balm to his heart,
wh ich otherwise might have ldngllished
in grief,':1* sorrow or despair, Like any
one of us Mr. Nehru has had his share

°Ch8pter XII
tChapter LI
*ChanterXI.JV and J.JX\TI
**Ch;lpt·~r XXXIII. LXVI
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of sorrow and grief but he, thanks
to his brave spirit and unshaken
faith in his own destiny and rhe
sacred cause of the nation's freedom,
endured them with smiles-the same
smiles with which he was to greet
fame and happiness later. This poise
and balance of temper in the face
of ups and downs of life is so very
characteristic of 11r. Nehru. The
death of his father, the protracted
illness and death of his wife, the
separation from kith and kin, the ever
recurring imprisonments, the anguish
of his soul at the sight of untold
miseries of the people of India, the
disgust with the tardiness of pace at
which the nation moved and- so and
so forth-all these he had to put up
with and he did it with a good cheer.
The AutobiographJ', t11l1S regarded, is

. a great human document: indeed, a
spir itual book emboldening the
readers to action and inspir ing them
to self-dedication, self-realization and
sclf-fu Ifilrnent.

IV

I am not at a11 competcn t to assess
the value of Mr. Nehru as an his
toria n. His books; Soviet Russia, The
Glimpses of WlJrld History and The
Discovery of India are known to read
ers. There are many passages scatter
ed throughout the pages of these
books wherein yOLI find the impress of
Mr. Nehru, the man of a humanistic
vision joining hands wi th Mr. Nehru,
the artist in words, To the historian
these books will be dear for the reveal
ing peeps they provide into the
history ofa period that has not yet
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been relegated to the limbo. I prefer
to read them as the records of a
sensitive mind that tries, honestly and
assiduously, to understand his count
ry's past and the da wn of a new era
in world history: the rise of the Red
Star. Plan for plenty, he says, but
not at the expense of moral values,
human dignity and freedom ... -.....
That was the writing on the wall that
Mr. Nehru read in the pages of world
history The opening chapters of The
Disccvery of India contain a re-state
m ent of Mr. Nehru's philosophy of
life-- if we may pin him down to
acknowledge that he has a philosophy.
He writes in the vein of a soliloqui-
zing Hamlet: "How amazing is this
spirit of man! In spite of innumera
ble failings, man throughout the ages,
has sacrificed his life and all he held
dear for an ideal, for truth, faith,
country and honour. That ideal may
change but the capacity for self-sacri
fice continues and, because of that,
much may be forgiven to man and it
is impossible to lose hope for man. In
the midst of disaster 11e has not lost
dignity or his faith in the values he
cherished. Plaything of Nature's
mighty forces, less than a speck of
dust in this vast universe, he has
hurled defiance at the elemental
powers, and with his mind, cradle or
revolution, sought to master them.
What ever gods t here be, there is
something godlike in Ulan, as there is
also something of the devil in him....
TIle future is dark, uncertain. But
we can see part of the way leading to
it and can tread it with firm steps,
remembering that nothing that can
happen is likely to overcome the
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spirit of man which has survived so
many ills, has joy and beauty, and we
can always wander if we know how
to in the enchanted woods of nature.

What else is wisdom ? What of
man's endeavour

Or God's high grace, so lovely
and so great '?

To stand from fear set free, to
breathe and wait;

To hold a hand uplifted over Hate;

And shall not Loveliness be loved
for ever 't"

These are great words, no doubt.
This is the essence and lesson of his
tory of the world. Mr. Nehru is a fine
embodiment of the Eternal Spirit of
Man and his w r it i ngs are records and
revelation.s of that spirit.

v

India has had sai nts, thi nkers, po
liticians, statesmen, educationists an.d
is likely to have t hcm in the future
ages. But a combination of all the
above: a gem of many scintillating
facets like Mr. Nehru is rare. We
are lucky that we have him amongst
us today but when shall we have an
other like him again? May he live
long? May he deliver many more
speeches and addresses an.d write many
more books in his sincere, clear, prE
cise and concise manner.

His prose style is marked by
amplitude and nebleness-e-thc same
qualities as were attributed by Dr.
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Oliver Elton. to the English Prose
Writers of the Victorian Era. The
qualities of amplitude and nobleness
are the distinguishing features of the
man, Mr. Nehru. Truly. it has been
remarked by the French Academician,
Buffon, that the style is the man.
The man, Mr. Nehru and his style
radiate these qualities all round.
When we listen to him or read his
writings our hearts are amplified and
our minds ennobled. Literature is
the expression of a personality and
Mr. Nehru's personality shall remain

enshrined in our hearts as long as his
books live. They are the legacy which
his genius will leave to mankind to be
"delivered down from generation, to
generation as presents to the posterity
of those WI10 are yet unborn. If they
were to be classified they would sure
ly rank with those which Ruskin
called" Books of all time" and which ,
De Qunicey would have called "Lite
rature of power", speaking as they
do ultimately "to the higher under
standing or reason, through affections
of pleasure and svmpathy,"

"The artist and the scholar are pronounced in Nehru. He loves flowers,
children and animals, delights in the open sky and stars, in waterfalls, running
brooks, trees and mountains. . .....His eye for painting is by no means sure,
but he is fond of music and song and can be enthralled by a folk dance. His
almost feminine feeling for the delicate is revealed in the fine yarn he- spins on
his charkha-a sure sign, as the late Mahadev Desai, Gandhi's faithful secretary,
used to say, of a sensitive and artistic soul.

Nehru's scholarship is more comprehensive than erudite, his mind roving
vast horizons. Because he equates thought with activity the amplitude of his
thought is often reflected in the amplitude of his activity.... In his conversation,
as in his public speeches, jawahar Lal is sometimes apt to be prolix, but in both
modes of communication the feeling that he is thinking aloud is strong in his
hearers. His thought, invariably diffuse, is not always disciplined, and strays
down avenues, giving the curious impression of a stroll down a rambling but
picturesque country lane. The sun shines, but sometimes there is thunder in
the air.

Nehru is no great orator by classical or even conventional standards. But
when the mood and occasion move him his eloquence takes wing in limpid,
often moving prose· .. ·..

In hIS writings Nehru reflects two characteristic qualities of his mind,
grace and strength.....A deep sincerity infuses his speech and writing. Sincerity
is the dominant keynote of both."

Frank Moraes-jawahar Lal Nehru

Pp, 486-487.
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Editorial: The Celehrated Apples
By Vishino Motwani B.A. Final

" All human history attests
That happiness for m~n-the

hungry Slnner-

Since Eve ate apples; much
depends on dinner ! "

So sings a poet.

Apple, the forbidden frui~, has
become proverbial. Mark Twain has
observed: "Adam was human; he
didn't want the apple for the apple's
sake· he wanted it because it was for
bidd~n:' It is man's nature to know
the what and why of things; and
Adam, the Father of man as he was
to be, must know why an apple
should have been declared by God a
forbidden fruit! Curiosity killed the
cat and Adam, who ate the forbidden
fruit was thrown out of Heaven on
this Earth by God. But the truth,
they say, is that with Adam's fall, all
mankind fell. Has not corruption be
come a defi nite part of our life ?
Adam ate the apple and our tooth,
says a dentist, is still aching.

The poets, Horace and James
Smith, however, feel differently.
They say:

The apples that grew on the
fruit-tree of knowledge

By woman were pluck'd, and she
still wears the prize
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To tempt us in theatre, senate or
college-

I meal1 the love-apples that

bloom in the eyes.

What a splendid conceit!

T11e apple may have caused the
two disasters, that of Adam and that
of Paris. But it will surely be remem
bered by the services which it has
rendered to science.

The physicists must thank the
Apple, for the discovery of the law of
Gravitation by Sir Isaac Newton was
-inspired by the fall of an apple korn
a tree under which the great master
was resting. The apple fell from the
tree and the great master was not just
content to eat it but was rather con
tused and surprised. 'Why should
the apple fall downwards and not up
wards ?' asked the master. And this
led to the discovery of the law of
Gravitation by Newton. And what
a sight of Beauty must be before our
eyes when we are told about "the per
ception of Newton. that the globe on
which we ride is only a larger apple
falling from a larger tree ! ~~

Again, the socialists must thank
the Apple in so far as it supplied an
impulse to the thinking of Charles F.
Fourier (1772-1837), a great intellect
ualleader of Socialism who aimed at
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the creation of Phalansteres, a sort of
small socialist community, which
would transform the society in
to a better form by slow degrees.
Here is Fourier's own account of the
manner i n which his attention was
first drawn to social questions :

" This apple, worthy of fame, "vas
bought for 14 SOlI S by a traveller
who dined with ille at the Restaurant
Fc'vrier in Paris. I had just come
from a district where similar or even
superior apples were sold at more than
a hu n.lred for 14 sou s. I was so
struck with this difference in price
between districts with the same eli
mate that I began to suspect a funda
mental disorder in the social mecha-
nism " I have remarked since that
there are four famous apples celebrat
ed in history-two by the disasters
which they caused: that of Adam <;

and that of Paris. and two by the
services: which they rendered to
science, that of Newton and Fourier.
Does not this quartet of famous app
les deserve a page in history?"

Say what you will, we shall have
to agree that "a n apple a day keeps
the doctor away." But just as they
advise us not to boast of our know
ledge about women since we do not
know what the next damsel shall
teach lIS; simila rly, we should 110t

boast of 0111" knowledge about the
A pple since we never know what the
next apple might teach us !

There w il] however be always an
apple to reach: the one no one has
yet succeeded in getti ng. Rossetti
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In his poem :- Beauty. remarks.

"Like the sweet apple which
reddens u pan the topmost bough

A top on the topmost twig - w hich
the pluckers forgot, somehow

Forgot it not, nay, but got it not,
for none could get it till now,
$ . $ $

Dear readers! with this editorial
I relinquish my office. I shall be
failing in my duty if I do not pub
licly acknowledge my thanks to all
those who contributed to the
pages of The Desh and with their
efforts made it what it is -the
mouthoiece of the students, I must
not ignore the readers of The
Desh who constitute the larger
number of its patron-subscribers.
Without them i t could not have seen
the light of the day.

I do not know if my fe llow-edi
tors will individually express their
sense of gratitude to the respective
Staff-Editors. I am sure they will
readily join with me ill saying how
grateful we are to the Staff-Editors for
their guidance, kindness and coopera
tion. They were the percnninal fount
of inspiration to lIS. They, indeed,
were instrumental in turning our raw
material into finished products
the printed articles.

Whoc'er excels in what we prize
Appears a hero in our eyes;

Each girl, when pleased with what
is taught,

Will have the reacher in her
thought. "

They were our heroes.
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"SORRO"TS OI~1 SEVEN~1EEN-"
By As110k Sadhwani, Prep. Science

(A letter to father)

My dear Father,

I know, and know well that today
for a boy of seventeen there in no
place anywhere-neither in society
nor at home. In society, he is taken
as a stranger. In the story "Home
Coming", Ravindra Nath Tagore
has delineated the age of adolescence
by depicting the condition of young
" Photak" (Name of a boy) who find
ing himself in a precarious condition,
at last, meets his end.

This makes me think of myself.
What is my position in my home?
I feel as if all are displeased with me,
There is just an official connection
between you and me: I am a son to
you and you are a father to me. Yall

think that it is your duty to supply
me with food, clothes, college-fees
and pocket expenses. Can we
understand each other in this busi
ness way ? Neither you can under
stand my mind nor can I think what
you want from me, Don't you
remember your words Yt-i- "There
are many fathers who like to learn
from their sons. I want to he one
of them."

I mayor may not be good enough
to sermonize to you, but, if you wish
so, I think, we will have to come
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near each other. Long faces of the
whole family cannot make me better,
if I am in the wrong. To whom must
I tell my difficulties that I feel when
none is ready to hear them? After
sixteen, a father should regard his
son as a friend. You say that Y9l1

believe in it. If you do so, you will
have to come nearer to me as a friend
does. Today, bonds of love are strong
er between two friends than those
between two relatives. This picture
of home which I felt and described to
you compels me to remain outside for
a greater period of the day. This is
not liked by my mother. She likes
that I must stay at horne all the time.
This-my going out, pains her. More
over, my wandering is quite differ
ent from roaming. Libraries, cultural
programmes and exhibitions etc are
the places of my pleasure. These
things are a part of my life and
the isolation from them would defi
nitely make my life dull. Moreover,
this is the age when one can enjoy
these things and acquire kno\vledge
and experience, and be adventurous.
Some days ago, I requested her to
allow one to go to Agra with my
friends on bicycles. Her anger compell
ed me to give up that adventurous
idea. I know she has great
love for me. She has been looking
after me with great care and has
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been and is deeply concerned about
my studies, fool and clothes'. She
has given me the best. I am 'highly
grateful to her for her exceptional
care and I also admit that very few
mothers do like that. Though literate,
she is a little old-fashioned woman.
Her continuous murmur and criticism
of my affairs makes me perturbed. I
hardly see two pictures per month
and these are not teo many, Even,
then she takes me as a cine-goer. The
pictures I have been seeing are not
such as can harm my life or exert a
wrong influence on my character.
In fact, she wants to chain me in
side the four walls of the house. May
I hope. YOlI' will make her realize
these things.

Perhaps, you think that joining
college has completely changed me.
If you believe me, I am not changed
at all. I wi ll be as I was. Refering to
my dress I must say that though I am
considered to be fashion-minded, yet
I am not. Today, a man's dress is
not a trivial thing. Though I don't
believe in the maxim "Dress is the

index of mind," yet I dare say that,
today, almost all the people believe
in it. So, I have to follow the saying:
"In RODle, do as the Romans do." Even
in college I find that outward appear
ance matters much. The well-dressed
students can attract the attention of
their tutors, though by the way, I
must say, that attention is given to
the active and industrious students.
So, you see, in the present situation,
a good dress is a necessary evil and
one is bound to pay it considerable
attention.

My dear Dad, I am seeking help
and guidance from you and I hope
you will not grudge me that and warn
me about those things which may
have a harmful influence on my life.
May your guidance brighten my
future. and take me to the path of
success!

With respects

I am,
Your loving son,

XYZ

Rabindra Nath Tagore: The Artist
By Ashit Sanyal, B.-Se. III year

There are only a few in the world,
who have not heard about Visva
Kavi Rabindra N ath Tagore. But
mostly he is known either as a poet,
a dramatist, a short-story writer or
a singer. His contributions in the
field of fine arts are not known to the
masses.
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Rabindra Nath never learnt art
from anybody. His art was his own.
His expression, his technique and
medium were altogether new to the
world. No. critic can fit his art into
a set theory of his own or bring it
under a distinct category.
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"They are the revolts (which mo
dern western painting is going
through) ag iinst the subjection of

'artist st Iines to tie painted objects
and revolt a jainst a photograph .c
repro Iuctio n of m rterial reality "

Modern art is in search of rhy
thms ani is experiment ing on new art
forms of structure and pattern. It has
not found them yet. It has succeeded
only in giving us the impression of
trying to escape from reality. Its most
apparent characteristic is the effort
not to soothe us but jar our senses."
(Lin Yu-tang.)

Great art is an unconscious cre
ation. And Tagore's creations were
al ways unconscious.

While writing poems and songs
he used to cut them and got some
form or design in those cuttings.
Among those cuttings some were ugly
in his eyes and he had to reform them
which resu lte 1 in the formation of
good pieces of art.

This was just to pass his time and
fill the gap of thinking. But this
was the way through which he enter
ed the realm of art unconsciously.
Fine art became his beloved in his later
life. In his own words, "I do not feel
to write poems. My mind nowadays
inclines to pictures. My artistic taste
has found it's ways in pictures."

He has drawn about two thousand
five hundred pictures. His work
was not a hobby or a plaything. He
had been wholly occupied by the
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new forms of creation for years. TIle
drawings he produced with pens and
inks an] which have the appearance.
of singlu lary skilful and sumptuous
water colours, took possession
of him, and once begun, heaved him
no peace until they were done at a
sitting and in a single stroke of the
pen.

A talented artistic genius was as
deep in Tagore, the poet; that is made
plain by the sureness of the design,
the beauty of ornament. For almost
a life time this genius had been kept
in the shadows, for the highly deve
loped faculties of his conscious mind
left no room for the expression of this
hidden force. 0 ne fine day it revealed
itself, and the poet felt that another
person was manifesting himself in
him but the new minister had not
changed the laws of the state.

The drawings of Rabindra Nath
Tagore proved that the poet, though
a master in the use of words, felt that
certain emotions; feelings, and con
cepts, could be better expressed; or
perhaps could only be expressed, in
the language of line; tone and colour.

Tagore's drawings, as I see them, are
the work of a powerful imagination
seeing things in line and colour as the
best oriental sees them, with that
sense of rhythm and pattern that
we find in Persian or Indian Textiles
and craft works, The colour-sense
is, indeed, superb.

But there is much more than this.
There is ~ deep feeling and apprehen
sion of the spiritual life and being
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of man and animals, expressed in their
features, their movements, their out
ward forms, lines and colour" (Joseph
Southhall. )

When some of his paintings were
exhibited at Paris, Paul Vallery and
Andre Gide asked him, "Dr. Tagore:
the things which we have just begun
to think of, the aim behind the
revolution in art in Europe, how
could you express them so easily in
your pictures? The greatness of your
art may not be understood by the
common people of present days
but they must be appreciated by the
£11ttl re generations."

Rhythm of lines and structures
is a characteristic of great art.
Tagore himself said "The only train
ing which I had from my young days
was the training itl rhythm, the
rhythm in thought and the rhythm
in sou nd. I had come to know
that rhythm gives reality to that
which is desultory, which is insigni
ficant in itself. And therefore when
the scratches in my manuscripts, cried

like sinner, for solvation and assailed
my eyes with the ugliness of their
irrelevence. I often took more time
in reselling them into a merciful
finality of rhythm in carrying on
what was my obvious task. In the
process of this salvage work I came
to discover one fact: that in the uni
verse of forms there is a perpetual
activity of natural selection in lines
and only the fittest survives which
has in itself the fitness of cadence.
and I felt that to solve the unemploy
ment problem to the homeless hetero
geneous into and inter-related balance
of fulfilment, is creation itself.

M)7 pictures are my versification
in lines. If by chance they are entitl
ed to claim recognition, it must be
primarily for some rhythmic signifi
cance of form which is u ltirnate, and
a nd not for any interpretation of an
idea or representation of a fact .
People often ask file about the mean
ing of illy pictures. I remain silent
even as my pictures are. It is for
them to express and not to for me to
explain."

Women-Our Partners in Life
By R. D. Dogra, B.A. II year

" Frailty, thy name is woman I"

The evergreen words of Shakes
peare possess my mind when I
move my pen on this theme to
which, a great deal of reference
has been made by eminent writers.

Need, then, the views I hold about
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..Eve be coloured? Nee.l I join the
Great Victorian Poet Laureate to say
that women should play second fiddle
to men?

Well, these are SOl11e obvious ques
tions which pose themselves when I
approach the subject.



WIlen much a thing is said a due
allowance must be made for the age
in which Shakespear wrote his play.
"Hamlet" and the atomic age through
which we are passing. With the
passage of time, values of life, both
material as well as aesthetic, do c11::1 nge
and this is particulary so in the study
of '~hurnall behaviour" where the
subject under study is ever changing.

Well; the words, coming as they
do from one of the greatest literary
giants of the world, both past and
present, smack of something "primi
tivee" The structure of society has
already changed and gone are the
days when women were considered to
be mere dolls to decorate the house
and had no say in the affairs of their
superior par t ners-the men.

The woman of the twentieth cen
tury is an open challenge to the corn
petence of the so-called superior part
ner-rna n. History has u neq ui vocally
broughr out, that whenever through
little openings, women have found an
oppirtunity they have given a better
account of themselves. They have
reigned successfully, fought heroically
and dispensed most enviable justice
in a dispassionate" impersonal and
and majestic way which baffles the
wit of the superior partner-man.
John-of-Arc, Razya Sultana; Chand
Bibi and Rani of Ihalsi are a few
cases in point.

In the field of li terature too we
have the examples of Sarojini Naidu,
Mahadevi Verma, Emily Bronte,
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Jane Austen and many others who
compare excellently wrth any male
]iterary figure.

In politics, we have heard of the
great queen Nurjeha n ruling this
mighty country from behind the cur
tain. S111t. Vijaya Lakhshmi Pandit
has, not in too distant a past, held the
august office of the President of the
United Nations and is still our high
Commissioner in the United Kingdom,
an honour which is unique, indeed.

In t he good old days they said
that "man was for the sword and
woman for the 'needle. Man was to
command and woman to obey" Well,
sir, I would hold a different view,
If home is demoralised, the battle
front cannot effectively be held. So
ill the ultirnate analysis, it is the
home which deterrni ncs your effec
tiveness on the battle front-nay,
practically 011 all fronts 011 of life.

Women otherwise also are sym bo
lie of gentler qualities of nature.
After all it is not a lumber of wood
which is expressive of Him, but a rose
with its beautiful petals does fire
Y0l.Ir imagination that there is some
body behind it. Nature is expressive
of the creator and so certainly you
can't be indifferent to refinements of
nature. So mataphysically also, the
place of Eve is on a higher pedestal
as compared to Adam.

A nation which neglects this im
portant aspect of creation, I m~y

tell you, will before long spell Its
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doom and crumble to nothingness."
By giving them their legitimate due
for which the women have clamour
ed all through the annals of history,
we will not only be remedying
one of the major ills of our times
but we shall also be building the
human structure of our society on
a more lasting and realistic footing.
Here it is pertinent to bring out that
the emancipation of women will not
be possible without ameliorating their
economic lot. For this purpose, their
education is the foremost problem. By
schooling them we will not only edu
cate thern but will better the lot of
posterity also as the mothers of to-

• -,Where women are honoured, the gods
dwell."-Manu (Editor)

morrow will be fully educated to bring
up the right type of children. Only
then "the hand that rocks the cradle
will be ca pable of ruling the world."

All this told, the readers will
excuse me for belittling the value of
the more formidable partner-the man.
But let them derive solace from
Sheikh Sadi's famous couplet:

~( Na har zan zan ast
I1a hal" mard mard

Khuda panj angusht yaksa n l1a

kard. "

A fter all there are he -women and
she-men also to be accommodated.
Well, I leave it at that, sir.

S11ri C. P. Malik, M. SC q Lecturer in Botany

TIle life span in flowering plants
varies greatly, from pansy and poppy,
which grow, seed and die in a few
weeks, to the giant sequois and blue
gums, some of which are certainly
twenty centuries old. In Mexico a
Taxodium tree is estimated to be 6,000
to 7,000 years old-when the pyramids
of Egypt were built. Many plants
live only for one year, and most of
Ollr cropplants conveniently are ill

eluded i11 this group. However, a great
many trees and various shrubs may
live a number of years. Even some of
these do not have a long life. WIlen
death, naturally or otherwise, IS

decidedly foreseen, there must be
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some means, adopted by these plants,
to carryon the generation. In lower
plants e. g, Bacteria such a process is
accomplished by the division of the
parent cell into two and these into
many parts. And a single organism
could multiply to the un-believable
figure of 281, 500 billion in t\VO days.
However. higher plants (Angiosperms)
accomplish this purpose usually
by the production of seeds, Th is
is attributed to sexual reproduction,
the essential feature of which is the
union of two distinct" very tiny,
barely visible male and famale ele
ments. This is usually preceeded by
'mar r iage' baptized technically as
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Pollination. T11is may be defined
as the transfer of pollen from stamen
to stigma, Before we precisely discuss
the system of marriages and factors
governing it let lIS study the parts of
a flower (e. g. Petunia). Typically
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Explanation to the figures:
1. Petal 2. Anther 3. Sepal 4. Stigma.
a. Male flower b. Female flower visited

by the bee.
Arrow shows the direction of the flight of

the bee.

the latter co nsists of four distinct
kinds of structures. Out side are
green sepals which provide protection
to the other floal parts in the bud
condition. Next is a whorl usually
large and coloured-petals. Enclosed
wifhin are male parts, delicately stalk
ed structures, the stamen. These
tiny grains usually look like golden
dust. In the centre is the carpel
the female part of the flower. When
a flower reaches a perfection of its
size and beauty, little undeveloped
e:nbryo seeds called ovules are to be
found at the base of the style--the
ovary. By themselves ovules and pol
len have no future. Only when the
two unite the cycle can be completed
and a seed is formed. It is amply clear
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.that grains must be conveyed to the
stigma, where they adhere and are
stimulated to germinate. As a result a
small tube is given out which pierces
the style and grows dow n to the ovary
curving its way towards the ovules,
'This transference of pollen dust fr0111
the male part to the female organ
(stigma) is brought about ill m .ny
ways and flowers are curiously and
wonderfully adapted for the same,
It is of two types, autogamy, where
male and female parts of the same
flower are involved, while in crOES
marriage the pollen is received from
t hc other plants of the same kind
or of closely related forms. To the
last detail a flower is perfectly
designed, with colour, fragrance, form
and shape of each part all suited to
accomplish this cross-marriage. As
you glance i cund a garden, you will
see varied types of flowers there, To
mention a few, you may come acrcss
poppy ClIPS, garden nausrurtium,
larkspur, bleeding-heart, devil-in-the
bush, monk's hr od or cosmos and
probably many mor.: with inconspicu
ous blooms. In fact, different flowers
have varied methods by which the
poollen is secured. Many agencies
like man, water, wind and insects play
in this direction. However, insects
provide the most interesti ng study,

One of the most inexorable law of
nature is that in-breeding weakens
a race and cross-breeding strengthens
it and it is heartening, indeed, to
find that even plants seem to appre-·
ciate this law of genetics. Thus they
usually prefer and resolve to have
cross-marriages. Biologically, the
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significance of th is lies in the possibi
lity it gives of the production of new
types from the union of two parents
with two different characteristics.
To fulfil this measure necessarily the
pollen must somehow find its way to
another flower of .the same species,
stick there to ·the stigma and after a
short period, travel down and fuse
with the 'egg'. Ponder this problem:
a stigma- the target-the size of a
pin head-s-must be hit by invisible
grains of the right type at exactly
the proper time. But how insects anti
flowers combine to accomplish this
almost surpasses belief and leaves us
simply amazed and agape. For this
reason the different patterns of flow
ers are correlated to the various
structures and sizes of insects. In
this direction it is interesting to re
cord that many plants of the orchid
fam ily produce very interesting and
fantastic blooms which resemble vari
ous animals e.g. butterflies, bees,
spiders, frogs, snakes, and even man.
If you happen to look across the
landscape on a clear summer day} or
visit a garden during spring, you
will see zooming wasps, buzzing bees
and butterflies flapping here and
there; seemingly aimlessly, yet this
apparently capricious activity is a part
of a scientific ritual-s-the marriages
among plants, Out of all the insects,
bees are by far the most important
flower ---visitors and are regarded as
chief engineers in cross-marriages.
We m ay wonder how the bees are
attracted towards the flowers because
they will not visit unless some sort
of reward or bait is held out to them.
Tile flowers usually lure the insects
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with the promise of honey sips and
dishes of pollen, delicately relished by
insects. In fact; a mixture of honey
and pollen provides an irresistible
attraction. In addition hrig11t colours
and fragrance provide added attrac
t ions and act as 'advertisement flags',
A s a result bees visit one flower and
another-carrying with them pollen
also-thus accomplishing marriages.
For marriage, it is evident, plants have
also to depend upon the gold --- greedy
bands of 'afflicting-pr iests' who in
t hci r case are i nsects, Interesti ngly
plants are also (like man 1) very geod
pay masters and pay these visiting
insects, though nor in coins, but still
reward them amply by providing sips
of nectar. It may be mentioned that
bees show a remarkable type of sign
language to communicate the 'honey
present' news to their partners. After .
getting enough honey, as a bee
returns to the hive, she is crowded
and excitedly 'ogled' at by her com
panions. This is followed by a
dancing feat performed by the former,
while her comrades 'sniff' at l1er
thereby tracing the clue to the
locality of the flowers containing
honey. If a dance is a rock-n'-roll-
a fast one-it is a sign of enough
honey in the flower. Usually one
bee, by conservative counts, can bring
about marriage in 30-35 flowers per
minute-e-a possili liry of 15.000 per
day. In a flower u sual ly male and
female parts attain matu rit y at
different t irues. When an insect
visits a flower, nature has made
arrangements so that it will pass
through an exact path to operate the
pollination gears and ITIlIst impregnate
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the stigma with pollen brought fr om
another flower. Moreover, the
mouth parts of the insects will tread
exactly the right place, the curve of
his body will rightly slide against the
female sex organ of the flower. All
the while the legs must crawl slowly,
cautiously and balancing the lody.
And all this is controlled with an1C1Z

ing accuracy and ir.telligence. In fact,
there is noth i ng, hit or miss about
this plan. TIle tale of tile fig and
wasp is indeed very well known. The
plant is dependant upon a tiny wasp
for its pollination and it will not
produce fruits without this wasp.
On the other hand the wasp cannot
reproduce without the fig tree. Long
back when the fig was introduced
into California, it failed to produce
fruits, even though male and female
trees were present. Later on the
pollinating wasp 'was introduced and
fig-raising industry has since then
thriven. Even more interesting case
of mutunlisrn occurs between "Yucca
and its moth pronuba, because the
flowers ca n only be pollinated by this
morh , while its caterpillar lives only
011 the Y LIcea. When the flower
opens the female moth enters a nd
collects a ball of the very sticky
pollen, She then visits another
flower and lays her eggs within the
ovarv where the larvae will
de -e·"1 op. However before leaving
rh> flower, she fastens the ball of
pollen indirectly to the stigma. ?'Jo
other natural means of pollination of
the flower is possible an I no other
place for the development of the
larvae is known. A still more
interesting and curious method of
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marr iagc is reported in a plant called
lady's-vslipper. It has a unique floral
plan. The flower resembles the
female of an insect called Andrea.
The mate-seeking male insect with
a false notion visits that flower,
thi nk i ng the flower to be his mate.
In this mis-undertaking the insect is
responsible for bringing about marriage
between plants. While the impor
tance of the butterflies etc. i11
marriages among plants is well known,
the part played by birds, though
insignificant, is equally appreciable.
Bombax tree produces large, showy,
crimson flowers and serves as a sign
post to attract the attention of the
passing bird. TIle flowers contain
enough nectar eagerly sought after by
birds In trying to reach the nectar,
the bill of a bird comes in contact
with anthers and ripe golden pollen
dust adheres to it. From t here it is
transported to the mature stigma of
the next f lowcr visi tee!'

In conclusion. it may be said t hat
nature is a wonderful store-house or
emporium of SlLCh and many more
curiosities and wonders. In giving
these few facts I have 110t justified
myself beyond. a day-labourer
working 011 the road leading to that
wondrous city of plant romances.
(;0 where you will : near a pond or a
desert, a field or a wood, there you
will find apt evidence of the astonish
ing ways by which flowers achieve
·cross-marriages'. The fact r ernai ns
that but for the insects plants will
suffer; but for the plants, man will
die; and but for man, this planet
would become devoid of delight i11
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nature's colour, melody, variety
and mysteries of which he sings

in poetry and which he paints
in pictures."

*Shelley: The Sensitive Plant:

'The plumed insects swift and free,
Like golden boats on a sunny sea,
Laden with light and odour, which pass,
Over the gleam of the living grass; .

And Bridges: I have loved flowers that fade:

I have loved flowers that fade,
Within whose magic tents
Rich hues have marriage made
With sweet unmemoried scents.

(Editor)

Tile Modern Student
By G. S. Mamik B.A., II year

The modern student has of late
come in for much criticism. The
old and orthodox people, of course"
would object to everything 'modern'
merely on the ground that it is
modern, But even those who
appreciate change and progress, have
at time looked upon the modern young
student with concern. They have
watched him and disliked his wild,
adventurous and exuberant spirit. It
appears that there is something
genuine and serious in their apprehen
sions and remarks.

A major defect in a modern
student is that he is not a 'student'
in the real sense of the them. It is
hecause he tries the least to be a
student and as much as possible to be
'modern'. Primarily, he is a modern
young man and not a student. In
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fact, he should be a student first and
a student last; atleast as long as he is
a student on the rolls of an educational
institution. It is a pity and nothing
short of tragedy that all his desires are
centred round his ambition to look
"up-to-date", The more ardent he
is about it, the more un-student like
he becrnoes, Nearer the fashion-craze,
the further from studies.

He is more careful about his looks
than his books. He can forget to
take his books to college, but he can
never forget to 'decorate' himself.
He wastes much of his time, which
is very precious, in decorating himself
as if he is to go in a fashion parade,
and not to college. He learns more
from the film heroes and heroines
how to be a perfect modern, young
man than from his teachers and
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books 110w to be a good student, He
attaches more importance to visiting
a rock-n'-roll dance, than to attending
an extension lecture. He COUles to
collage, but slips away to see a picture.
He is not interested ill attending his
classes. He spends the hard-earned
money of his parents in hotels, cinema
houses, coffee houses and if he does
not get so much time he enjoys him
self in the college canteen. Life is
a holiday to him and not a duty.

He is not disciplined In his
behaviour with his teachers in the
college. He hopes to be popular
through foul means and no wonder
he becomes notorious and attains
popularity in no good sense of the
term.

He is more of an aristocrat than
a learner. He is neither calm nor
sober. He is violent and rough. To
go on a strike is a joy for him. He
can go on a strike just because it is
very cold or \" ery hot, and he can
find good many followers easily. He
is rebellious by nature and militant by
tern perament.

His study room is like a studio or
a cinema foyer full as it is with
photographs of famous film stars.
These hang on . the walls all around
his bed. The 'darlings' are snugly
reposing under his pillow. His
knowledge of films and film stars is
profound. His room is an informa
ti~n bureau which includes every
thing concerning films and film-people.
He knows more about the lives and
"adventures" of the film stars than

facts of history.

Bu t all the defects of a modern
student are over-shadowed to quite
a great extent, by a single virtue of
his: the virtue of being emancipated.
He, in spite of all his failings, is a
real advance on his predecessors. He
is fearless, brave and adventurous.
He is better equipped in many ways,
than the student of yesterday. The
student of yesterday suffered from
inferiority complex. But the modern
student has shaken off this defect.
He is equipped with self-confidence.
Be finds himself more at home in the
world in which he finds himself. He
is independent and prefers nothing
to personal freedom. Unfortunately
he is not very much conscious of his
duties, which provide more 'indepen
dence' to an independent person. But
that, we hope, he will realize soon and
thus be independent in the real sense.
Independence cannot be licence or
licentiousness. Did not Wordsworth
say ,HMe this u nchartered freedom
ti res l"

I t would be better if the modern
student llses his smartness, daring and
adventurous spirit for the welfare of
the nation, country and humanity at
large. He is the hope and life of the
nation of tomorrow, He must aot
belie himself. Let him sing, wi th the
poet, to Duty :-

"Give unto me, made lowly wise,
The spirit of self-sacrifice;
The confidence of reason give;
And in the light of truth thy
Bondman let me live."
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Hou.' I Improred My Sight U7ithout Glot;ses
By Subhash Chancier Chopra. B.A., II year

Just two years back. I thought of
joining the Merchant Navy (Execu
tive) through the "T. S. Dufferin". At
the time of filling the forms for the
Entry Examination (held in june,
1958), in March, 1958, I was able to
fulfil all the conditions except hav
ing a perfect eye-sight. My eye sight
was 6/9, 6:9. It was horrifying for
me to note that the use of glasses was
going to m ar 111Y ambitious future of
becoming the Captain of a huge Ocean
liner or a Pilot of a modern airliner.
Anyway, I decided to fill the form
and left everything to fate. The
Optharnologist was kind enough to
give me a certificate (bogus, of course)
that my eyes were perfect. I thus,
sent the for m.

I talked the matter to my t\VO

close friends. They sympathised with
me and expressed concern at the
i ncreasi ng incidence of bad eyes i 11 the
world. It is well-known to all WI10

wear glasses that bad eye-sight is
never cured, but checked from fur
ther deterioration by the use of lenses
which have to be replaced at
perio:lical intervals, subject to the
rritural damage to the eyes. It
mea ns that glasses illther deterio
rate the condition of your eyes
rather than improve them I So,
we talked th is matter to a large nurn
bel" of people. Atlast. we carne across
a yogi. He assured tIS tha t our
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eyesight would become perfectly
normal and we would not need
glasses -only after one month from
the day we started practising
regularly the exercises he would tell
tIS to do. We felt very happy, es
pecially, Any way, he did not charge
me anything. I started practising
those excercises the next day. I am
a firm believer in God a nd no less in
duty. I believe that God helps those
who help themselves, I practised
those eye-exercises regulary without
any break. Ancl ... carne the day
when I reached BOlnb'JV for the Inter
view with the Govcrning-cum-Selec
tion Body of the Ship. It was pre-"
ceded with an Eye-sight exarn ination
which is known as 'New Entry Stand
ard' Eye Sight Test of the Mercan
tile Marine Department of the Millis-
try of Transport. Governme nt of India.
Now, youwill be glad to read that
ill)! eye sight was not DIlly normal,
it was perfect and so, I scored the
highest points ill colour vision Lan
terri test.- 20 out of 21. Each of
the rernai ning 94 candidates scored
at the most 18 or 19. These are the
excercises which helped rue.

1. Do not wear glasses-atleast
when vou do the under-mentioned
exercises. Use them only when you
feel that now Vall can't do without
them The less -the glasses are used,
the better are the results obtained.
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Do each

The best for your eyes. It is as
follows. Select only t\VO sha 1'11

points. one about 5"--12" from
yOUJ eyes and the other as far as
you can see it distinctly. The
two pcints should be such that
you don't have to move your neck
when seeing them. Look at the
near point for 15 seconds. and then
the far point for 15 seconds. Do

you ever noticed the eyes of children
blinking so quic kly ? That is why
they have truly bright eyes. Some of
the older people, if not all, are tense
and agitated and know little peace
appropriate to their age They do not
blink their eyes so often and thus
have fixed and tense eyes and stare
unnaturally. Blinking moistens your
eyes, and keeps lubricaing them as a
part of natural process. This gives
you comfortably relaxed eyes.

4. Sit down and relax without
starining your eyes. Do not move
your neck when doing these exercises.
Keep on blinking. Initially look
straight. Palm your eyes for a few
minutes after every exercise.

(a) Take your eyes IIp and down
slowly, al ternately, Do each
20 times.

(b) Take YOlIr eyes left and right
slowly, alternately. Do e(lch
20 times.

(e)

(c) Look diagonal-wise,
20 times.

(Gl) Roll your eyes towards left and
right. 10 times each.

You spend at least 3-4 hours with
out them. Use your eyes as much
as possible during this time. Do not
forget to relax them after short inter
vals, inbetween by blinking and
palming.

2. Palming. This is the best exercise
for the relaxation of the neck (and
ultimately your eyes and your mind.
To do palming, sit down, close your
eyes gently, rest your elbows on a
tahle or your knees and form a cup
with the palms of your both hands,
covering both eyes. Shut out all
light but do not bring any pressure
on the eyes themselves. Palming
can benefit you a lot if only you can
stop worrying and can throughly rest
your mind, during the time this
exercise lasts, Remember that worry
ing and a tense mind are responsible
to a large extent for weak eyes. Any
thing that rests the mind will benefit
the eyes.

3. Blinking. Blinking relaxes
tense eyes. Persons with weak eyes
are afraid of blinking as they feel
that the moment they reopen their
eyes, the image of the object all the
retina will be missing and they will
have to strain their eves to restore
that, This continuous stare at an
object is responsible for destroying
the elasticity in the eye-muscles,
especially the iris; thus forcing you to
go to an optician. Blinking, of course,
means the gentle. closing and open
ing of eyes. No force should be
applied and it should be without any
nervuousness, Healthy eyes blink
constantly and unconsciously. Have
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Without entering into cumbersome
technicalities, one may say a few
things 1110re on the subject initiated.
The most important excercise is to.
give your eyes sunbath for atleast

6. Are you sure that :vou are
trying to read me without glasses
and blinking frequently with palming
and squeezing and wide opening of
eyes.

5. Repeat this exercise whenever
you feel that your eyes are tired.
Squeeze your eyes as tightly as
possible. Then open them as wide as
you can. Do not be afraid as this
increases the circulation and brings
new blood to all the muscles and
tissues around eyes. Squeezing also
prevents the very fine lines so many
people have around their eyes and
removes them if there are any.

this
times.

alternately. Repeat
Blink frequently.

20 5-10 minutes daily, morning, after
noon, evening or whenever the
opporturuty occurs. Keep your eyes
closed and let the sun shi ne on the
lids. Turn your head from side to
side. So that the sun-rays penetrate
into the parts of the eye. Sunshine
and its warmth bring new blood-and
Iyrnph-supply to the eye and surround
ing muscles. When you have
practised this, try to blink at the sun.
Open and close the eyes swiftly but
gently. While looking at the su n
shine, never wear glasses. TI10se
people who walk about with dark
glasses constantly, never giving their
eyes the benefit of the great healing
power. are inviting serious eye weak
nesses, ClS the eyes grow worse and
worse. Human' eye is essentially an
organ of Iighr and thrives on it"

* £Npte :-The writer will be pleased to
help and ad vise those \vho may be
inc lined to try the methods suggested
by him.

(Editor)

By Anup Kaur B..A. II year

The wishes that are denied gratifi
cation during the waking conscious
ness appear in dreams. Dreams
according to Freud arc caused by
repressed wishes. The greater the
repression, the more will be the
tendency of the wishes to seek their
fulfilment in dreams.

In a moment of relaxation our
thoughts may wand.er here and there,
one thing reminding us of another,
one memory recall j ng another, till
we fi nd ourselves surptisi ngly far
from our starting point.

Wo do not, however, recognize our

* A paper read in a meeting of the Phislophy Association.
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dreams. MucI1 of what we dream is
forgotten, and what is remembered
seems to have no meaning. Some of
the principles which are true for
dreams are also true for day-dreams.

The extent to which normal
persons indulge in day-dreaming
cannot be estimated. First, because
we cannot draw any sharp l in e between
day-dreaming and other modes of
imaginative activities. Secondly,
because day-dreaming is rather more
frequent than the subject supposes.
Like night-dreaming it is apt to be
forgotten or minimised. W e can
say that day-dreaming is at its mini
mum in extrovert persons of great
practical activities, that it is more
frequent with introvert persons and
that in general it is more frequent in
children than adults. As we grow up,
we become more deeply and constantly
concerned with our practical
problems of life and then our imagina
tive activities are slightly diminished.
It is probable that it is more abundant
in women than in men, Sewing for
example, is an occupation that favours
day-dreaming, and much of the work
of the modern factories is of the same
routine and mechanical nature.

In many adults, day-dreaming
occurs onlv at night. Of at least at
those times when they lie awake in
bed seeking sleep-that refuses to come.
It is often that the normal person
may find himself nearest to mental
di-order, more especially of the
depressed and fearful type.

In a day-dream there is apt to be
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more continuity. Weare building
castles in the air, imagining things as
we would like to have them rather
than as they are in reality. The
motives of day dreams are the
motives of our daily life, and the
materials of which the dream castle
is built are derived from the experi
ences of our daily life.

Every form of impulse and desire
may prompt and sustain such brooding
reveries. Sex, curiosity, ambition,
vanity st?lf-reproach, anxious tender
ness, reve ngeful anger and horror
are especially apt to be the motives
sustaining such trains of reverie.
partly recollective, partly collective.

Day-dreams and Children.

Children are given much to day
dreaming. They build castles in the
air. This is due to the fact that many
of their wishes remain ungratified.
If we were to study the day-dreams of
children, we would he able to trace
out the repressed wish. Morgai n
gives the case of a child who was
often day-dreaming that his father
\V2S running away from home. This
was due to a repressed wish on the
part of t he child to see his father run
away from horne. A weak arxl
1ethar gi c boy pic t ures him ~elf (1s t he
hero of the athletic fie Id. The
dullard pictures himself carrying off
the prizes at school or college; the
poor child sits is a stately c;lrri:lge;
the lonely, only child su rrou nds him
self with imaginary companions a nd
usually is the admired leader in, a ll
their activities.
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There is the story of Alnarchar in
the" Arabian Nights" whch is a typical
compensatory day-dream. A poor
vendor of pottery sits behind his tray
of wares, fancying how his trade is to
make him a man of wealth and how
he will then live in a palace surrounded
by humble slaves, and 110w he will
spurn them with his foot as they bow
before him, and then suddenly his
foot kicks over his tray of wares and
r uins his hopes of wealth,

The day-dreams of many children
are renewed and continued from day
to day over long periods of time, and
then becoming developed and system
atised, may play a very important
role in their lives. Thus a child may
develop one or more imaginary com
panions wi th whom most of his play
is shared. One of Mr. Green's Sllb

jects, e.g, a small girl, made herself
"Queen of the imaginary people",
and thlIS surrou nded herself
habitually with humble and adoring
companions. Or some one may concoct
a story with himself as the hero.
Usually some one meets a "suffering
hero' or a "conquering hero" in his
day-dream a nd that hero is usually the
dreamer's self. The conquering hero
in his day-dream overcomes all the
impediments and obstacles, defeats his
rivals and carves out a bright career
for himself and satisfies his mastery
-tTIotive or instinct of self-assertion.
A sufteri ng hero's day-dream also
satisfies the mastery-motive. A
you ng man severely rebuked by his
parents may think of a career for
himself. He may imagine himself
either a martyr or a desperado or
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some other kind of suffering hero.
Thus the instinct of self-assertion is
satisfied in this kind of day-dream
also.

Literature, art, the stage and the
cinema largely take the place of day
dreaming for adults, as hearing stories
does for children, and it is probable
that such substituted or ready
made day-dreams, wisely selected,
afford a more healthy or atleast a
less dangerous form of imaginative
activities. Besides this normal aspects
of day-dreaming it also connects
with abnarmal mental activity or so
on to insanity.

Bleuler or Autistic Thinking

The day-dreaming of normal
subjects is one variety of a form of
thinking which Professor Bleuler has
prepared to call "Autistic" or "A'uto
matic thinking" or the "thinking of
unconscious", which is sufficient
u nto itself. It does not agree with
reality as the standard of the society.

Bleuler insists on the similaritv
between the day-dreaming of norm~l
subjects and abnormal, especially of
the "schizophrenic type" who are so
insane that they have lost touch with
reality. There· is one exam ple of a
poor little peasant who expects
seriously to marry the Queen of
Holland and is constantly looking for
her arrival. There is a method in
his madness. To marry a princess
would natually be the highr of human
happiness to ally poor, unfortunate
devil.
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Dangers of day-dreaming.

It would be absurd to regard all
day-dreaming as morbid, sickly feel
ing. In children especially, a certain
amount of day-dreaming may be
regarded as normal and even healthy
and as contributing to the develop
ment of the powers of his imagina
tion. Yet even in children, day
dreaming may be excessive and the
boundary of the normal and the
healthy would seem to be crossed
when the child tends to withdraw
itself from active social life in order
to enjoy its day-dreams.

In adolescence, the dangers of
day-dreaming are ~reater. It is then
that the youth is confronting the
task of adapting himself to his social
world and is earning for himself a
recognized place ill the society.

Under such conditions and circum
stances if he is given to excess of day
dreaming, and if he is al ways lost in
his own world of imagination, instead
of the world of reality, then naturally
he would not be able to rise to the
highest rung of the ladder of his
life. An excessive day-dreamer like
him is liable to confuse, in recollecting
his day-dreams with real events so
that the line between truth and
fiction remains ill-defined for him.

Too much of day-dreaming on the
part of the children is bad and harm
ful. It makes them impracticable.
in their life. Children's day-dreams
should be utilized in developing
constructive and creative imagination
and, moreover, the child should be
brought more and more in contact
with reality. Thus will the day
dreams of the child be curtailed.

THE WOHID OF TO-DAY : APlEA FOH HE-ORIENTATION OF IDEAS
By Shri M. L. Sa nduja Lecturer in Chemistry

The is no doubt about the fact
that we are living in a nuclear age
when 1/10 the world population is in
the possession of stockpiles of
nuclear weapons and the rest of the
people are on their way to have
them. Man has made a tremendous
advancement in scientific and techno
logical fields which of course is
obvious from launching of Soviet
satellites, thereby indicating the
effort of man to reach the moon.
With such a progress in view,
particularly military consequences of
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fission and fusion which have led a
revolution in military thinking and
practice, one is forced to believe that
our ci vilization can be destroyed in no
time if ever these forces are released.
If such remains the rate of develop
ment in the scientific field and especi
ally in the production of atomic and
nuclear weapons, I am sure that
battles in space will be decisive several
decades from now. Moreover, the
space supremacy wil l control tides
and climate and also the foundations
of democratic freedom. Man will dry
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up cncrn y's country or threaten him
with an ice age, Thus he will b2
having a vision of space age.

Everyone knows that it is a race
without finish. As the strllggle
for the lead in weapons, that W2 see
between the two power blocs, gets
abroad, with every ad-vance the tension
mounts wi th every year of arms
race with the result that the
moral basis of society is further
eroded. Mankind has seen the horrors
of two world wars and people allover
the world can very well realize the
consequences of a 3rd w.ir which
will be fought with atorn ic weapons
when the signif ic.mce of 111 an -power
vanishes.

If we just try to analyse tho! age
ill which we are putting IIp, it seems
that the present crisis in. inter n itio nal
relations wh en the \\Tl101e world is
divided into power blocs, is the
product of a recurring historical
situation in which ma nv institutions
which developed in th e past no longer
exactly fit the condition of to-day.
At the same time we have not
succeeded in bringi ng them up to date
or in finding a satisfactory substitute
.for them and it is because of them
that today the human mi nd is con
fronted with a difficult problem i.e.
the problem of self-adjustment so far
as the surroundings are concerned
which are changing very fast. III the
world of to-day which is moving so
fast with a tremendous change at.
every stage we just can't afford to
lag behind and if we do so, we do it
at our own peril. We are living in a
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dynamic age in which practices of
to-day are superceded to-morrow. In
the fast-changing world, stabilization
of specialized skills at an early age
would, instead of fitting the individual
for a better life, make him less fit to
meet the challenge of changing times.
Our understanding the meaning and
purpose of life, however, depends on
how we get along with the present
age. Mr. Nehru is right when he says,
"that it is not the ideology but the
scientific and technical advancement
which is moulding the character of
h um an beings and it is therefore very
essential for a man to be dynamic in
a dynamic age".

If we just try to trace the origin of
the 1st an.l the 211d World Wars, we
find that they arose purely out of false
contentions a n.l convictions based on
the assurn ption of winning a victory
over another; but 110W the things are
completely changed. In the present
situation the destructive power
of the new thermo-nuclear weapons
is such that their possessors know
perfectly well that the enemy cannot
be annihilated without his being able,
in turn, and regardless of the losses he
has sustained, to reply inmediately
with an equally destructive attack,
thus automatically eliminating any
possibility of the aggressor gaining
the slightest advantage from a
military conflict of this kind.
Consequently, notwithstanding her
successful experiments in launching
intercontinental ill issiles and arti ficial
satelli tes, Moscow still fears the
American War Potential and has not
been able to exploit militarily certain
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lOC'11 a111 fortuitous' situations that
seemed extra-ordinari lv favourable to
the Russians. At the same time
Washington views with no less app
rehension the Soviet War Potential.
In other words, neither the Soviet
Union nor the {J nited States desires
to ini tia te a total wa r.

Tile possibility of miscalculations
so far as the 3rd W orld War is
concerned. as it happened in the case
of the 1st and 2nd World Wars, has,
however, been considerably reduced
because both powers are now fu lly
aware of gains to be had by any
m ilitary action; therefore under the
circumstances, the present interna
tional military balance is markedly
one of irnpotence and hence the
apparent ly surpr-ising prolongation of
peace.

To-day mankind is faced with the
irnm inent fear of the 3rd World War,
a fear which paralyses strength,
induces them to abandon long range
constructive planning and forces
many of them to live in difficult
circumstances from day to day. So
the immediate need of the 110ur is to
set free humanity from the prevailing
clouds of the 3rd World War and to
realize this dream, mutual understand
ing on human itarian grounds IS

absolutely essential leaving aside
differences of caste, creed and
nationality. Time is coming when
one has to view oneself as a citizen
of the world as one whole rather
than a citizen of one country, \\7e
have to throwaway the curtain
of nationality, which according to
Arnold Toynbee, is mankind's enemy
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No.1. and thus come forward with a
mi nd of being a human being rather
than an Indian, Russian, American,
black, white, yellow and so on.

The real fact is that we have not
yet advanced wi th sufficient clarity
of purpose. In fact, on the interna
tional level too many barriers erected
by the national egoisms, too many
anti-historical creatures, remain to
be overcome, several noble initiatives
have failed and others, if not
completely discarded, have not been
able to develop adequarely. On the
national level we have seen a decline·
of respect for some f undemental ideals.
Moral and rel igio us values now have
been strongly undermined by material
conceptions. At the same time we
have still not succeeded i n finding
satisfactory solutions to certain
important new problems of constitu
tional, political and economic nature.
We have still not succeeded in
freeing ourselves from short-sighred,
egoistic, individual points of view
sufficiently to achieve satisfactory
social justice wi th: 11 a regime of
liberty.

So long as the present equilibr iurn
endures, the only possible peace w il l
be that in which we live and work.
We have to accustom ou.rselves to
this idea, by adjusting ourselves
psychologically to existing conditions
and by overcoming nostalgia for a
situation which is past and which is
probably it) any case no longer
capable of recurring.

Today there seems to be a struggle
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between the powers to have world
supremacy. 'Today the problem is
no longer to obtain simple frontier
ratifications or limited territories,
as it was a decade before, but the real
crux of the situation is to gain con
trol of entire groups of states and of
conti nents and so long this struggle
continues, humanity is automatically
threatened with the possibility of the
3rd World War.

Thus we are passing through
a stage when no one seems to be
satisfied. This is because of the
characteristic of the present interna
tional scene which is not precisely
understood and therefore to save our
selves from the conflicting ideology
of the day and thus face the chal lenge,
which is posed by the present age,
we must recall the events of some of
the religious conflicts of the past,
from which we can extract some
decisive elements for our own orienta
tion. Even in the ordinary experi
ment of family life we have difficulty
in orienting ourselves from certain

habits to which we have been
accustomed since infancy and which
are no longer thorn of our younger
minds This continuous process of
changing our ideas and absorbing
new ones is tiring and at times
disagreeable but it seems necessary.
Not to do so leads to errors and
increases the contrasts between the
generations.

A similar need exists and has
always existed in the field of interna
tional politics. With the advent of
spectacular technological progress
already surpassing the limits of our
im igination and plunging us preci
pitously into what we mry already call
the nuclear era and with this accele
ration of an evolutionary process,
recent events have made it ill uch
more difficult and at the same time
most imperati ve for us to orient our
selves. Therefore, in order to keep
pace with the changing times, we
must make every effort to bring
ourselves IIp to date.

THE N. C. C.
Cadet P. o. Raguhbir Singh

India is a large country. The de
fence of its frontiers and peninsula is
not an easy job. We have to develop
our military in to a perfect instru
merit of defence and the best way to
achieve success in this field is to
start military training for the youth,
The Government has, therefore, made
provision for military training for the
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Youth of the country, through the
N.C.C, the A.C.C. and the Territorial
Army.

The N.C.C, has made much
progress under the direction of the
Central Government. Seeing an N.C.C.
cadet we dare say, India has the
necessary 'Raw material' for the
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defence of the country.

In 1946 a committee was appointed
by the Govt. of India to draw up a
scheme for the N.C,C. for students
of schools and colleges and in 1948
the Act of the N.C.C. was passed.
Before 1948 there was a similar kind
of training for the university students
only. It was known as the D.T.C.

The aims of the N.C.C. are
to develop character, comradeship,
the ideal of service, and capacity
for leadership in young men and
women and secondly, to provide a
service-training to the young
men and women so as to stimulate
interest in the defence of the COU]1tr~y,

and lastly" to build up a reserve of
potential to enable the three wings of
the armed forces to expand rapidly in
a national emergency,

The administration of the N.C.C.
allover India is divided in to 16
circles under the Ministry of Defence,
Government of India. It consists of
three divisions: the Senior Division,
the Junior Division and the Girls'
Division. The Senior Divison is to
impart service training to college
students; the Junior is for school
students and the Girls" Division is for
both school and college girls. The
Senior and Junior Division are
further divided into three wings:
Army, Navy and Airwing. The
Girls' Division has only army and
air wings.
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For the training of students regular
officers of the armed forces are
detailed. There ale also professors
and lecturers of colleges and schools,
who looks after their respective
students,

The aim of the N.e.C. is not only
to Ina kc good officers out of us but
to make lIS gcod citizens of India.
We lear n good things besides discip
line. \Ve are taught how to co
operate with one another, regularity
and punctuality and these qualities of
character India needs most today.

We have two kinds of camps in
the N.C.C: the A111ll1al Training
Camp and the Social Service .Carnp.
Recently we had our annual training
camp at Bombay. There we were

- taught many good things and in the
near future we are going to have OUf

carnp at Shillong.

TIle aim of these earn ps in the
N.e.C. is to develop OlII' morale.
The social service camps teach lIS

~110W to serve our cou ntry ',

The N.C.C. is becoming more and
more popular day by day. We also
want that more and more students
of India should be disciplined and
well-mannered. We should join the
N.e.C. to make India a strong and
progressive country. The N.e .C. has
a brigh t fu ture,
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E~y Shri S. M. Thangiani

Folk literature is the cultural
wealth of a community. The Sindhis,
t hough they lost much of their mate
rial wealth ill the wake of the
Partition, are drawing upon this in
exhaustible treasure. A large number
of Sindhi folk-tales are in the verse
form which, in the pre-Partition
period, were sung by bards and mins
trels ondifferent occasions. The tales
of Lila-Chanesar, Nuri-jan Tarnachi,
Mumal-Rano and many more are no
doubt still popular but the folk-tale
of Umar-Mar ui has a pecularity of
its O\VIl. It not GIlly depicts the
strong character of a Sindhi village
girl, Marui. who was forcibly taken
3\VaV bv Urnar-e-the the n ruler of
Arnarcor ill Sind, but also reveals the
nat.ionalist spirit and 10 v e for suiadcshi
embodied therein.

We are told that in the latter half
of the fourteenth century A.D., there
ruled in Amarkot (and not Umarkot)
in Sind, a king named Umar of the
Sumra clan who was notorious for
corruption. He was in the habit of
snatching away the most beautifu l
young women -from the custody of
their husbands or men-folk for the
satisfaction of his lust. But Marui,
though a simple village girl, proved
to be rnore than a match for hi m.

Marui popularily know n ClS the
"Si tn of Sind", was the only daughter
of Palino-a goat-herd of the village
Mal ir in That district. He also O\V ned
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a small piece of land which he used
to till with the help of a farmer,
named Phage Marui was a fine spe
cimen of superb beauty -tall and slim
and with blue eyes, a moon-lit face and
golden, curly hair. Phog had known
Marui from her very childhood but
when she grew to full woman hood,
he could not rest without having this
beautiful lass as his wife. He ex
pressed his heart's desire to her father
and sought her hand in marriage but
the latter grew furious at this bold
venture (of Phog) and strongly
rebuked Phog for she was already
engaged to a you ngrna n, Khet Sain, of
her own tribe.

To revenge this insult, Phog at
011ce set out for the court of U mar.
There he sought an audience with the
King and described the bewitching
beauty of Marui in such exquisite
words that Umar became impatient to
have her. He immediately ordered
the fastest available camel ill the royal
stable to be saddled and having
mounted it along with Phog pro
ceeded to Malir. At the journey's end
they reached the well from which the
village belles used to draw water
daily.

Thar being a desert area, water is
too scarce there. Rain water is a
luxurious drink for the Thar is. TIle
wells thvre are dug very deep (to
find water) and it takes a pretty long
t irne to draw a bucket full of water.
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It was, therefore, usually in the early
hours of mornir g that the village
women wo u ld go to the village wel l

for fetching water.

As luck would have it, Marui was
fast asleep on the fateful day and
consequently reached the well v·ery
late. S11e found two strangers near
the well and was frightened. But her
only campanio n, who was also a late
comer, told her not to worry as they
could be thirsty passers-by in search
of water.

Umar, by now had hushed the
camel down, He alighted from the
camel and pretending to be thirsty, he
requested Marui for water. As soon
as she went near him, he seized her by
her arms, gagged her and dragged her
to the camel and took her away w ith
th? help of Phog who 'was in disguise.

Umar kept Marui in his guarded
palace. He tried his utmost to win
her over but all in vain. Though a
village girl, she did not care a little
for Urnar. She was bold and fearless.
He promised to make her his Chief
Queen; he placed all his kingdom at
her tiny feet and offered jewels and
gold but nothing could tempt Marui.
She was as adamant as a rock and
would not yield even to his threats
of using force. She bluntly told him
that she would either go ba·ck to her
village honourably or embrace death.
She preferred her thatched cottage to
his palace; her simple food to his
sweet dishes; her tattered home-made
coarse clothes to his silken garments
and her glass beads and bangles to his
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jewels a nd golden ornaments. She,
however, requested him to send her
body back to her village for last rites
as the dust of her village was far
superior to the musk of his place,

During her stay in the captivity
of Umar, Marui neither touched his
food nor did she change her clothes.
She only bemoaned her Jot and wailed
all tile time. S11e entreated the king
to release her from the prison to
enable her to meet her people whose
sacred trust sh« was, She constantly
prayed to God to rescue her from
the clutches of the wicked ruler.

And once when Umar was des
perate, he tried to use force with
Marui for the sat is tact ion of his
passions, she earnestly prayed to Gcd
and afterwards soow r.cd. A rd Ie!
Her prayers were gran tcd ! When
she carne to her senses, she fou.11(I
Umar trembling and perspir ing pro
fusely. Urnar had heard a voice (per
haps his guilty conscience made him
hear his own inner voice) warning
him to desist from such practices or
be prepared for death. Umar was so
frightened that he not only released
her from his captivity immediately',
but also sent her to her parents along
with gifts and costly? presents.

But this was not the end of
Marui's ordeal. On her safe return
to the village, she was suspected of
having lost her character S11e was
extremely griev'ed to find that even
Kbet Sain, her husband-to-be, taunted
her and made fun of her protests
that she \VC1S chaste. W11en Umar



heard this, 11e was very angry and sent
his men to the village to teach a good
lesson to the villagers. This, on the
corrtrary.. confirmed their suspicions.
Marui went straight to U mar and
rebuked him for his highhandedness.
Had he not kidnapped her, people
would have no occasion to say any
thing against her or him. Ulnar felt
very much ashamed' and offered to
pass through any test to prove
Marui's chastity and his sincerity,
Since she was a blot not only on her
village but on the village women as
well, Marui offered herself for test.
She was asked to hold a red hot iron
bar in her hands, which she did with
out burning bel' hands. This proved
her fidelity beyond any doubt. Umar
too followed suit and entered the
fire, lit for heating the rod and came
out without burning even h is hair.
He then gave her away in m ar r iage
to Khet Sain as his sister.

Shah Abdul Latif, the peet lau
reate of Sind, who lived dur ing the
period 1689-1752, has versified Marui's
tale in a very touching manner. His
nationalist spirit and love for Sind is
reflected in the following verses
wherein he says (through Marui):

·'1 shall be alive even after death
if my body is sent to Mal ir for
cremation".

At another place, he says:

"Oh God! may not so happen that I
die in prison.

My body is heavily chained and I
weep,

May I go to native place first and
die.

My heart is there at my village, here
my flesh and bones 3 nd

My breath hangs there while my body
is in prison".

Gundhijis Influence On Me
By Prem Parkash Sood Prep. Arts

Gandhiji was the spiritual father of
the nation and the life blood of India.
He was the votary of truth and non
violence and the symbol of justice,
faithfulness, honesty, integrity and
fair-dealing. He was the real embodi
ment of our ancient Saga renowned
for spiritualism and love. In him
was found the milk of human kindness,
in its intensity, pervading the whole
of the universe. He was the re-
presentative of Dharma,
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On the sacred day of his hirth we
gather together to pay our homage
to him and to imbibe the spirit in
carnated in his high-pitched ideals,
which had so illuminatingly and inde
libly been left on the sands of time like
so many landmarks in stone for us
to follow, for the attainment of bliss.

Gandhiji's whole life was a long
series of fruitful endeavours and dedi
cated strlIggle for tile li beration of
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India from slavery and struggle for t\e
ernanciprtion of the down-trodden
and struggle for the liberation of the
mind of the human race from fear,
falsehood and selfishness.

Gandhiji's whole life has had deep
imprints on the recesses of my mind
and soul, not to be shaken till my
soul lives in its bodily frame.
Gandhiji's sense of justice, love, purity
and simplicity and his love unto
whole humanity, had joined hands to
inspire me, instil in me the same
purest feelings to love humanity and
serve the down-trodden who ha ve
no one to cheer them up. Oh God!
they weep pitiously and persistently in
the heart of their hearts, like a
smouldering-reed. Give me~ Oh God!
courage and strength enough to stand
the test of this self-purification.

Gandhiji used to say that .service has
got its own reward.

Ga ndhiji's firm faith In non
violence and tru th, has had perma
mcnt impression on file. Let me also
purge myself of falsity and violence,
which are so detrimental to the
human race. Ga ndh iji regarded truth
as God and God as truth and said that
the basis of all things is moral ity, and
the essence of it is truth. Gandhiji's
guiding principle of life was: "To
return good for evil". As Christ
says, ~·If anyone takes away your
coat, give him your cloak too."

Such a spirit of sacrifice can rarely
be found in the history of the human
race. Let me also make truth and
non-violence the anchors of 111V life.
This is my daily prayer an-d my
life's goal.

LOVJ1J i\ND l~-'I~,IF~XDSHIP

By Surinder Singh Bedi Pre-Medical 1st Year

"What is the distinction between
love and friendship?" is a difficult
question to answer. In the ordinary
sense, books give the same meaning.
There is, however, a deep distinction
between the two. Love is deeper than
friendship. Friendship is one step
lower than love. The lover and the
beloved are mad and are ready to
challenge the whole world. They
are willing to die for each other.
The one is the other's whole world.
Friendship lacks that final passion.
As Byron says, "Friendship is love
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without his wings", If friendship is
great, love's greater. Friendship is
the marriage of souls between t\VO
persons who have similar opinions,
views and achievements. As against
this love knows no ranks. It makes
no distinction between a king and a
beggar.

A friend is a friend whether the
world goes r ight or wrong. Friend
ship means an intimate relation bet
ween any two individuals helping
each other in times of need. Though
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there is love in friendship, yet friend
ship becomes dim and obscure before
the glory and ~randellr of love. Love
is the main instinct of friendship.
Love plays an important part in
friendshi p and in its absence the
existence of friendship becomes
di fficul t.

Friendship is a feeling which helps
a Ulan believe in the other who is his
friend.

Both (Love an.d Friendship) are
inter-dependent. I twill nor be out
of place to say that they are the two
sides of a coin. As the two sides of
a coin are inseparable, so are love and
friendshi p.

Friendship must be true and we
should c110()s~ our friends withiudge
m e nt. But having chosen them we
should not be quick to throw them
over board. As Socrates says", Be
slow to fall into friendship. But
when thou art in, continue firm and
constant,.. Se lfishness is the direct
contradiction of love and friendship.
III true love and friendship contradic
tion has no place. Love is not
created but springs from the deeper
layers of heart and soul. Friendship

has no beari ng on sex though love
has some. A friend may be male or
female.

Love is the life of men, If there
is no love life is worth nothing. Love
and· friendship are high ideals of Ii fe
and they glorify and magnify one's
personality. Life is incomplete with
out them. They increase our joy and
happiness, In moments of sorrow a
friend soothes and consoles the
troubled heart. In moments of dis
appointment and dejection he cheers
IIp our drooping spirits. Love and
friendship create an unbreakable
union between two persons enabling
them to achieve great things. We
agree with Addison when he says,
"Fricndsh ip im proves happi ness and
abates misery by doubling our joy and
dividing Ollf grief' .

Poverty is the perfect touchstone
of love and friendship. A friend is
known in a crisis. A real friend
remains steadfast, 'and firm on the
chosen path and does not desert his
friend in diff rcult ies and dangers. He
sacrifices all for the sake of his
friend. A friend in need is a friend
indeed".

THE PROBlEM AND IMPORTANCE Of EDUCATINON IN MODERN INDIA
By K. K. Kapoor Prep (Sc.) & Dhirendra Singh

Volumes and volumes have been
written upon this complicated and
much debated subject : Education.
Every day we read a great deal about
education in newspapers and periodi-
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cals, and hear about it from public
platforms. It is a subject in which
all of us are directly or indirectly
interested. The recent a~ltations in
a number of universities and the
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stage;

ever-growing indiscipline among stu
dents, the mushroom growth of
schools and colleges and the inade
quate provision of teaching staff are
really disconcerting.

Education has been defined in
various ways. Plato thought, "Good
education consists in giving the body
and to the soul all the beauty and
all that perfection of which they are
capable." I-Ierbert Spencer believed
that "Education has for its object the
formation of character." Hoarce
Mann, said "Education alone call
conduct lIS to that enjoyment which
at once is best in quality and infinite
in quantity.' Henry Huxley said,
"Education is the instruction of the
intellect in the laws of nature in
which I include not merely thi ngs
and their forces but men and their
wavs and the fashioning of affections
and of the will into 311 earnest and
loving desire to move in harmony
with these laws."

Education not only implies the
discipline of th i nking, but also a
passion for activity. The purpose of
education is to expand the limits
of personal freedom, to give eaeh
person a chance to do what ever he
can, to become what he is capable of
becoming.

Now arises the question-Educa
tion for whom and for what? The
answer will be-Education for every
body and for everything, But what
we need to-day is not the quantity
alone, but the real quality of education
also. Education is being imparted to
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students il1 the followi ng three
stages :-

(a) Primary stage,

(b) Higher Secondary
and the

(c) University stage.

We would like to suggest the following
modifications in the present day
system of education.

(a) Primary Stage ._- Primary
education is of paramount nnport
ance since that is being imparted to
one and all. In the teaching of
primary classes proper attention
should be paid to find out t he natural
be nt of the mind of st ude nts and to
cultivate the fundame nra 1 qualit ies
of discipline, obedience etc.

(b) Higher Secondary Stage:-A
number of Higher Secondary Schools
should be opened and the maximum
number of students should be adlnitt-
ed. Education provided should be
both of liberal and practical signi
ficance through a br oadly based
curriculum in which not only the
traditional academic subjects but
practical and vocational subjects, like
agriculture, commerce, technology,
domestic science, arts and crafts
Sl1011ld find a proper place.

Further, more emphasis should be"
laid on the building of character of
the students. Measures sh oulr] be
adopted to im prove the efficiency,
social status and general welfare of
the teachers.
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(c) University Education and
Researcll:- This type of education
should be of a very high order. \Xl e
should lay stress on quality rather
than quantity of learning and
students should keep away from
politics. The right of admission
should be reserved for deserving
candidates only. The sum-total of
useful knowledge imparted to students
should never be large enough to
make them mechanical-minded.
Libraries, laboratories and hostels
should be improved and expanded.
The present method of instruction

by lectures should be supplemented
by seminars and extension lectures.

Finally, a number . of reseach
institutions should be established and
proper equipment and facilities
should be provided. Knowledge
means power over Nature.

This is how we feel the whole system
of education should be improved so
that students may become useful
citizens and an asset to society rather
than degree-holding robots groping
about in the darkness of future.

By Toby Nai na n B.Sc. 3rd Year

Have you ever been left alone ill

a jung le at night wi thout any wea
pons or guards? I have been and th is
is the story of illy experiences.

My cousin works on a large
rubber estate in South India and his
bungalow is situated on the fringe of
a dense tropical jungle. Last year
when we went to our home in South
India he invited me to come to his
house and stay th er e for a couple of
days during which time we would
also go on a h unting trip. My
muzzle loader had heen left long un
used but anyway I packed my gun
and a few clothes and soon reached
his house at the estate.

Our party consisted of my cousin,
t\VO of his friends, a guide and myself:
although we were to meet the guide.
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later on in rhe jungle. We were all
armed and decided that we should go
on a night hunt and soon we provided
ourselves with searchlights and other
~ear necessary for the expedition.

A t about 9 o'clock after dinner we
went towards the jungle. To reach
there we had to cross a river. There
was no boat but as it was not very
deep we waded across it As soon
as we reached the jungle we were
caught in a heavy shower of rain
which would have soaked us to the
skin if we had not taken shelter
under a nearby tree. When the rain
had stopped we moved into the in
terior of the forest a nd soon we were
joined by 01Jr guide or Shikarr". His
name was Mathe\\r. He was a tall,
well-built man and wore only an old
brown shirt and a loin cloth. H is gait
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\\":13 kingly a n.l he carried his rifle
like a wel l-t rai ned soldier.

A tropical jungle at night is very
weird and except for noises of croak
ing frogs, hooting of owls and the
drip dripping of rain drops from
leaves of the high towering trees
there was dismal silence around us.
We were ad vised by our shikari not
to talk much and, if possible, to be
altogether silent. TIle least noise
would frighten away the wary beasts
of the jungle. We, therefore, made
our way quietly through the under
growrh and the leeches which are
found in abundance in those forests.
Suddenly we came to an abrupt stop
for less than a hundred yards from us
stood a giant bull elephant. Seeing us
its small eyes blazed with rage and it
raise] its trunk and trumpeted. He
e-e-e-u nh-ed, screaming and grunting
defiance at us, who had ventured into
his vast dominions. We were rooted
to the spot with fear and my blood
curdled. I held my breath. The
next n10111ent I saw a companion raise
his gun and before we could stop him
he fired a charge of buckshot at the
elephant. This was a fatal thing to
do and we had to face the consequenc
es soon. The elephant hit his trunk
against the ground with a terrible
blow, that seemed to rock the very
earth, and charged. Our sh ikari
yelled at lIS to run for our lives but
before he could complete his instruc
tions we had taken to our heels. Fear
lent me wings and I ran as I had never
run before. I neither looked back to
see where my companions had gone
nor to see where I was going but ran
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away, away ... away from that rolling,
roaring, dreadful machi ne of destruc
tion, which, inspire of its bulk, was
hard at my heels. Soon I spied a big
rock and turning sharply from my
path made towards it and hid behind
it. The elephant passed on without
caring to look behind the rock
where I hid myself. Thus I was
saved from its fury. I was panting.
My heart was beating against my
ribs like a battering ram trying to
break open a castle door. I sat down
and after calming myself surveyed the
scene around me. I found that the
rock was SOUle what curved and pro-
jecting outward and would offer me
good protection from rai n, if it were
to start again. I waite] there for an
hour and started calli n ~ for my cousi 11

and friends but got no response. I was
thus left alone there in the lonely
jungle, During the t liglit From the
elephant I had thrown a v-ay my gu n
which had hindered III y flig ht. I
wondered where my friends had gone
and came to the conclusion that they
had scattered and run here and there.
I thought of trying to go back home
but the night was quite dark. More
over, I did not know the way and
there was also a chance of my being
attacked by the elephant or any other
wild beast on my way back horne.
While here under the rock I was COll1-

paratively safer, being partially hidden.
I soon resigned myself to my lot and
providence and, hcpi ng for the best,
made myself as comfortable as was
possible by leaning on the rock. I
also tried to talk aloud to myself and
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also to si ng a bit as this was the best
way to war.I off fear ani loriel iness.

After some time, though I was
not v e rv comfortable, I dozed oft. I
do not kIl0"N 110w long I slept. I was
aroused from my sleep by a hissing
sound. It was morning. I could
distinctly see that a big black cobra
was slowly advancing towards me
with its hood upraised a nd ready
to strike. I was pa ralyzcd and
could n't even move. There I lay
helpless k nuw i ng fu ll well t hat the
sl iahtest movement W01Ild make the
cobra jump and probably m ea n the
end of my life. I commended Illy

SOlI} to God and waited for tast i no
the dreadful death t hat was fas't
approachirig. I prayed that it should
be a fast one. The cobra \V~~S verv
dear 111e. It raised its hood to strik~
when suddenly there was a loud
report which so startled Inc rh(;lt I
jum ped aside more from fear than
judgement and there at my feet I·

saw my enemy, the cobra, writhing ill

its death-pangs. When I looked
around I saw mv cousin and Mr.
Mathew with a smoking gun in his
hand. In a flash I understood all
that had happened a nd ran joyfully
towards them. After I had told them
m y story my cousin told me that
when the elephant charged they had
scattered, as I had surmised" but later
011 they all made their "ray back horne
\vhere they fou nd me missing. They
wa i tcd for me for a long time and
.whcn I failed to return they organiz
c.i a search party and looked for me.
Tiley got the first clue to my wllere-'
about's when t hey found my abandon
ed gun. SOOll afterwards they saw me
II n.ler the she] f of the hill.

Joyfully I made 111Y way 110111e dis
logding the many leeches which were
feasting on illy blood trorn illy leg.
I thanked God for His mercy and for
gi ving me a new lease of life before
I sat down to a hearty breakfast.

REI_-t'TICE BI~E-'ORIE SI~I~I~

By Surinder Lal B. Sc. 2nd Year

Ideals a nd idealists are necessary
if any progress is to be made. Ideals
are the beacon light which draw lIS

towards them, show lIS the wav and
serve as goals to be reached. P~rfect
ion m ay he difficu lt to achieve and
ideals hard to reach. Beauty lies not
in achieving but in efforts made to
achieve them. The road is alwav s
d iff icult. the climbing liard, bu t lil(e
the young mall in the poem "Ex-
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celsior": it is for us to try to rea ell the
goal or fall by the roadside.

"Service before self" is one of those
classical ideals which have inspired
man since the time he was created. All
the great books of the world tell us
that man should 110t live for himself
alone. The ideal of service is what
differentiates rna n from beasts. It is
the motive agail~ wh ich inspired great
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nien of the past. Take the case of
Mahatma Buddha. He was bor n a
prince with every luxury available to

him. He was discontented with the
life of ease and comfort when he saw
the terrible misery and suffering all
about him. He saw people sicken,

decay and die and he wanted a remedy
for that. He said good-bye to
his farni ly, renounced all the gold and

riches that were his, and set forth to
find a solution which would put an
end to human suffering. In this
effort he gave us the great religion
of Buddhism.

jesus Christ lived for others and

died for others. He never thought of
himself for a moment and gave his
life so that others might live. He
was persecuted and in the end cruci

fied for his efforts to serve others.
Even on the cross he was happy, he
did not curse or abuse those who were
nailing him. 011 the contrary, he
murmured the noble prayer "F~atller,

forgive them, for they know not what

they do?" Can there be anything
nobler than this or an example of
service greater than this? And what
a noble exam ple he set for lIS to
follow.

Now coming down to our own times
and our country we have the gIoriolls
example of Mahatma Gandhi. Bapu
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was born in a noble fam ily, and receiv

ed the best education and was quite
well-fitted to earn riches, if he so
desired. But did he do that'? No,
he gave up all he had and devoted all
his life to the uplift of his country.
He won for us self-respect and our
freedom and became the Father of

the Nation.

In other walks of life too the
placing of service before self is very
necessary. Take, for example, a
family. The mother is ha ppy if the
c11i1dre n are fed, t 11 0 u gi'\ it ill ay not

leave anything for herself. The
father would 110t lik,,~") to get new

clothes made for himself if that
would man depriving h is ch ild ren of
anything. Take the case of a school,
The teachers do their best to train
the minds of their pupils and prepare
them for examinations. They are
happy if the pupils succeed as it is
the reward of their service.

Thus we ean conclude that se r v ic.:
before self is a very desirable proposi
tion. But do not run away with the
idea that it is very often acted upon.
Unfor tunate ly it is very rare;
especially ill our country. How
rna ny of us can say with full con

fidence that they believe in it or act
upon it. It is not easy but it is

worth trying.
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!{eCI)ing Awake On A l\foonlit Night
By Vijay K. Khanna B.A. 2nd Year.

It is a pleasure to experience t his
sort of awakening. Yall can very
easily do so for the sake of a vicarious
thrill, but if you have to sit and keep
awake the whole night to study for
t he examinations, then it becomes
difficult for you.

I have had the experience of both.
I would say, that keeping awake on a
moonlit night is grand. As soon as
you look at the moon, it reminds you
of your past if you are alone and
when you are with some companion of
yours, then you think of the pleasant
morne nt. The very light of it fills
you with \\"0[cI5 which you cannot
express to a stranger. but you can ex
press them to your lover, t he com pa
Ilion of your heart. However lonesome
you are, you do not feel yourself to
be alone. If you have nobody around
you, then there is the morilight which
is around you, It surrounds you from
all sides and whispers ill your ears the
song of love and atonce you think
of somebody and make yourself busy
again, forgetting loneliness.

One can look at the moon for
hours at all cn.l but nobody dare look
at the SUl1. The moon gives a sooth
ing effect to the eye, whereas the sun
hur ts it.

Once I remember we had a school
moonlit-night picnic. I think we
were only a few of us. I personally
t hi nk it is good to be a few on such
occasions, The place was the Model
Town, where there was a small lake.
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The surface of the water was shining
like silver. TIle fountains made a
beautiful sight, each drop of water
could be heard falling as there was
stillness and quiet all around lIS.
Flowers looked beautiful and the
lawns stretched as far as the eye
could reach. They made you f~el
liberated a nd released you, (atleast
momentarilv) from the limitations
under which man lives.

Then after some time I saw the
group di viding itself. Everyone
wanted to enjoy himself, So, I saw
two of us sitting in one corner, two
sitting in the other corner and a few
sitting soruew h ere else. bur I found
myself a lo ne. I took my scat also
and m ide t h e .noo nlight my partner.
I played with it and the waters of the
lake, on which it had its magical
charm, It was wonderful till I felt
somebody sitting next to me. She
was the girl of whom I had been
thinking about all that time. The
silence was broken when she utterd
some words".

Time passed rapidly. At last we
had to part corn pa ny agaist our
wishes. The moon started fading out
and with it faded those romantic
thoughts. The apperance of the SUll
made us sleepy and we made our ways
to our respccr ive homes.

*Probably you were moonstruck. Your girl
friend was no more than a figment of your
in1a~inCltion : ClI1 airy nothin g.

(Editor)
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The Desh

Wit h the present issue The Desh
will complete the 9th year of its
publication. Last year we were able
to publish three issues. This year it
has not been possible to publish more
than two issues because we had to
change the press and that entailed
delay. Moreover, the contributions
received hardly justified undertaking
printing the third number. Our
contributors, notwithstand i ng the
repeated requests to them to write for
The Desh, fight shy of putting their
thoughts into words. They forget
that unless they write for it how the
Editors can bring out the required
number of issues. The editor's job is
not to write the whole of the
Magazine but to make the contribu
tions received worth publishing and
publish them. We hope our contri
butors will be more liberal and
generous in sending their contribu
tions. Of course, they must be their
own.

Most of our readers will be leaving
the college after the University
Examinations. Some of them will
join the various professional colleges.
The unlucky few may despair and
give IIp studies. To all these we wish
the best of luck in their respective
examinations and subsequent ventures.
We hope they will always remember
The Desh and the College and have a
kind word and a soft corner for t hem
in their hearts. After all dur ing the
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yeirs of their stay here they loved
them and they must not be guilty of
betraying their love. It does not
become educated persons.

Finally, a word about the arrange
ment of articles in the present issue
of The Desh. The Editorial bas been
relegated to the second place. It
comes after the article: Shri
Jawahar Lal Nehru: The man of
Letters by Shri R.K. Sud, the Editor
in-Chief. This is a departure from'
the we ll-establis11ed j 011r ria1istic
practice: the Editor must have
precedence over other contributors.
The article on Mr. Nehru's writings
has been given the place of hOI10ur
in the pages of The Desh because of
two reasons. The first reason is that
Mr. Nehru today deserves tile first
place in our hearts and esteem. The
second reason is that his writings have
an important message for the youth of
today and tomorrow, in India and
elsewhere, and it is the message and
the sincerity wi th which it is sought
to be conveyed by Mr. Nehru which
really prompted lIS to print the article,
even rhough it had been delivered as
all address to the students. The
writer seeks to impress upon his
readers that the best way of honour
ing Mr. Nehru and other national
leaders is to imbibe their t.hougbts
and do their ow n humble bit for
India and the world. There is no
need to feel frustrated or disgruntlcd.
There is wor k enough and, thanks to
the age in which we live, there are
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resources enough. What we need is
tile will and the spirit of self-dedica
tion. Remember the oft-quoted words
of George Bernard Shaw from his
play, Man and Superman : "This is
the true joy in life. the being used
for a purpose recognized by yourself
as a mighty one; the being thoroughly
worn ou t before YOlI are thrown on
the scrap hcap: the being a force of
Nature instead of a feverish selfish
little clod of ailments and grievances
complaining that the world will not
devote itself to making you happy.'
Those of lIS who lack a purpose or
direction in life will do well to read
11r. '\Tehru's Speeches and Addresses.
Those who like to broaden their
visions will profit immensely hy
reading his Discovery of India. Those
who will master thei r destiny will
find mate rial enough in the great
Alltobiograph~v.

We had intended to face the
article on Mr. Nehru with an informal
photograph showing Mr. Nehru as a
reader and writer of books. It is our
great regret that we did not succed in
getting it. We tapped all the usual
sources, short of requesting Mr.
Nehru himself.

trhe Staff

Shri Lalit Mohan Sharma and
Shri V.P. Girdhar have been appointed
as Lecturers in Hi ndi and Economics
respective by Dr. S.S Sehgal, Lecturer
in Biology, left the college to take up
311 appointment at the University.
Shri K. R, Khanna has been appointed
ill his place. We extend these

gentlemen a hearty welcome.

The Philosophy Association

It is heartening to report that
Students of Philosophy have started
a Philosophy Association under the
Presidentship of Mrs. M. Thomas,
Lecturer in Philosophy and the Head
of the Department.

It had two meetings. Manjit Singh,
B.A. II Year class, gave a talk on His
Experiences in China and Anup Kaur
B A. II Year class read a talk on Day
dreaming. Shri Su nyata visited the
college on the 3rd of Fqbruary and
the members of the Association and
a few members of the Staff had a
very delightful and interesting talk
with him about the Life of a Yogi.

The Planing Forum

The Annual Election of the office
bearers of the Forum was held in
July, 1959. The following were
elected.

Vijay Khal1na
B.A. II year: President

S.K Singha
B..i\. Hans. I year: Vice President

Gobind Kumar Bhatia
B.A. HOI1S. I year : Secretary

Sushecl Sodhi
Qualifying : Asstt. Secretary

Snell Prabl1a Gulati
Qualifying : Asstt, Secretary

As Susheel Sodhi and Sneh Prabha .
Gulati left the college later all Ravi
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The Sindhi Literary Society

Seth ani Monidcepa Mookerjec were
elected in their place.

In the Armua l Paper Reading
contest held in November. participants
read papers on the various subjects
which are of great im porta nee to
India's economy. G.S. Mamik. and
Mann10han Singh bagged the 1st and
2nd prize respectively.

In order to make the people of
Kalkaji plan-conscious, the ForU111
arranged a very interesting and
instructive play in Punjabi : "The
New Ways~' on Community Develop
ment through the courtesy of the
Ministry of Information and Broad
casting.

Shri Tir th Basa nt, a11 cm incnt scholar,
and w inner of Sa11itya Akadem i Award,
was the Chief Guest. A scene from
A-1u111al-Rano (a Sindhi Folk Tale)
was enacted .by Sahib Bedi (Rano),
Ramesh Mangham {Mumal ), Ashok
Sadhwani (Messenger}, Khal111
Lalchandani (Ra no's tr iend) ,and
Nirrnal Hingora ni (Rallo's Servant),
Push pa Pahilajani. Pushpa Gurnani,
Asha, Mce na, Krishna and Her Devi
Kanal gave a Laddo (a Sindh i folk
song sung on marriages) Prahlad,
Ashoka Sadhwa ni and Sbri Gangll
Dadlani gave Sindhi songs which
were very much appreciated. Bhag\\Tan
Bedi entertained the audience vvitl1·
film tunes Of1 the 1110l1th organ. Sh ri
Lalit Mohan, Lecturer in Hindi, also
took part. The function ended with
the address on 'Sindhi Literature' by
the Chief Gllest. The credit for it
success goes to Push pa Dana ni, Kamla
Vaswani, Pushpa Paliilajani, Su khu
Badlani, Thakur Bllatia, Vishino
Motwani, Gulab Navani and others.

The Botany Deparfrnent

On 21st Feb. 1960 a botanical trip
was arranged to the Moghul Gardens.
The party, consisting of 40 students,
was also tcken to the Harnayuri-tomb
and the Sunder Nagar Nurseries. A
varied collection of gym nosperrns was
brought and added to the museum.

The Department also organized
the following slide shows for the
students of Botany :-

competition was
Sadhwani and

stood first and

As usual. the Planning Forum
celebrated the National Plan week with
great enthusiasm in collaboration with
the Planning Forums of the Uuiver
sity. On the 13th of Sept. 1959, the
National Plan Day, the members of
the Forum visited the Alipur Block
Development Area. They went
round the model village of
Mukhmelpur. They also visited
the various projects and the co
operative Marketing Society ill

Narela.

A prize essay
organized. Ashok
V ishino Motwani
second respectively.

The Annual Day of the Society
was celebrated on 29th Feb. 1950.

1. Botanical excursion
Mussoorie.

to
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Shri Asa Singh Mastana,
n David Kumar.

Mr. I. S. Kapur and l\1r. V. N.
Pasricha were appointed advisers for
the association. Tile response for
membership was poor because the
association started functioning quite
late ill the year. A trip to the Okhla
I ndustrial Estate was arranged. The
students enjoyed it thoroughly and
were able to see various small scale
industries. The annual function of
the Association will take place in the
middle of March along with a show of
scientific films.

The Punjabi Association

Office-bearer5.

G.S. Mumik B.A. II year
President

Mangar Ram
B.Sc. III year: Secretary

Shri 1,5. Kapur Adviser

A Musical evening was arranged
in November, 1959. Shri Tarlok Singh,
the well-known Punjabi poet, recited
various poems. The following students
gave various iterns : Harbhajan Kaur,
G.S. Mumick, Mangat Ram, K.C. Jain.
Yog Raj, Rajinder Bhutani, Naresh,
Anjan and others, The Annual
function of the Association was held
on 4th March, 1960. Many radio
ar ttsts took part jn it. Their perfor
mances were lustily cheered.

Tile following artists of A. I. R.
took part.

3. A visit to the Kashmir valley.

4. Kew Garden (Lon.io n) flowers
in spring.

2. Plant hunting in Darjeeling The Science Association
and Roh tang,

The Sanskrit-Parishad

TIle Annual Fu nction was cele
brated on the 26th of Feb. 1960. Dr.
N.N. Choudhuri, Head of the Depart
merit of Sanskrit, Delhi University,
presided ani Dr. Satya Vrat was the
Chief Guest. The items in.cluded a
variety programme. Kumari Sush ma
Paul spoke in Sanskrit on the 'Teachings
of the Gita', Kurnari Dev Bala a nd
Purushottarn Lal Vij re.id out their
papers ill Sansk r it. Ved Prakash
sang a beautiful lyric on love between
Krishna and his beloved Radha from
Gita Govinda. In the end, Dr. Satya
Vrat and Dr. N N. Choudhur i g-ive
illuminating and i nstructive talks.
Emphasizing the importance of
Sanskrit Dr. Choudhuri said that
every student in the college should
read Sa nskri t. He explained by citing
a Vedic tale 110w Sanskrit
becomes easy for a person who is
faithful and devoted to it. The entire
programme was ill Sanskrit. The
function was very successful and Dr.
Choudhuri wrote the following about
it:-·"I am very glad to see the activi
ties of the Sanskrit Parishad of this
College. Here the students, who read
Sanskrit. are very good ill conversa
tion and discussion with regard to
questions of general interest. They
:111 deserve illy hearty blessi ngs "
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S}-.ri Remal I)ass.
" KuJdip Sood.
" Brij Bhushan.
" Shri Nirula.
" Harbhajan Singh.

The following students also parti
cipated.

(1) Vijay Khanna.
(2) Deepak Gill.
(3) Gajinder Singh. and Party.
(4) Jagdish La!.
(5) Kalyan Chand Jain.

College Union

Guided by its able adviser Shr:
D.S. Bhalla, the College Union has
been fairly active during the
term under review. The first func
tion was a debate in Hindi on the
topic :--~'~ff ~~rr cpT ~~fcr ij- Gfa-~r'l

4iT~a- Of)) ~ffi"f.,9) Sflffa- ~T ~q~r, ~t~fa-Cf)

~rr~~~Trr cpT 3AftTCf) ~rq~ep(fT ~ I Ten

students participated in it. Sushma
Paul and Kalyan Jain won the first
two places.

The seventh Annual Inter-College
Debate in English for the Deshbandhu
Debating Trophy was held on 13th
February, 1960. The topic was "In
the opinion of this House, the pre
vaili n indiscipline in Educational
institutions is due more to the general
lack of seriousness in the youth of to
day than to any other factor." Ten
teams, drawn from different colleges,
participated in the Debate. The trophy
went to the Indraprastha College for
Women. T11e first and second
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prizes were WOIl by Ranjit Malkali
of Hans Raj College and V.P.
Chou dhry of Law Faculty respec
tively. Our College was represented
by 1vlanjit Singh and Vinod Bhalla.

Sardar Sohan Singh (Ministry of
Education) Shri S.N. Aggarwal
(Economic Growth Deptt.) ard S11ri
R.R. Gupta (Hindu College) acted
as Judges, Sardar Sohan Singh gave
away the prizes.

The Annual picnic of the college
was held this year in the Lodi Gardens.
on 5th March, IS60. The Staff and
the students reached the si te of the
picnic a couple of hours before lunch
and stayed there till su ri-ser. They
were provided with lunch and tea. The
catering was done by the Anna
purna Cafeteria under the supervision
of a committee of organizers. The
rime before and after the Iunch was
gleefully spent in singing songs,
cracking jokes and playing sundry
games. A prize contest in Recita
tion, held in the afternoon, was highly
appreciated by the students, As
many as thirty students participated.
The following are the results of the
contest.

1. Ashit Sa nyal (Eoglish)
2. Kalyan Jain (Hindi)
3. Ma ngat RaIl1 Sharma (Urdu)
4. Narcsh Anjan (Panjabi)

Thanks are due to Shri Baldev
Mitter who conducted and made the
contest very interesting by his
forceful personality. The credit for
the success of the picnic goes to the
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Adviser, Shri I).S. Bhalla. President,
Subash Dewa n, the team of organizers
and students and Staff who co
operated in making the day a
memorable experience in the living
memories of the students,

Sushrna Paul of B.A. II Year
(Hons.) Hindi was selected to repre
sent the De lhi University in the All
India University Hindi Group

-Discussion corn petition organised by
the All India Radio. Her perfor-
mance was appreciated.

The College Union helJ its annual
function on I Sth March, 1960.

In addition to tile rninor prize
distribu tio n of the college, there
were corn petitions ill Fancy- Dress
and Music (Insrrulnental and Vocal).

Miss Veel1Cl Dar (B.A. I year) and
Vinay Mathur (B~Sc. III year) got
the first and 2nd prize respecti vely
in the music-com pet.it.ion.

R.S. Bagiga (Prep. Sc.) and Chancier
Mohan Malik '(prep. Sc.) shared the
first prize while Miss Sarl-i Kanal
(Pre. Med. I year) got the 2nd prize
in the Fancy Dress competition.

The prizes were given by the
Principal, Dr. A. N. Ba nerji.

The Political Science Association

Tile Association in the second
term organized a mock-session of the
5ecllrity Council of the United
Nations. The first three positions were
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secured by Mrs, Sushrna Paul (India),
C.V. Ramani CCanada) and Miss Veena
Dar (France) respectively. Miss
Harinder Sehgal and Mr. Kalyan Jain
were given consolation prizes.
Mr. S.P. Kapoor, Mr. Kaushal Kumar
and Iv1iss M. Nair of Lady Shri Ram
College acted as Judges. The fUllC

tion was highly appreciated by the
audience.

Sports and Physical Education

The A nnual Sports of the College
were held on 29th and 30th Jan. 1960.
[':r. A. N. Banerji declared tile meet
open. A sufficient number of boys
and girls participated. Vijay Thomas
and Seikh Irfa n (causa! student ) creat
ed new college t:ecor(ls in 110 i:tvleters
Hurdles and High Jump respectively.

The Inter-class Tou r nament cham
pionsh ip was \VOl1 by B.Sc. classes
with a lead of t point only over B.A.
classes. The contest in the various
games was thrilling and more or less
balanced.

Tournaments in Badminton and
Table-Tennis were held as 11811a1 and
attracted a good number of entries.
Picnic of the Badminton club was
organized at the Qutab, Satish Ehatia,
Captain of the team, took great pains
to make the picnic a success. A
considerable number of members of
the Staff also attended. this picnic.
Our cricket club has been more active
during the year than last year. The
team has been playing matches
almost on every sunday. Credit for
this goes to the Captain and our
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oldest member of the cricket team,
Arjan Menghani.

Students of the college were given
Physico-Medical test by the College
Doctor and the Director of Phvsical
Education, Shri D.S. Choudhry.
Those who were found to be suffer
ing from serious defects were advised
to undergo the necessary treatment
and their guardians were informed
accordingly.

The Arts Exhibition : (The Fine
Arts Club)

S11ri B. C. Sanyal, Art Director
Delhi Polytechnic, opened the Art
Exhibition, exhibiting the work. of
our prize-winning students on March
22 in connection with our Prize
giving fuct io n.

Ashit Sanyal's drawings and paint
ings and Samuel jai Kumar's photo
graphs were on view.

The Principal, Dr. A. N. Bancrji,
introduced Mr. Sa nyal and was
grateful to him for having' come so
far, and considered that we were
privileged to have such an emine nt
Artist to open the Exhibiton. Dr.
Sanyal said he was greatly encouraged
to see so Ina ny students eager to view
the exhibition. He said we should
encourage the artistic talents 'of our
students and hoped that presently rhe
university would consider Art
a subject for the degree. He then
cut the ribbon. He was very m uch
impressed by the work of Ashit
Sanyal and also of S. Iai Kumar.
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Ashit displayed 36 draw ings and
paintings, including the drawing
which brought him the first prize
from the University and the painting
which was commended and those
selected for the festival. S. jai
Kumar displayed 18 beautiful en
largements of architectural interest
and beauty of light and shade It
was difficult to decide which was the
best. Some models of ships were
displayed by R. Bugga, who was
helped by S. Chopra.

It was heartening to see the keen
interest displayed by our students
who visited the exhibition ill streams.

The Annual Prize-giving Function

TIle Annual Prize-giving Function
was held on the 22nd of March at
6 P. M. under a special Shumiana put
up ill the quadrangle opposite to the
Staff Room. The pandal and the
surrounding corridors were packed
wi th guests and students. Mr. justice
B~ P. Sinha, Chief Justice of India.
presided over the function and gave
away the prizes and certificates of
meri t.

In his Annual Report Dr. Ba nerji.
the Principal, highlighted the progress
made by the college during the year
under report and referred to its
needs.

:NIr. justice B. P. Sinha in his
Presidcnt ial Address remarked ;1S

follows :.- "I am tha nkfu l to Dr. A.N.
Banerji for affording me today an
opportunity of being amidst the stu
dents of the Dcshbandhu College. I
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am happy for two reasons, Presence
amongst students rern inds m e of 111Y

college days. Moreover, I find so
many happy faces full of enthusiasm
all around 111e. That makes me feel
young once again. I am told that
most of the students in the college
are either refugees or wards of refu
gees. I am satisfied to know that this
college 11a5 been started particularly
for them. It is always sad and pain
ful to b : uprooted from o nc's horne
but even in our distress we can be
cheerful, I am reminded of the
words of the great English poet,
Shakespeare :

"Sweet are the uses of adversi ty,
Which like the toad, ugly and

venomous,
Wears yet a precious jewel in its

head: .... . .. "

Let me wish you all success in life. I
do not suppose I can wish you any
thing better.

You have ill your Principal an in
te llectual of considerable adrninistra
tive experience. The members of the
teaching staff are able and devoted to
their duties. They say law is a noble
profession. But if I am asked to
make a choice of professions, I
would place medicine and teaching
above law. The teacher, in compari
son with the doctor anti the lawyer,
leads a life of penury, but is notw ith
standing as earnest about his job as
they. I like the teacher the most
because in all walks of life he lives
amongst the young students who are
the fut ure hopes of the nation. He

is quite conscious of his duties and
most willing to do them as best as 11e
can. He has a heavy responsibility
of teaching and moulding t~e future
generation. Teaching equips them
with all that they require throughout
their Iives. I would, therefore, ex
press my best wishes for them who
have got plentiful experience of
that.

Most of you will be leaving the
college in a year or two to enter
the arena of -life. You should re
member the law of Natllre : 'Struggle
for existence and the survival of the
fittest'. All of you must struggle and
for that you will need great courage,
a strong heart, a sour.d intellect and
a sturdy body. Let me remind you
thi t these years of your stay at this
college have been years when vou
acquired sound m inds ill sou nd bodies
and deterrn inatron to succeed in life.
I can tell you from personal experi
ence that if you are determined to
make a success of your life nothing
can stand in your way. I hope your
education in this college will give you
know ledge, intellectual experience
and sense of values which will fit you
eminently for the struggle of life that
a waits you beyond the portals of
your alma mater, I wish you success
once again."

A commendable Act

Surendra Kumar Madan, Pre-
Medical I year class, found a leather
jacket containing an expensive watch
in the Regal Theatre and restored it
to the owner. We highly commend
this act of honesty.
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College Union

Botanical Trip to the Moghal Gardens and Sunder Nursery.



T~lE ANNUAL SPORTS

Dr. L-\. N. I3a11erJi taking the salute at the Marchpast

Vijay Thomas clearing the hurdles.



List of Prize = Winners

1959 = 1960

(A) Academic

Roll of Honour
The following students were admitted to the College Roll of Honour

for their outstanding achievement in the University Examinations held
in 1959.

1. Indra Duraiswamy (Pre-Medical)
2~ Udho Thadani do
3. Manju Mathur (Preparatory Arts)

Roll No Name
37 Vishino Motwani

Sunita Sethi

Chandra Bhatia3

7

5
47
2

B.A. (Pass) III Year
Subject Position

Aggregate I
English I
Sindhi I
Hindi I
Economics I (Br)
Economics I (Br)
Pol. Science I

Sundrya Adya History I (Br)
Jai Kishori History I (Br)
Sushma Ra11i Tandon Sanskrit I

Total Marks
1334

391
272
227
364
364
364
349
349
423

B.A. (Pass) II Year

Aggregate I
Hindi I
English I
History I
Sindhi I

47

17
3

74

47
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Madhu Bala

G.S. Mamik
Nirmal Devi
Kamla Vaswani

Madhu Bala Sindhi
English

I
II

1252
261
337
314
106/200 (only in
II Yr. Dec.
Examina tion)

53



B.A. (Hons) II Year
Roll No. Name Subject Position Total Marks

231 Sushrna Pa III Hindi (Main I 954
Pol. Science I 235/400

203 Sushma Nagrath Economics I 217/400
214 Balbir Raj Handa Maths (Main) I 1225
204 Rajinder Singh Physics . I 309

B.A. (Pass) I Year

Hindi I
53 jagdish Sood Aggregate I 558

Sanskrit I 166
52 Hatam Singh Verma Hindi I 106

B. A. (Hons) I Year
139 Manju Mathur Maths (Main) I 784

Hindi Subsidiary I 75
Economics I 106,;205

151 Parsll0tam Lal Vij Hindi (Mai 11) I 485

171 Gobind Kumar ECOn0111ics (Main) I 473
Bllatia Pol. Sc. 122-200

122 Man Mohan Singh Economics I (Sr) 106-200
119 Sudershan Kumar English I 63

Sharma

174 Usha Lata Gosain History' I 120-200

B. Se. (Pass) III Year
28 Gu ri rider Singh Aggregate I 1150

Dhir Mathematics I 459
Physics I 403

39 Padma Chemistry I 43·4
163 Ravi nder Kumar Botanv I 344

Vig Zoology I 300

B. Se. (Pass) II Year
12 Vichitra Kumar Aggregate I 987

Mathematics I 377
Chemistry II 314
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Roll No. Name Subject Position Total Marks

15 Surinder Singh Aggregate II 946
Chemistry I 325
Maths, I j22
Botany I 320

128 Usha Nallda History of Science I 143

B. Sc, (Pass and Honours) I Year

13 Ramesh Chand Behl Aggregate I 563
4 Man Mohan Kapur Aggregate II 565

Physics II & Maths
II (210) 192

15 Lakshmi Chand
Tewari Chemistry I 194

1.9 Satish Kumar Chemistry II 193
163 Pushpa Botany I 254
159 Satinder Sabherwal Zoology I 158
207 Vinod Kumar Sud Physics I 242

35 Balbir Parshad Jain Mathematics I 252
1. Shanti Sarup Madan Hindi I 65

Pre-Medical II Year

1 Har I)evi Kanal English I 166
Physics I 219
Chemistry I 239
Biology I 204
Aggregate I 828

64 KllSU1l1 Anand Aggregate I 447 Only II
Physics I 125 Yr. Dec.
Biology I 119 Exam,

Pre-Medical I Year
6 Sushrna Dewan Aggregate I 411

English I 81.
Physics I 112

9 Surinder Singh Bedi Biology I 109
10 Bhupi nder Singh

Bedi Chern istry I 130
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Qualifying (Arts & Science)

Roll No. No. Subject Position Total Marks

7 KllalllI G.
LaIc11andani Aggregate I 423

10 Arun Kumar Mago Aggregate II 390
7 Khanu G.

Lalchandani English I 137
10 Arun KlImar Mago English II 131

219 Malti Hindi I 27
227 Surat Kapur Hindi II 55

7 Kha11u
G. Lalchandani Sindhi I 64

Add. Maths I 93
6 Ashok Sadhwarii Physics I 63

13 Subhash Chander
Narula Physics I 68

ChC111istr)T I 71
11 Ra:n Lubhaya Ohri Chelnistry II 69
32 Ravinder Kumar ~1aths. I 100
4 Raj Kllnlari Khurana Maths. II 99

243 Ashim Kumar Deb Economics I 56

294 K.V.S. Ramani Economics II 54
296 Vinod Kumar Bhateja Civics I 51
289 Kamlesh Kumari

Kakar Civics II 50
243 Ashim Kumar Deb History I 57
246 Usha Dhawan do I 57
294 K.V.S. Ran1ani do I 57
243 Ashirn KlImar Deb Psychology I 78
201 Bhanwar Singh

Chauhan Sanskrit I 75

General Knowledge Prizes.
Senior
B. A. II Yr. R. No. 68 Ravi Oatt Dogra I 110
B. A. II Yr. R. No. 34 Surinder Kumar Saini II 107
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Junior

Pre-Medical R. No. 23. Nishi Kant I
Qualifying Arts R. No. 243 Ashim Kumar Deb I

(B) UNION PRIZES

127
122

Entempore in Hin~

1. Sushma Paul 2. jagdish Tyagi

Debate in English

1. Subash Sabharwal 2. V. K. Ramani

1. Sushma Paul

1. Ashit Sanyal
2. Kalyan Jain

Debate in Hindi

2. Kalyan Jain

Recitation Contest

English 3. Naresh Anjan
Hindi 4. Mangat Ram

Panjabi
Urdu

HARISH CHANDRA MEDAL for the Best Actor: Sunita Sethi

(C) Fine Arts Society
College Colour

1 Ashit Sanyal
2 S. Jai Kumar
3 Raghubir Singh
4 Veena Dar

Merit Certificates
Fine arts & craft
1 Ashit Sanyal
2 S. Jai Kumar
3 Raghllbir Singh

B. Se. III Yr.
B. A. II Yr.
Prep. Se.
B. A. I Yr.

B. Se. III Y f.

B. A. II Yr,
Prep. Se.
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Drama
1 Sunita Sethi
2 Vinod Kumar

B. A.
B. A.

III Yr.
II Yr.
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Raje nder K umar
Kalya n Chand jain

B.A.
B. Sc,

II Yr.
II Yr.

Group Song

1 Vijai Khanna
2 Vijai Bhushan
3 Vijai Sharda
4 Inderjit
5 Veena Dar
6 Sneh Prabha
7 Sarla Kanal
8 Suman Kundra
9 Krishna Dar

B. A. II Yr.
B, A. III Yr.
B. A. I Yr.
B. A. I Yr.
B. A. I Yr.
B. A. I Yr.
Pre. Med. I Yr.
B. Se. I Yr.
'B, A. I Yr.

Group Dance

1 Veena Dar B. A. I Yr~

2 Sneh Prabha B. A, I Yr,
3 Sar Ia Kal1aI Pre. Med. I Yr.
4 Suman Kundru B. Se. I Yr.
~ Shashi Gupta Pre. Med. I Yr.-

6 Mohinder Singh B. Sc. I Yr.
7 Ishwar KalIl B. Sc. III Yr.
8 Laxman Ganpati B. Sc. III Yr.
9 Ravi Seth Prep. Arts.

10 Surrender Sawhney Prep. Arts.
11 Surinder Kaur Prep. Arts.

Classical Vocal

Veena Dar B. A. I Yr.

CD) Sports and Athletics

A ward of College Colours
1 Iagdish chander : .Ath let ics

58

2 Dharam singh : Athletics

Secured posrtion in
various events in

Inter-College Athletic
Competition.
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3

4

5

Vijay Thomas :

Sukhbir si ngh :

Satish Bharti :

Athletics

Volley-Ball &
Athletics

Badminton

Prize Winners

do

Member of University
Volley-Ball team &.
Best Athlete for three
years.
College champion in
singles for three years.

1 Men's Events.

1 Sukhbir Singh

2 Vijay Thomas

3 Jagdish Chander

4 Kishori Lal

5 Preet Singh

6 Girwar Dass

7 Dharam Singh
8 Janki Parshad
9 P. C. Gandhi

10 S. K. Suri

DESH

Events.

First in 100 Meters.
First in 200 Meters.
First in 400 Meters.
First in 800 Meters,
First in Broad j um p.
Second in 1500 Meters.
Second in Hop-Step & jump.
Second in Putting the Shot.
All round best athlete of the

Year from amongst Boys.

First in 110 Meters Hurdles.
First in Hop Step & jump.
Second in High Jump.
Second in 200 Meters.
Second in Javelin Throw.

First in Hammer Throw..
First in Discus Throw.
First in Puttirig the Shot.

First in 1500 Meters.
Second in 800 Meters.

First in Pole Valllt.
Second in Potato Race..

Second in 100 Meters.
Second in 400 Meters.
Second in Hammer Throw.
Second in 110 Meters Hurdles,
Second in Discus Throw.
Second in Potato Race.
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Women's Events
1 Sarla KanaI

2. Savita Nagpal

3. Karuna

4 Lakshmi Kala ni

5 Shashi Gupta
6 Sushma Pal
7 Brijinder Kaul"

Subordinate Staff Race
1 Tara Chand
2 jagdish Chander

Administrative Staff (Handicap Race)
1 Amar Nath
2 Pri tam Lal

Teaching Staff (Musical Chair Race)
1 Mrs. M. Thomas
2 She R, L. Verma

100 Meters Open
1 Taran Singh
2 Sukhbir Singh

First in lOG Meters,
First in 50 Meters.
First in 800 Meters \\Talking.
First in High jump.
First in Broad Jump.
First in Obstacle Race.
Second in Slow Cycling.
All round best A thlete of the

Year from amongst GirIs.
First in Putti ng the Shot.
First in Discus Throw.
Second in 100 Meters.
Second in High jump.
Second iJ1 800 Meters Walking.
First in Cricket Ball Throw.
Second in Broad Jump.
Second in Pu tting the Shot.
Second in 50 Meters.
First in Slo,v Cycling.
Second in Discus Throw,
Second in Cricket Ball Throw.

First
Second

First
Second

First
Second

First
Second

60

(E) Table-Tennis Prizes
1 Men's Singles Winner V. N. Pasricha

Runner-lIp Sunder Hira
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~) ~T I q~r~ Ofifr(9T 9)") ~~~T ~ SlAfT'iT lfT~T

~fi1 'l f~~r~T I Cf~ ~-~T ~T~ ;srQr;:rr ~~

~T~ Cf."lf'(T it :qCfCfi~ Cfifc ~ft t q\~ ~f:Tr CfiT
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en@~ q-aT '1 ~T f ~ 'Am ~T \jOT , fcp~

~~ fer> \3"ij"epT +rT~T cpT \3f1 ~T~T- ~ Cf)~J fuqr
fG:lIT ~ I ~~qr ~T 9;fClT;:(f ~~~~ ~T ~tlT crT
~~ ~ f~lt I (Q-\~ Cf)~ ~epT ~ ~Tl1~

crr~[T~ enT ~)~ ~o ~T(ll I ~r~-CfT~ ~ij- fer;~ft

~ ~~ q~ :;rrqr 91T ~r~~ ~'1T~ q¥qT q-~;:~

~rqfu~ '11cp~ ~ f~tr ~T epT~ ~T~ '1 f~@ r{
~r I~m ~i:ro ~T ~iT~ ~@ ;n~ ~~~r ~C:iT

f~m 11'1 ~1li'i ~ ~~ ~oa-T I

\if;f ~~r CJ)) ~~~ ~ f~lt ~;:r ~);:rT cpT
\1~~cpa-f :qw ~r+rr q-~ q~ ;r~ I CiT ~er~ ~

fw ar)~--~'~i:roSRT\if ar~T~ ~T ~ ?"

~~~ t;<fi.~ ~Frr ~ ip:ff I Ef.rcl a-r ~
;:r@ I ~T~ at q~~r ~5T~ ~T I :J;f:;;~T l1~TCJi

~~rllT ( epT;:~T ~1 ~q- ~T I B"~ft ~ m~ ~r

~T '{iqm ~:;f ~'H ffl:m ~ I q~~~;:r @
~l:r~ ~ ~T~:qlf~.,ep ~q ~ 9;f~T ft~f(i EFT ~
it Cf;~ f~m I ~T~~T ij- ~'1;:rT ~~ ij- ern
f"OfiT~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ q-rn ~T fl1OT~ Efft
c~c ~tlR ~ fw \iff ~ ~T~ ft ~ g~ ~--

--fi«fr \iiT ! ~~ ~~T~ EFT ~T~ ~ f~lt

Cf~~ fCf)lfl I 1;f~ ~ 9;fer~r~ ~':I ~T eylfT \ifTlf I"

~qr~ cpT ~qlr ~a- ~tJ: ~q)1 \3tr~ ~':I~ it ~':Iij" ~

trT~ q-r~T q~ iTlfT I

~+rT~T f~~ -uq~

~~T ~ ~ ;:r~ m;r~ ~ +rr ~~ ~~TlTT

a+rT ~;:m;:r ~ it'lT ~ ~T;:r ~ ~lTlIT!

~ Cf~ ~~ ~ {2fTll"r, ~ ~Tffi -m; ~r 91RT
fimenm ~ 'ef~ lr ~~r @"r~, ~~T ~T~!
~~~~T ~.~ ~T q"\ ~Of)dT ~ CP~ ~r~

m qrcp( f~qT ~~ ep~T :mep~ flT~rrT 3;f~ ?
~ ~ ~Ta- enT ~);:rT epQT ~TGf~ cpT '1Cf ~fulrf!

~ q-ft]"(1~ ~f~lfT ep~T qTif~ ~'~r ~~ ~!

ep~ a-r ~~1 ~fw.:IT ep~T Cf~ m~ffi ~~~ ~

cp~r ~r~ q-TlT~ cpT ~r ~T g~T ~CR: ~!

~+rT aT ;rrd" ~TOf)T g, ~~~ ~ ~epr ~ !
~+rT ~T;;T ~ ~~ ~ ~+rT ~T'lr ~ ~~. ~ ;

fen~T ~ tlfT~ ~~~ it ~1'1T qgCf ~ ~ !
~T ~T ~ :q~it teft'l ~.,~~ ifm +ft 9;fq~!

f~T ~ ClfT~ ep) ~)lrr f~T it ~ ~ ~)lfT !
~T ~u ~T 9;fR~ Cfl@ ~ ~')1ra-T ~t:q9"!
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r-; r-:

~l'ID~~;rq;:rr-qcp ~~~ ~~~ q
~f@enT -~~r 'lT~ (f~;:~T ~r;:r~) f[a-rlf ~tl

'9;11" ~f+r~rrr;:~ tia' cpT ;:rTll ~ @~ ~

~CP ~ +frGf~T Cf)T f~ 5IT~~~ a ~) ~a-r ~ \iff
Cf)~T ij"T Of))lf~, +rT~ ~T ;r~, ~~r

~1 ~Ffiq-Cfi a~ f~<f ~T ma- IJ?f <n=~)"{ ~ I

~;:~ 5l~ffT enr ~~+rT~ Cfifq, f=r.rra-'1 opT opfer
~~r ;PI41~ ;prra ~Tq~T;nT ;pfq ~T ~r;T

~ I q~ ~r opr \if;:11 q-QT~r ~ ~~q)?T if ~T

~T, ~(f: ~ sr~d enT If)~ ~ @~-W~ a-~r

ferenf~ g-lZ I ij"1=+rqa: ~T Cfi"T~ ~ ~

if >r~fu Ef; !Tfa- fq~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~m ~ I

;srr~q~~T ~r etCl" \jfr sr~fa ~ ij"Tr~,~ ~ ~a- Q)Cf)~

~~T ~fq ~tR epf0ll" if Z1(1T~a- ~~ ~ I ttCl" \ifT ~

5f~ffT ~ Cfl~-~{!J if ~T;:~~, f~a1T a-~T ~Tq'l

cpr ~~~q >TP=Cf 91~;;r ~ Cf,"r~(TJ ~~T >T~fCl" enT
~T~ enT (lfT~ "~J fCf)llT I ~ 'fCflf f~~a- ~-

"~U ~Tq;r ~mcff ~ qf~~ ~T ~T~ \jfl ~~rqT

enT ~fu ff~ 5T~fa mr Cf1T I" ~T W+r~T'lr~

q;:(i 5T~fu ~ ~~ ~q ~ >rTlf: ~q-f-U~(l g I

~<fi1 ~fu Cfi)ll~ 'Zef ~<§1lr"{ ~, qf"{~Tllff:
.~ ~r~r f4lf?fa >T~f(1" en-f fCf~q ~:ft ~ep)~~

~ ,~r 5f~fa- ~ ~~~~ 5T~f(f ~ ~;:~~ ~

~T ~qr;T~~t S;rg' 3AfercFl ~f~;p~ 5RfTa- q-'Rrr ~ I

~re~T a~r 7jflr ~rr~ CflfOlfT it ~q-~i1 Cf)~(j"r

~~~ Cf:Ta-r ~ I ~~.,T cpT +h~~~ rr~r qf~~f

;:pT ~;:~ 1=f~q~ ~~r~ ff Cf)fCf Sl;f"2'1Q ~rr-(f

tr~~q ;prcrr ~ I

91"fcr '1;:(9" ~f~CfTf~;; ~ I >r~f9"-~ II ~) mm
~ ~ ;:rr~T sfl1 tf ~~;T':~ R"~I ~).". ;;rT6:ff I

~~fr Cf)r~~ qtr \iff Cfl@" ~ :--

$ ~:>+1"1 en) ~~ ~Plr (f~ >r~fu ~ +fr +rT'lT
~r~ ! ~~ ~T~ \ifr~ ~ et?r ~~~T ~~ <:1)~ ?

;pfq cfr:r 5f~~ Ef1 ij"tO~ f~epT~ ~ I ~

>rT~ frrCfi ~~lfT CflT efilO~ ff~ 5fCfiT~ 9;fCfar't~T

Cf)~ff ~ f91 fTToeJ)T ~ ~?fT ~ trl1~ f~ ij"TcpT~

~T ~O(ir ~ I ~~ epTolf if ~QT f~T~T ~

~~ ~m ~ ~~r--

~+r :q~ 'lTq ~~ ~~Cf~,

f(f~ T~T @rq- q-f(1T ~ q~ I

~~ 11;:~ IT;=~ l1;:<:r~· 11;:~~,

~~ ~~T ~f~rrT ~ft ~;:~~ II

q~T eer~~cli\if'1T err +11" 9A~ f~ ;;~T ~ I ~

f~l?fa- ~ :--

;;T\if ~\jf~T ~11 ~ll ~;r I

Cf;fq- q(f >r~fr; Efl ~~lIT~ cpfCf ~ I ~;;Cf)r

>r~fr=r if ~rof'l97i9"T +1T ~~rrfGfcc ~ I ~~

rTfi})-q~-:n it ~~frGfrr ~r +r~~~ +r~r ~ ~ I ~T

(fep fefi 91fcr epQT-Cfi~ ~~~~r~T rf?l r 9;f~l1T~;r
~T~T ~ft ~f>!if(T ~T(fr ~ I

q-9' ~T CfiT ~~~ ~~T f;:r~qr;T ~epT ~)q~

q~T~~T g I ~~~ >T+rTCf ~ ~?T qT~T it +IT
Vf~TqT ~T ij"T 11T~~ ~r iflfT g I qa- ~fr

~~Ti1 Cflfq g I s:;:renr ~~TfCf)::n ctiTolf "Sff(=f~T
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'~~?T) t;rc~ if o:~ ~en ft1T fcr(~ ~~T

cp~r Tf~ ~; I ~f~ ~ ~T~Cf» CI1T 'iT~r ~~ \iffcft ~

(J~T cr~ ~f1 l1 3;T~a-~) \ifra-r ~ I ~~a- ~)~ fR

q~ ~q~ ~P:rCf)T tzer; ~~~~r ~T~r cpT ~fTG if
~~aT ~ I Cf~ ~ ~G~1~-

~ fcr~f~a- ;:rT({ i:f ~ ~r \it'~r

~ro ~~ itu ~91);r~ \iTT'Cf rn:
~f~r ~r 1Zcp ~r~T o~~ ~)

~~<:ir ~r l:~Trr ~f§f lr""{T ;r;r~~

rfrlfet1 ~~ ~cra') ~ fqctl ~ Cf)~;:rr :qr~aT g I

q~~~ 73"~efiT fG{crr~ f;r,B"T ~;:lf GmCf~ ~ ~)

\ifT(=fT ~ I sr:qf~d ~ fCf) ~~ cpT~ CFT ~r~ m
cpT ~q;:rr ~ GfTqt1 ;rr~T g I s~ ~~q:)~ 5f11

~ Cf)T~~ ~ Cfifcr ~rcr;:r r:nt~ ;qf;rqTmd"

~QT I 9;T~~, ~ij" etlTol[' f.r Cflfcr cpr f;:r7f?ITT frrfl~

~ I ~~ij 9i'cr f~f~~ ~r ~TrrT g I ~nCf)T

~=C~T((' ~l1T~ ~T ~r<ir ~ r ~~q if ~+r ~~

fcrsr~l=~:r Yr~T~ 5f~T;:r ep-rotr ;p~ tf~~ ~ I

~~ Cl11ClfT ~ ~~<I: 'lf~(1fe1(f ~mr ~ I eRr ctlTclf Cf)) aT'f cp)fcliT B- fq+l~ Cf)~ ~cpa- ~--

\ift >'T~'l~T ~) mTlfCf)~ ifCfr;:rar ctlT ~~~ ~rlflcrT~T Cf1Tcl]", 5Tiffa-crTGr CJ)Tclf a ~T ~ tll"T~+r-

cp~'fr ~+rT~Trr ~+T+f)a- ~ I '1crT~T ~ srfu ~~T >f'tfR 91"Tclf I

'AT~ ~ Cf)T~~ ~;:~T~ ~'q;:rT crT~a-Rcp ;:n if .
'4Tl~T~(t~' ~m .. Cf."{ Wf'fT CfifCf~n ~ IN ~r ef,r 'CfT~', '~f<"~', q~~Cf', '~!g'f,.

~~q ~q~ ~Ttf Cf.T '~rWiH<'I~' 'fFi ''Jr.f)~T' ~c.f '~m~' I "{~rti:. ~fllTCfT(tT
~ ~fm~ fCf.lfT I ~~T 5fCf.T"{ Cf.TOlf "{'q'fT if f:lT . Cf.TOlf ~ ~.RfiT~ 4TUlf ~ I. CfT~T q~ ~T ~RT
eta- \ifT ~ 5T=qf~a- ~T'it Cf)T ~q-e1r '1cft'f ~f:er" >rr~fl=~Of) ~:q;:rf~1 cpr ~~~~ ij"«~ ~ I

~ql1T'f1 cpr lf~r ~~~ ~Tcpr~ CFr I eta ~~ q- sr~fr; ~~~T ~:q;;r~;ff Cfi"T ~Tgc;lf ~ I

;;rT ~ ~;:~ 41T ~nCfT ~ ~~q Cf.)1l~ t!;c.f llTwl u:~ ~ it ~ll ~~ +TTCf-5f"lA' 4TTf~-,'fiTC1f Cf.~

¥T ~ ~'ffi ~ I ~if t:«fi~ ~ I ~~ ~ i!:f'ff-.rn '9"er.a- ~ I

~tm ~T eta- \ifT cpr 91"fcrCfT [fU 9;fT'i;:~r+f Cfi~

~Epa-r ~ I

Cf)~r cpT stfRlrr ~ ~a-~ij" ~ \ifTcr'i cpT \if)
qf(~ 1f~(!r cpT ~--~~ ~~ qa- [TU ~ar)~

~~ 5fTt:a" g~r ~ I '~;:(=f' ~ ~cf rl~ lTe~

~ ~ ~;cr~'f cr~ enT ~~T ~ 5ffa-rw-~ Cflfcr
~~ ~ I q-A" ~ ftf<::renrm;:r ~T~m~) cnfcr-If!
CfiT ij"rf~Cfcpm 5RT'f enT I ""{Tfa-91"r~r~ enf~T ~

5filfu ~ ~T~~l~<:i liTfWlf CJ)T f~Cfr\~ Cfi~

q-a- ~T ~ >lWf~ Of1f tCP;~ qT~llT ;pr !f~~;;

fCfi'lT I tT(f etlf Gf)TolTr~llr 5f~f(f 3;fqfff olf~r if
~~~r ~Cfi ~@ I \j~Cf)r ~T~·~T~r-Cf)~~ ~

;lf~r cpT ~~~ ~~TGrr ~ I q-a- eFt if)fcra-r if
~T~lf Cflf ~~)~(fT ~ I ~;:rCf)T Cfifcra-r ~~~'1

~"{~lt if f'fW'1 ~ I lf~ ;;rT if Brlf t!;Cf. f~T'f

~ ~~ CfiQT ~ f;p "~ srTlT: f91~T~ ~q ~r

fT.T~~ Cfi~dT ~ I"

rt~ \iff ~ cpfq(ff, ;P~RT, ~~r~, ;;Tc~

9;JTf~ errs: '+f?l ~ ~~Ef) ~;rT CfiT ~:et;:rT Of)T
'"

Cl~rfq- ~;:repr >rf~f:~ efT Tcl:~~T~~ s:~etT Efifer~T 'q~f1q' ff >r~f(=f ~~~~T Cfifcr(fT~ ~,

;f~~r ~"r ~ I fcr~:qfl Cfft ~~r ~ f;;fll~ ~ 'qc:~;p~.' rfd ~r 5fT~ ~:q'fT ~ I ep~T'le1 ~~T
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